ACHARITH:
THE LATTER DAYS
A compilation of articles from the now defunct Differentiator Magazine, edited by R. B. Withers and
Alexander Thomson, with a special emphasis on articles by J. G. H. Steedman relating to Acharith
(Hebrew for Latter Days); also includes a Chart of the Latter Days as well as the Order of Events (both by
Rick Farwell) and an article by Ted McDivitt entitled "Two Days Distinguished". And finally, a bonus
article by Melvin E. Johnson: “Which Trumpet?”.
Acharith is that time associated with the restoration of Israel to the land that was once promised to them
by God. That restoration has not yet taken place. It can only occur sometime after, but not immediately
after, the Body of Christ has been snatched away to meet Christ in the air (I Thessalonians 4:13-17). It is a
precursor to the Millennium, not the Millennium itself, but rather a fulfillment of the prophecy in the
Book of Daniel relating to the Seventy Sevens.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE
Commander J. G. H. Steedman: His association with the Differentiator was quite brief (from April 1964
till his death on Dec. 26th, 1968) compared to Mr. Alexander Thomson and Major R.B Withers, but his
research proved to be complementary and in my opinion, quite revolutionary. His findings in the area of
prophetic truth cleared the way for us to rid ourselves of the burden of trying to fit the Seventy-Sevens of
Daniel 9:24-27 into a semi-preterist mold (that is, only one Seven is yet future). His logical and
Scriptu33ral arguments allowed us to see a strong case that the entire prophecy of the "weeks", or better
heptads of years, has yet to begin. He credited his understanding to a Mr. Otis Q. Sellers from some
articles in the latter's magazine The Word of Truth of which Commander Steedman said:"...a series of
articles on the restoration of Israel to the land of their fathers and drew the readers' attention to the
Passages in Leviticus and Deuteronomy that have been referred to at the beginning of this short
exposition on the same subject. I was very interested in these articles and could not see anything wrong in
his exegesis. I examined it closely and found that it met most, if not all the objections that I had
encountered in my studies of the orthodox pre-millennial and other interpretations that I had previously
come across. These earlier interpretations were studied, followed, yet with reservation, always hoping that
some firmer ground would be found on which to take my stand than was hitherto forthcoming. I read, reread, checked and cross-checked all these articles and became convinced that he had certainly received
considerable light on the subject and that it was well worth while pursuing. Before doing so, however, a
preliminary study was undertaken of the promises and covenants and all prophetic utterances made to
Abraham from his call out of Ur of the Chaldees, and to his descendants throughout the Pentateuch. This
was done without resorting to reading commentaries or any other books, save the Companion Bible,
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Young's Analytical Concordance and a few other reference books at my disposal. In other words, apart
from anything that might have been retained in my memory from past reading, what was learned was
first-hand, and, with the help of, and depending upon the Spirit of God for guidance, considerable notes
were made over a period of more than a year. Each section was gone through carefully by a friend, who
also was a keen student of the Scriptures, a believer in the full inspiration of the Word of God in the
original languages. He was extremely critical and jealous that nothing should be written that had not full
scripture support. Sometimes I had to abandon an idea that had occurred to me on this account. At other
times I was able to convince him that there was sufficient support for a statement that had been made or
conclusion that had been reached." Rick Farwell
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ORDER OF EVENTS
(in The Latter Days)
1.The Church, The Body of Christ Snatched Away (1Th. 4:13-18; 1Cor. 15:50-55; Rom. 11:25; Col. 3:4;
Phil. 3:20,21; Titus 2:13)
2.The Gog invasion of the Middle East --Israel, Jordan, and Palestinian lands--(Ezek. 38:8,16) Also called
"Jacob's Trouble" (Jer. 30:3-10). This is not the same event as The Great Tribulation.
3. Yahweh destroys Gog and its allies upon the mountains of Israel, the land is a desolation, and the house
of Israel comes to know that Yahweh is their God (Ezek. 38:16-23; 39:1-22).
4. The Greater Exodus of Israel, from all over the world, (Isa. 11:11; Jer. 16:14,15; 23:7,8; 31:8-17; Ezek.
20:33,34). They are then brought into "the wilderness of the peoples" to "pass under the rod" and come
"under the bounds of the covenant" (Ezek. 20:35-37). Yahweh will "purge out" the rebels and those who
transgress, they will not enter the land. But the rest of Israel shall enter (Ezek. 20:38,40-43). This
covenant of Bondage is the one restored from Ex. 34 when Moses came down a second time from Mount
Sinai. This is not the New Covenant, it will be instituted when Christ is on earth for His thousand-year
reign.
5. The arrival of Elijah, to turn the hearts of the children to the fathers and the fathers to the children (Mal.
4:5,6). He indeed will restore all things (pertaining to restored and re-gathered Israel, Matt. 17:11). Thus
begins "the restoration of all things spoken of by His holy prophets" (Acts 3:19-21). This will also be the
known as "The Seasons of Refreshing" (Acts 3:21) as well as "The Kingdom of the Heavens" (Matt.
13:24-30; 36-43).
6. The Greater Pentecost. Israel enters the land, rebuilds the burned-out ruins, (Ezek. 36:33,34; Isa. 60:10;
61:4; Amos 9:11,14) and cleanses the land of dead bodies (Ezek. 39:9-16) God pours out His spirit upon
the land, (Isa. 32:13-18; Ezek. 36:24-36; 39:28,29) and upon all flesh (Joel 2:28-31; Acts 2:17-21). This
all takes place before the Day of the Lord (hundreds of years before). A covenant of Peace instituted
(Ezek. 34:25; 37:26). This covenant will not be one of bondage, but will be the reintroduction of the
original covenant God made with Israel, When He took them out of Egypt, which they broke (Ex. 32:19).
7. The word goes forth (from a Prophet, Elijah?) to rebuild and to restore Jerusalem, the count of 490
years begins (Dan. 9:24-27; Jer. 31:37-40). King David is upon the throne, many others will be raised
from the dead during this era. (Hosea 3:4,5; Jer. 30:8,9; Ezek. 34:23,24; 37:21-26). The temple of God
restored and built, an era of world peace begins (Ezek. 40-48; Isa. 2:1-4; Zach. 1:16-21; 8:23; Micah 4:13). This is not to be confused with the thousand-year reign of Christ, which will follow The Great
Tribulation.
8. After several hundred years of peace and security ( 1Thess. 5:2,3; Isa. 2:1-4; Micah 4:1-3), scoffers and
doubters will arise saying "where is the promise of His presence" (2 Pet. 3:3,4), Israelites who have
believed the "Evangel of the Circumcision" and that Jesus is the Messiah, will begin to be persecuted (Isa.
66:5,6; Matt. 24:9-12; Rev. 3:8), and will go into lands outside of Israel to practice their faith, for
example, the 7 assemblies mentioned in the Revelation (Rev. 2-3). The Gentile nations will begin to
become restless and do battle with one another (Matt. 24:6-8; Rev. 6:1-9) and will reverse their peaceful
uses of tools for peace into tools of war (Joel 3:9-16) as the Day of the Lord draws near.
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9. The work of Satan and his demons begin to bear fruit (the tares of Matt. 13:24-30; 36-43), culminating
in the unveiling of the Man of Lawless, the Wild Beast and Antichrist (Rev. 13:1-18). Midway through
the last 7 years of the 490 years, he proclaims himself to be God and causes the sacrifice to cease in the
temple of God (2 Thess. 2:3-10) also called "The abomination of desolation" (Matt. 24:15; Dan. 9:27;
11:31; 12:11). This is the apostasy of Israel during the close of the latter days. This last three and a half
years is "The Great Tribulation" (Matt. 24:21), and the "Conclusion of the Eon" (Matt. 24:3b). This will
culminate in the Lord Jesus’ return to earth and the beginning of His reign for 1,000 years. Rick Farwell
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CHART OF THE LATTER DAYS

This chart is the result of over twenty years of study on subjects brought before me by God and His
instruments, the following teachers: Otis Q. Sellers, C. E. McLain, A. E. Knoch, C. R. Stam among many
others and most recently, through the writings of Commander J. G. H. Steedman and Major R. B. Withers
from articles in The Differentiator on the Hebrew word Acharith "latter days" and the "Seventy Sevens".
This chart is based upon there being Scripture indicating a protracted period of time (of at least 490 years)
in which God will give repentance to Israel before "The Great Tribulation" and the presence of Jesus
Christ upon the Earth. In studying this chart, you will find this time referred to as "Seasons of Refreshing"
in which the parables of the Kingdom of the Heavens in Matthew 13 will have their fulfillment. It is also
indicated in the chart and is my contention that the entire Seventy-Sevens of Daniel 9:24-27 will run their
course during this time. It should also be noted that all of Israel's "Festivals of Yahweh" will find their
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prophetic fulfillment during this time ending with the Presence of Christ on Earth to fulfill the Festival of
Tabernacles and usher in the 1000-year Kingdom. All passages with the word "Acharith" are noted in the
chart. These Scriptures will be found to cover the entire period, from the beginning (the invasion and
defeat of Gog and Magog) to the middle (the nations all beating their swords into "plowshares" and not
learning war) to the conclusion and consummation of the eon (The Apostasy) and the presence of Christ
upon the Earth. The present called-out-company called the Body of Christ will have been snatched-away
before any of these events can occur. Rick Farwell
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INTRODUCTORY EDITORIAL
Concerning
The Seventy Sevens of Daniel
From the Differentiator Vol. 26, August 1965, # 4 (this volume number was also used for
1964 due to a printer's error. It was eventually cleared up by skipping from vol. 28 to vol.
30)
Special attention is drawn to Commander Steedman’s article in this issue. It has been printed entire,
instead of the two parts usual for so lengthy a paper, in view of its special importance. By now our readers
will be used to having long-accepted ideas questioned in this magazine. That is the only path to progress
in understanding God’s Word.
Whether Commander Steedman’s novel approach is correct or not, careful open-minded consideration
can only do good and bring us to a better apprehension of God’s Word. Certainly, it is causing me to
reconsider many matters.
In November 1962, Commander Steedman sent this article to Mr. Alexander Thomson, who wrote in
reply: “I could not find any blunders or mistakes. . .. Your articles are fresh, something new, and I think
the readers would like that.” Owing to his illness, nothing more came of it, and the papers had to be held
up; but now it gives me great pleasure to present the second of them. Let us hope it will prompt general
discussion of a most important issue.
When the Apostle Paul opened his itinerant ministry, he based his appeal on written testimony; first on
Prophecy: “That the Messiah must suffer and rise from among the dead”; second on the Gospels
themselves: “That this One is the Messiah—the Jesus Whom I am announcing to you.” (Acts 17:3)
How comes it, then, that it occurred to nobody at that time to cite the fulfilment of sixty-nine (or perhaps
sixty-two) of the Seventy Sevens of Daniel’s prophecy—correct to the day, if Sir Robert Anderson was
correct in his book, “The Coming Prince” —if that prophecy had in fact been fulfilled by then? Yet there
is, apparently, no record of such an appeal until nineteen centuries after the Apostle Paul’s ministry
began.
I confess that this problem never occurred to me before; but in the face of Commander Steedman’s paper
it strikes one most forcibly now, and goes far to reinforce his thesis. Departing from cherished ideas is
always distressing; but departing from the faith is infinitely worse, and in the long run disastrous as well.
Refusing to face difficulties is the surest way to such departure and all the evil that follows. Let us, then,
be true Bereans, and examine this matter honestly and candidly. No doubt others will present themselves
for us in due course. In fact, they are occupying my attention now whenever I can take time off from my
present duties. These, as my colleagues are aware, have for some while been exacting and even arduous,
and, as I put it to a correspondent recently, rather like walking a tightrope.
Further reactions to this new departure are planned for the next issue, and help from our readers will be
welcomed.
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At the last moment before going to press our attention has been drawn to the rendering of Daniel 9:25 in
the American Revised Standard Version: “Know therefore and understand that from the going forth of the
word to restore and build Jerusalem to the coming of an anointed one, a prince, there shall be seven
weeks. Then for sixty-two weeks it shall be built again with squares and moat, but in a troubled time.”
This by itself is bound to create controversy; but its interest for us at present is in its bearing on
Commander Steedman’s article. R. B. Withers
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Volume 26, The Differentiator, August 1965

THE SEVENTY SEVENS OF DANIEL 9:24-27
The use of a capital at the beginning of a sentence or for the name of a person or place is admissible at
any time in literature. It is permissible for an author to make use of a capital to indicate some particular
relationship of or emphasis on a noun of which he is making use in order to give to his readers a clear
indication of what he means to impart. In other words, the use of a capital, other than to conform to the
conventional, immediately puts an interpretation to the word so designated. Where an author may take
this liberty, no editor should do so unless specifically guided by some irrefutable proof that the meaning
conveyed by the capital was exactly what the author meant to convey.
In the Scriptures, in the Greek originals, all letters were capitals in the text, and there was no punctuation,
but the letters ran on and on, so many to a line, from one word to another without even any spacing
between words or phrases or sentences. At some time or another in the English versions capitals were
placed before the words 'holy’ in verse 24, 'messiah’ and ‘prince’ in verse 25. There is no warrant
whatsoever for this to have been done. This practice has put upon these verses an interpretation which is
virtually inescapable, an interpretation that may be right, but equally may be wrong. It is therefore
intended to ignore these capitals and first of all to examine these words and their usage in the O. T.
Scriptures to find out whether any support can be given to this assumption, which is used as a premise on
which so much exposition of this passage is based.
If the Scripture usage runs counter to the interpretation imposed by the capitals, then the whole subject of
the explanation of the meaning of these verses is thrown open again for critical examination. This should
be undertaken by a mind cleared of prejudice and with a fixed intention to seek the truth that God
intended us to receive. “And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.” (John 8: 32).
The words translated 'most Holy’ are, in the Hebrew QODESH HAQ-QODASHIM, the meaning of
which Young, in his Analytical Concordance gives as ‘most holy (thing or place), occurring 37 times in
addition to those in the passage under consideration. It is interesting to notice that when the most Holy
One of Israel is mentioned the word used is QODOSH, meaning 'separate or set apart one,’ except in two
places, Ps. 16:10; 89:19, where the word is CHASID, meaning 'kind or gracious.’ The former text is
proved to refer to the Son of God, for the Holy Spirit, through Peter at Pentecost, cites this passage as
referring to the Lord Jesus Christ in Acts 2:27. Isaiah 30:15 and Hab. 1:12 and other passages identify this
QODOSH with the Lord God (Adoni Jehovah) and LORD God (Jehovah Elohim), Creator, Redeemer
and King.
Why, if it was intended to refer to the holy One in Dan. 9:24, did not the Holy Spirit, through Daniel, use
the word QODOSH instead of QODESH HAQ-QODASHIM?
This latter expression, by its usage in Scripture, cannot be translated as if referring to the person of Christ,
prophetically or otherwise.
The word in Dan. 9:25, 26 translated 'Messiah,’ is in the Hebrew MASHIACH. These are the only two
places in the O.T. where the word MASHIACH is so translated. In every other of the 37 occurrences the
word is translated 'anointed,’ Young gives the meaning as ‘smeared’ or ‘anointed.’ The occurrences in
Leviticus refer to the priest.
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That in 1. Samuel 2:10 is in Hanna’s song of praise and in 2:35 it came from the mouth of the prophet
sent to Eli, and these probably are primarily foretelling the kingship of David, “the man after His (God’s)
own heart.” Once it is used of Eliab when Samuel was searching for the man of God’s choice. Once it is
used of Joshua, once of Cyrus, king of Persia, three times (possibly) of Solomon, four times of Israel, nine
times of David and twelve times of Saul.
By type, references to David and Solomon (or possibly Hezekiah) could be fulfilled in David’s greater
Son and undoubtedly will be. In that sense the word MASHIACH does refer to the Lord Jesus Christ. The
reference to Joshua in the Psalm of Hab. 3:13, which might be rendered, “Thou wentest forth for the
salvation of Thy People with YESHA the anointed,” might be considered in the same way. But how can
one treat the references to Saul in the typical way?
If Joshua be the type of the one to bring Israel into the land of promise (Hebrews 4:8 A.V. margin) and
David be the type of the conquering King and Solomon the type of the King reigning in peace; of whom
is Saul the type? Yet, as has been shown, Saul is designated 'the anointed’ more than any other.
Whilst on the subject of anointing, it must be borne in mind that the subjects of anointing in the
ceremonial of Israel are priests, kings, and lepers when healed.
The third word that has a capital is the word 'Prince’ in Dan. 9:25. This is the Hebrew word NAGID and
is used again with a small 'p’, in verse 26. It occurs a third time in Dan. 11:22, where it refers to the prince
of the covenant who is broken. This translation is used in six other places, where it refers among others to
Jeroboam and Baasha, and apart from its use by Job all the uses with this translation are connected with
evil behavior, one being the prince of Tyre. NAGID is also translated ‘ruler’ 19 times, ‘leader’ (4), 'chief’
(3), 'captain’ (2), ‘governor’ (1), 'chief governor’ (1), 'chief ruler’ (1), ‘noble’ (1), and ‘excellent thing'
(1), 42 times altogether.
As ‘ruler’ the word’s first use is by Abigail concerning David’s future (1. Sam. 25:30), and in 2. Sam.
6:21 David applies it to himself when addressing his wife Michal, the daughter of Saul. It was used by
Nathan the prophet when he spoke to David with reference to the latter when he desired to build the
temple. It is next used of Solomon, when David gives instructions for him to be anointed and proclaimed
king in his stead (1. Kings 1:35). It is used of Judah’s prerogative, “and of him came the 'chief ruler’."
Ahitub is spoken of as being 'ruler’ of the house of God and Phinehas is recorded as having been the
'ruler’ over them in time past. Of the rest, three times 'ruler’ refers to David (1. Chron. 11:2; 17:17; and
28:4), and in 2. Chron. 6:5, it refers to Solomon. It is used otherwise of kings, priests and commoners
also. As 'leader’ it refers to various individuals in the same way, but notice should be taken of its use in
Isa. 55: 4, “Behold, I have given him for a witness to the people, a leader (NAGID) and commander
(TSAVAH-one who gives precepts) to the people. Translated ‘captain,’ NAGID is the word used when
Samuel is told to anoint Saul over His people Israel (1. Sam. 9:16) and in 1. Sam. 10:1 it is written; “Then
Samuel took a vial of oil, and poured it upon his (Saul’s) head, and kissed him, and said, is it not because
the Lord hath anointed thee to be ‘captain’ over His inheritance?” 1. Sam. 8:14, Samuel, speaking to Saul
says, “But now thy kingdom (government) shall not continue: the Lord hath sought Him a man after His
own heart, and the Lord hath commanded him to be ‘captain’ over His people.” 2 Sam.5:2 refers to
David’s future 'leadership,’ spoken by the Lord and brought up by the leaders of the tribes at Hebron. In 2
Kings 20:5 Hezekiah is called the ‘captain’ of My people. When Solomon was made king the second time
he was anointed “unto the Lord, it is to be the 'chief governor’ (NAGID) (1. Chron. 29:22).”
Sufficient has been shown of the meanings of this word NAGID to indicate that anyone who may be in
charge of a people, army, priesthood, treasury or many other things can be so designated.
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The study of this word has brought to light a most interesting fact, which is that although both David and
Saul were referred to as NAGID, Saul was anointed NAGID and never anointed king (MELEK), whereas
David was three times anointed MELEK and never anointed NAGID (1Sam.16:13; 2Sam.2:4; 5:3) to be
NAGID over Israel.
Saul was a ‘captain’ of God’s choice to lead Israel in battle against their enemies. Saul was not God’s
choice as (MELEK) king. Saul was the choice of the people as king and in doing so they rebelled against
God (1. Sam. 8:6, 7 and 9; 11:15; 12:1,2), but God allowed them to have their way. David was a 'ruler’
(NAGID) of God’s choice with a view to his becoming ‘king’ (MELEK) also of God’s choice. He would
still remain a ‘leader’ (NAGID).
Of whom is Saul the type? That was the question asked earlier. The examination of the usage of the words
MASHIACH and NAGID and of the history of Saul, the son of Kish (which means 'power') would lead
us to believe that he is the type of a 'leader’ in Israel in the 'latter days’ towards the end of the age
(SUNTELEIA). He will be elected by his people as ‘governor’ and will lead the people into covenant
relationship with the man of sin, Antichrist. This anointed leader or ruler will come to his end in violence
as did the type, Saul. The chosen One of God will then come in person, take the leadership and the throne,
to which alone He has the right, destroy the enemy, be accepted as King in all Israel and set up His rule of
righteousness in the earth. Thus, the types outline the prophecy and may help better to understand the
utterances of the prophets in general and the words of Daniel 9:24-27 in particular.
The greatest difficulty with which one is met in the study of this passage of Scripture is the corruption of
the text. Apparently, some of the early church fathers in trying to translate the text of the LXX, which
they did not properly understand, succeeded only in revising it to its detriment.
In stating that the Bible editor presumed too much in putting capitals before the words 'holy,’ ‘messiah’
and ‘prince,’ it in no way detracts from the statement by Peter in Matthew 16:16, “Thou art the Christ (the
anointed-Hebrew MASHIACH), the Son of the Living God.” It does not deny that Jesus, the babe born in
Bethlehem, will become “the Governor, that shall rule My people Israel,” where the word 'governor’ is
the same word that is used in the LXX in Dan. 9:25 and 26, translated in the A.V. ‘prince.’ (c.f. the only
other occurrence of this word in the N.T. Acts 7:10, where Stephen cites Pharaoh exalting Joseph "and he
made him ‘governor’ over Egypt and all his house.” Joseph is here the type of the ruling Christ). Neither
does this set at naught the fact that Jesus Christ is the Holy One of Psalm 16:10 (c.f. Acts 2:27).
What is under critical review is the interpretation that the editors have put upon this passage by using the
capitals. In fact, they took an unwarranted liberty with the Word of God by adding to it the thoughts of
man. When the truth of this passage is revealed to us by the Holy Spirit it may be that the orthodox
interpretation, which is supported by so many authorities (Martin Anstey, Sir Robert Anderson, Tregelles,
Murphy, Stevens and many others) may prove to be right, but it may be that they will be found to have
been wrong, having based their study on incorrect premises. By reason of that, their deductions will prove
to have been erroneous and, therefore, their conclusions are false.
It is not lacking in faith to question what man says that the Word means, but is a serious attitude to
assume that to think because ‘so-and-so’ says it, it means this or that, it MUST be so. In this particular
case, the various interpreters differ in their mathematical conclusions. So what! They cannot all be right.
The key to prophecy in relation to the restoration of Israel to the land and to the fulfillment of the
Messianic hope is in the vision given to Nebuchadnezzar and its interpretation vouchsafed to Daniel in
Dan. 2:28, “There is a God in heaven that revealeth secrets, and maketh known to the king
Nebuchadnezzar what shall be in the ‘latter days'.” With this passage should be linked the last few words
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of Dan. 9:27, “even until the consummation.” In the LXX the Greek is: “eOs tEs sunteleias kairou
sunteleia.” which is translated “and at the end of the time an end. . .” This word sunteleia has great
significance in prophecy relating particularly to Israel as also the word acharith does. Anyone making a
study of these prophecies should not fail to make sure that he has a full understanding of these two words.
Acharith is the word translated ‘the latter days,’ ‘the last days,’ etc.
Although there is an aspect of the vision given to Nebuchadnezzar that had an historical significance,
referring to the succession of empires following the Babylonian, the Medo-Persian, the Greek and
Roman, yet these are not the final fulfillment. This image must exist in its entirety, in the latter days
standing, as it will, to be struck on its feet of clay by the stone that was ‘cut out without hands.’
The two succeeding visions fall into line with this first in that they indicate primarily a succession of
Nations, and then, at the end, switch to the distant age, ‘the latter days’ and their sunte1eia (the bringing
to one end together, as it is defined E.W.B.’s Critical Lexicon and Concordance of the N.T.) of that age. It
would seem that then there will be a quick succession of rulers of certain Nations, who will very
accurately fulfill the words of prophecy—and there will be no mistake in their recognition, in those days,
by those who then believe and study the Word of God. Then will be the time when those who do so will
lift up their heads in expectation of the final redemption of Israel, "And He shall commission Jesus Christ,
Whom the heaven MUST receive until the times of restoration of all things, which God hath spoken by
the mouth of all His holy prophets since the age began." (Acts 3:20,21)). Is not this remarkably like Dan.
9:24?
Expositors have all focused their thoughts, when making a study of these last four verses, upon the
beginning as being. the decree of Cyrus or that given to Ezra by Artaxerxes or to Nehemiah by that same
Artaxerxes in the 20th year of his reign, but this last is usually accepted as the starting date for calculation
—446-444 B.C. The following are some of the dates given, as the result of calculation, as that of the
crucifixion: Tregelles, A.D. 29, Murphy, A.D. 32, Stevens, A.D. 32, Sir Robert Anderson, A.D. 32,
Martin Anstey, A.D. 30. Sir Robert says, “An imposing array of names can be supported to cite any year
from A.D. 29 to A.D. 33.”
All this calculation is based on the assumption that the use of the capitals was correct, or perhaps the
capitals were put to these words because of the interpretation given earlier by some expositor and so the
later expositors were predisposed to follow, assuming, in turn, that they were fully supported.
The study of the Scripture words and their usage, in either the historical sense or the typical (and so
prophetical signification) would appear to deny both the assumption and the presumption on the part of
the editors.
Let the approach to the question of the interpretation of Dan. 9:24-27 be made without prejudice or
predilection, and let the various parts speak for themselves, supported by parallel passages of Scripture,
making use of the text as far as it is possible to understand its language as it has been translated or
translation corrected by textual critics and scholars who have given us the results of their labors.
That seventy weeks means seventy sevens is not denied. The question that might be raised is, what is it
seventy sevens of; days, months or years? If it were days it would amount to 490 days or about 17
months, which, on the face of it is absurd, as for the final desecration of the sanctuary the temple must, of
necessity, be built and obviously the city also. 490 months would be more reasonable, as it was said of
Herod’s temple, “Forty and six years was this temple in building” and 490 months represents nearly 41
years, but on the other hand, when the scenes of its desecration are enacted it must have been built and in
use for some considerable time.
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Daniel, earlier in the chapter had made specific enquiry concerning the predicted period of 70 years,
which was then drawing to a close. If the prayer of Daniel is treated as a parenthesis and likewise
Gabriel’s introduction to the revelation, one would read: “I Daniel understood by books the number of the
years, whereof the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah the prophet, that He would accomplish seventy
years in the desolations of Jerusalem. And Gabriel said, . . . understand the matter, and consider the
vision. Seventy weeks are determined— (cut off, or divided off from all other years). (The verb is in the
singular to indicate the unity of the whole period, however it may be divided up. C.B. P.1198).
Tregelles on Daniel states: "Daniel had made enquiry about seventy years of the captivity of Babylon; the
answer speaks also of seventy periods, which in our English translation are called, 'weeks’; the word
however, does not necessarily mean seven days, —but a period of seven parts: of course, it is much more
often used in speaking of a week than of anything else, because nothing is so often mentioned as a week
which is similarly divided. The Hebrews, however, used a septenary scale as to time, just as habitually as
we should reckon by tens; the sabbatical years, the jubilees, all tended to give this thought a permanent
place in their minds. The denomination here is to be taken from the subject of Daniel’s prayer; he prayed
about years, he is answered about periods of seven years, i.e., the recurrence of sabbatical years.”
This is the tenor of the reasons that expositors accept that years must be intended, precluding days or
months.
Seventy sevens of years = 490 years. As the jubilee cycle is seven sevens or 49 years, seventy sevens =
ten jubilee cycles. (the fiftieth year is the first of the second cycle, the 99th year is the first year of the
third cycle and so on).
Now, these 490 years are demarcated against some future history of Daniel’s people, the Jews and of the
city of Jerusalem.
It is obvious that in this verse 24 the six items stated will be enacted concurrently upon the conclusion of
a period of 490 years from some pre-determined date. There are several of these ‘periods’ in Scripture, of
which the 70 years of Jeremiah, at the beginning of this chapter, is one. Another is in Exodus 12:40,41,
where it states: “Now the sojourning of the children of Israel, who dwelt in Egypt, was 430 years. And it
came to pass at the end of 430 years, even the self-same day it came to pass, that the hosts of the Lord
went out from the land of Egypt.” At the beginning of the chapter the Lord made another proclamation,
“This month shall be unto you the beginning of months; it shall be the first month of the year to you.”
This was not only the beginning of months for the children of Israel, it was the beginning of a period of
time also, for in 1 Kings 6:1 we read: “And it came to pass in the four hundred and eightieth year after the
children of Israel were come out of the land of Egypt, in the fourth year of Solomon’s reign over Israel, in
the month of Zif, which is the second month, that he began to build the house of the Lord,” verse 38
reads: “And in the eleventh year in the month of Bul, which is the eighth month, was the house finished.”
It was not then dedicated, for it yet had to be furnished, which took a further three years, making a total of
490 years from the Exodus. 490 years, as has already been stated is ten Jubilee cycles and seventy seven
years periods.
There is, however, the difficulty that arises in the apparent discrepancy between the number of years
given by the Apostle Paul in Acts 13:16-23 and the last statements from the O.T. According to Acts 13
the time that passed between the exodus and the dedication of the temple was 583 years. This, however,
includes 93 years of servitudes, which are not enumerated in 1. Kings 6:1, the difference being 490 years.
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The information given in Acts 13:20, 21 is of great interest, however, that from the finishing of the
destruction of the Nations in the land they were under Judges, in other words their occupation of the land
up to the end of Saul’s reign was 490 years. In view of the types already mentioned this is very significant
indeed, and it is considered that it is something that cannot be ignored by anyone who wishes to arrive at
an understanding of prophecy in relation to the restoration of Israel to the land and to the final “restitution
of all things which God hath spoken by the mouth of all his holy prophets.”
Exegesis in the past has taken this period of 490 years of verse 24 and split it up in verse 25, whereas, as
the C.B. indicates by the tense of the word 'determined’ it is to be considered as a unit, indivisible in so
far as this verse is concerned. Therefore, from the events in verse 24, which are enacted concurrently, one
has to lay back 490 years as a period that corresponds to the type of rule by the Judges and Saul, before
the beginning of David’s rule, which, in type, corresponds to the start of the rule by David’s greater Son,
the Lord Jesus Christ. Israel shall look upon Him when He appears, Him whom they had pierced, and
acknowledge Him as their Savior and King, even as David was acknowledged by Judah, and later Israel,
after the death of Saul.
W. C. Stevens remarks, in connection with this verse "Here is as definite a forecast of 490 remaining
years as was Jeremiah’s prediction of the 70 years just closing. We are to treat the one just as literally as
we are accustomed to treat the other.” He then goes on to say: “The objective of the 70 weeks, the cluster
of happy consummations listed in verse 24 constitutes the new distinctive portion of the composite
revelation of the book. “Let us paraphrase the verse.”
Seven times seventy years more are pre-determined of God, 0 Daniel, upon thy People, the Jews, and
upon thy city, Jerusalem: to bring Israel to the close of her career of stiff-necked transgression; to effect
an ending of all her besetting sins; to purge out of her effectually her bent to backsliding; to bring all her
children into everlasting righteousness; to fulfil exhaustively all the contents of vision and prophecy
relative to her ultimate restoration; and to anoint the most holy place of her final and inviolable worship.
This bears a close resemblance to, and is clearly summarized by the words, “the times of the restitution of
all things, which God hath spoken by the mouth of all His Holy Prophets since the world (aiOnos)
began.” Attention has already been drawn to this fact and it signalizes the momentous event, the return to
earth of the Lord Jesus Christ in power and glory. This verse is the immediate outcome of that event.
Stevens says, “Here is as definite a forecast of 490 remaining years.” He does not say whether they are
years of 'My People’ or of 'not My People' conditions. But what he says seems to give support to their
being years in which God is actually dealing with Israel as a whole, and not years in which they are in
their present condition of being scattered among the Nations, fulfilling many O.T. prophecies.
During this present time Israel are definitely 'not My people’ as is evinced in Romans 11 and, therefore,
one may rightly state that the 490 years has not yet commenced to run. In other words, God has yet to
deal with His people for 490 years before the return of Christ, as already set out.
The present State of Israel cannot be counted towards this period, as any believer who has had anything to
do with them or has had the good fortune to take part in a visit to Palestine will know, a very small
percentage of the 2,000,000 now in the land have any real interest in their national religion, in fact, the
Jews, as they are called today, are back there in unbelief, a condition that is not supported by any
Scripture, Old or New Testament. On the contrary, the Scriptures are emphatic in their prophetic
predictions that it is the whole of an united Israel (today, another 10,000,000), all twelve tribes, will be
brought out from the countries throughout the world when they call their law to mind, “and shall return
unto the Lord (JEHOVAH) thy God and shall obey his voice. . . with all thine heart, and with all thy soul;
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that then the Lord (JEHOVAH) thy God will turn thy captivity and have compassion upon thee, and will
return and gather thee from all the Nations, whither the Lord thy God hath scattered thee. . . and the Lord
thy God will bring thee into the land which thy fathers possessed (not the Abramic promise) . . . And the
Lord thy God will circumcise thine heart, and the heart of thy seed, to love the Lord thy God with all
thine heart, and with all thy soul, that thou mayest live. (Deut. 30:1-6)” Words could not be plainer or
more explicit.
These conditions are NOT being fulfilled today. Those in the land at the moment are there in the character
of Jacob, the ‘heel,’ the ‘supplanter,’ the ‘trixter,’ the ‘materialist,’ the ‘outsider.’ They might be more
accurately called Jacob-ites.
It is true, and believed by those who accept the fact, in this age of grace abounding, that Jesus is the
Christ, the Son of God, the Redeemer of Israel and of Mankind, that He by His death has accomplished
everything that was necessary to affect every redemption and that nothing was left undone. In this
spiritual sense the items of Dan. 9:24 have been effectually dealt with by Christ when He was crucified;
but that is not the fulfilment of the prophecy, nor does it indicate that the following verse is fulfilled in
that or in any other proximate event. That is an assumption that fits in most conveniently, but is only
coincidence. With all due respect to students in the past, expositors, and fellow Christians, who have
accepted their lead, there is no wish or intention to impugn their integrity and their faith in the Word,
written or living; but it is so easy to follow something that appears to fit in so well to their conception of
what should be, that it obscures the true meaning of the passage.
It may have been noticed in the paraphrase of verse 24 that Stevens says, "to fulfil exhaustively all the
contents of vision and prophecy relative to her ultimate restoration.” There was a partial restoration in
fulfilment of Jeremiah’s prophecy under Ezra and Nehemiah of about 50,000-80,000 persons, which is
negligible. 2,000,000 have returned now; but what are these compared with the prophecies?
Jeremiah 16 contains a prophecy which supports the typical purport of the exodus and early history of the
Nation, which none can sweep aside.
“14. Therefore, behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that it shall no more be said, the Lord liveth, that
brought up the children of Israel out of the land of Egypt; 15. But, the Lord liveth, that brought up the
children of Israel from the land of the North, and from all the lands whither He had driven them; and I
will bring them again into their land that I gave unto their fathers.”
As Jesus was typified by Joseph, David and Solomon and a host of others, even so this restoration was
typified by the exodus from Egypt; and just as Israel was well established in the land for 490 actual years
from their possession of the land under Joshua, even so will Israel be established in the same land, in full
obedience to JEHOVAH the God of Israel, before the fulfilment of Daniel 9:24.
Where Deut. 30:1-6 gives the initial motivation of the greater exodus, Ezekiel 20:33-44 gives a wealth of
detail of the course it will take and of outstanding events leading to the eisodos, or entry into the land, and
certain details that pertain to their behavior thereafter. By this account it can be seen that not one who is
prepared to rebel against Jehovah will be permitted to enter the land, nor, we are told, will they be
permitted to go back among the Nations, whence they have come.
As in the days of Saul and in the years before he led Israel, they were in servitude to the Philistines, who
demanded of the Israelites tribute, so will it be towards the end of the 490 years from this entry into the
land. This latter part of the period will be characterized by the sequence of warnings that are given in the
epistle to the Hebrews: neglect, unbelief, apostacy, willful sin, obstinate refusal and indifference. This
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will culminate in the prince, who is chosen by the people against the will of God and anointed, making a
covenant with the man of sin seven years before the return of the Lord to the Mount of Olives. This is the
setting of Daniel 9:25-27.
After the return of Christ in power and glory and the destruction of Antichrist verse 24 will be fulfilled to
the last detail.
When the children of Israel left Egypt, after the giving of the law they moved over to Kedesh Barnea with
a view to marching in on the land of Canaan. This, however, was thwarted by their sending of spies and,
following the majority decision of these spies they rebelled against God and were therefore condemned to
wandering in the wilderness until that generation which had been numbered, 20 years old and upward,
men of war, were dead, a period of a further 38 years. This will not befall in the future restoration, but the
entry into the land will speedily follow the gathering from all the Nations to the “Wilderness of the
Peoples” (wherever that may be) and after “passing under the rod” and being "brought into the bond of
the covenant (evidently the old covenant of Sinai)” they will go on into the land to occupy it, and to
restore it for habitation. A number of passages indicate what they will find, on arrival in the land, the
cities burnt and in ruins and the land devastated. Speaking of this time the prophet Ezekiel in chapter 36,
verse 24 says, “For I will take you from among the Nations, and gather you out of all countries, and will
bring you into your own land.” This clearly identifies the greater exodus. Verses 32-35 are given in Ferrar
Fenton’s version: “In the time when I cleanse you from all your passions and restore you your cities, and
you rebuild the burnt ruins; and the desolate land that was a waste to the eyes of all who passed through it,
is again cultivated, they will ask, ‘How has this country, that was a desert, become like the garden of
Eden? and its burnt and desolate and broken down cities inhabited fortresses? Then the residue of the
Nations roundabout will recognize that I, the Lord, have re built the ruins and planted the waste,”
Isaiah 60:10— “And the sons of strangers shall build up thy walls.”
Isaiah 61:4— “And they shall build the old wastes, and they shall raise up the former desolations, and
they shall repair the waste cities, and desolations of many generations.”
Amos 9:11, 14— “In that day will I raise up the tabernacle of David that is fallen and close up the
breaches thereof, and I will raise up his ruins, and I will build it as in the days of old. And I will bring
again the captivity of my people Israel, and they shall build the waste cities, and inhabit them; and they
shall plant vineyards, and drink the wine thereof; they shall also make gardens, and eat the fruit of them.”
As the tabernacle was of Moses, not of David, and as it cannot refer to the temple of Solomon, it may
refer to the ‘tent’ erected by David to house the ark of the Lord. Perhaps there is some deeper meaning as
indicated by James’s words in Acts 15:16. These passages indicate clearly that when Israel is restored to
the land under the hand of God, the cities are found to be in ruins, burnt as Ferrar Fenton says, and
devastation is on every hand. This must have been brought about by some invasion of a conquering host,
who has come upon the inhabitants of the land and destroyed them. But we see in this last passage that it
is the Lord God Himself who takes a hand, both in the enabling to rebuild and in the hastening in the
process of the growth of nature to reproduce and bear fruit in great abundance. Other passages might be
cited in support.
The process of reasoning from the Scriptures that has been adopted has indicated that at some future date
"when the fulness of time is come,” God will step in and close this age of abounding grace and man’s day
will come to an abrupt close. The church, which during this age has been formed will be removed from
the scene by His divine action, and from that moment He will return to His dealings with His People
Israel. They are at that time scattered among the Nations as He scattered them 25 centuries ago, except for
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those who have returned under Zionism, the Balfour Declaration and by force of arms, —formal
religionists, materialists, communists, atheists alike; true Jacob-ites. All true Christian influence will have
been removed from the earth, only agnostic formal religion and atheistic politics remain. Control having
been removed, the forces of evil will. quickly take action, and seizing their opportunity, the Nations that
surround Eretz Israel will attack, backed by Russian forces and these Jacob-ites will be swept into the sea
and destroyed. This catastrophe will be brought home to the Jews of the world and will presage an
attempt to exterminate them, in much the same way that the attempt was made in the dominion of
Ahasuerus by Haman. (This Ahasuerus is identified with Darius Hystaspes by Martin Anstey in ‘The
Romance of Bible Chronology,’ p. 272). This was about the time of the first restoration. When the news
of this intention was received, we read, “And in every province whithersoever the king’s commandment
and his decree came, there was great mourning amongst the Jews, and fasting and weeping, and wailing;
and many lay in sackcloth and ashes.” (Esther 4:3).
It would appear that this will be repeated on a grand world-wide scale, and with prayers such as that of
Daniel in chapter 9, verses 3-19, they will prostrate themselves before the Lord their God and fulfill Deut.
30:1, 2. God’s response will be according to verses 3-6. Verses 7-10 are amplified in the giving of much
detail by Ezekiel 20:33-44.
The over-running of the Land by the hordes of the North, as prophesied in Ezek. 38 will take place. Note
carefully where twice the word acharith is used, in Ezek. 38:8 and 16, and also all the verses of this
chapter are linked together by the expressions 'at the same time,’ and 'in that day.’ This and the following
chapter are too long to quote verbatim, but there is little doubt that the account of the invasion of Gog and
his confederates fit into the picture here and will bring about the destruction of the land and the near
extermination of those who inhabit the land or drive them to evacuation of their country 'in extremis.’
God, however, deals with them Himself, using the elements against their enemies as he did in the days of
the first entry into the land of promise.
With all this in view the better to help understand the passage, a return, now, to Daniel 9:25-27 might be
expedient, in order to make a closer examination.
“The anointing of the most holy (place)” of verse 24 echoes "then shall the sanctuary be cleansed” of
8:14. This is closely followed in verse 19 by “Behold, I will make thee know what shall be in ‘the last
end’ (acharith) of the indignation;” And verse 23, “And in ‘the latter time’ (acharith) of their kingdom",
there is, firstly an identification of two records of one event, and secondly the establishment of one end of
the range of this particular use of the word acharith. A number of passages show that the restoration
alluded to earlier indicates that they too are within the scope of this word. Therefore, it may be
confidently stated that the expression ‘the Latter days’ covers the period of the 490 years counted back
from the cleansing of the sanctuary or most holy (place).
Therefore, the details of the three verses following also are part of these latter days, when all Israel are
being dealt with by God as they were between the Exodus and the dedication of the temple of Solomon,
with certain reservations, owing to changed relationship and circumstances.
The destruction of the cities has been spoken of, and this undoubtedly includes Jerusalem, if the temple is
to be built over its original site. The rebuilding is also declared. There is little doubt that within a year or
two from the entry the commandment will go forth to rebuild Jerusalem and this will fix the beginning of
the “seven weeks, and three score and two weeks” unto the anointed leader, after which he will be ‘cut
off,’ as Saul was. There is nothing to indicate that these two periods, which appear to be part of one
another are actually co-incident. It may be that the 490 years do not begin with the opening of the new
administration of the Jews by God, or at their being placed “in bond to the covenant” of Ezek. 20, or of
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their entry into the land, or of the going forth of the commandment to rebuild Jerusalem, but upon the
making of the covenant of peace with Israel later by God (Ezek. 34:25 and 37:26). This would be in
accord with the passage of time between the entry into the land and its division amongst the twelve tribes
(Joshua 14:15) and (18:1). It is interesting to note here that before Joshua died he made a covenant with
the people after putting before them the choice of gods, and they had declared that they would serve the
Lord, to which they kept all his lifetime and the lifetime of “the elders that outlived Joshua.” (Joshua
24:31). This was 25 years after the division, 32 years after the entry. If there is anything in typology, and
one must be careful not to stress it too far, there seems to be some indication that there will be a likeness
between the two periods. Speaking of the wonders and wanderings in the wilderness the Apostle Paul
says in 1.Cor. 10:6, “Now these things were our examples (tupoi),” and in verse 11, “Now these things
happened. upon them for ensamples and they were written for our admonition, upon whom the ends of the
world (ta telE tOn AiOnOn)—the ends of the ages—are come. Hebrews 4:1-10 further supports the use of
typology in this connection. The remaining details of these three verses are well known to students as
fitting in to the last seven years before the return of Christ and the destruction of Antichrist.
The believer in Christ today, who has redemption through the blood (of Christ), the forgiveness of sins,
according to the riches of His grace (Eph. 1:7) “and who is looking forward to the fulfilment of his hope”
(verse 18), and the day of “the redemption of the purchased possession” (verse 14), will not be implicated
in events and with personalities of the far end of the age, in which we, as members of the body of Christ
have no part on earth with Israel or the Nations; but we should be at all times ready for the consummation
of our own day of grace that might take place at any hour, day, month or year in which we live. Whether
living at that moment or having died during the centuries intervening since God’s revelation to us through
His apostle Paul, the apostle of the uncircumcision, we will take our appointed place in His grand
purpose. Almost the last words that Paul gave to us in his final epistle were, “I have fought a good fight, I
have finished my course, I have kept the faith. Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of
righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me at that day: and not to me only, but unto
all them also that love His appearing.” (2. Tim. 4:7, 8). When this shall occur, let us be found to be
occupied, as faithful servants ready for the summons, in His work in faith-obedience to His Word. J.G.H.
Steedman
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Volume 26, The Differentiator, New Series, October 1965

THE SEVENTY SEVENS AND OURSELVES
Startling though Commander Steedman's ideas about the prophecy of the Seventy Sevens must appear at
first sight, they nevertheless effect a considerable simplification of the various problems posed by
Prophecy in general. For that reason alone, they call for most careful consideration.
Part 2 of my studies of the Epistle of James (Vol. 23, p. 59, April 1961) is very much concerned with
these problems; and the conclusions reached therein are illuminated by those reached by Commander
Steedman; so much, in fact, as to provide collateral ground for believing that he has largely proved his
case.
For a long time past there has been nagging at my mind the misgiving that, with any of the hitherto
accepted systems of prophecy, there simply is not sufficient time available to fit in all the Hebrew
prophecies concerning Israel. This is illustrated by the last paragraph of p. 59, referred to above, where,
writing of the world's future plunge into the darkest sin and the direst judgments of all the ages, I added:
"This will occur concurrently with the re-emergence of the twelve tribes of Israel as such on the stage of
history."
Here the word "concurrently" is a man-made and wholly unjustifiable addition to Scripture—and I say
this plainly and without reservation, although the word in question is my own! When I wrote it, I was still
in some measure prisoner of tradition. There is no sufficient reason to believe that the era of darkest sin
and direst judgments will start the instant we are removed from the earthly scene. On the contrary, the
notion is utterly incompatible with the general tenor of Scripture. We have no part whatever in prophecies
of Israel's history, and Israel has no part whatever in those concerning ourselves, with the one exception
of Rom. 11:25-32; and even this prophecy is not connected in any way at all with any sort of time-table of
Israel's affairs. True, it concerns Israel, and it contains the word "until"; but it tells us precisely nothing
about the series of future events that will lead up to the coming of Christ to Mount Olivet and His triumph
on earth. It might be called a "para-prophecy," a prophecy that lies alongside the others and will in the
event affect them, but which nevertheless tells us nothing whatever about when they will take place.
Certainly, it does assure us that they will take place and that the prophecies concerning ourselves will
take place, and that the fulfillment of the latter will remove an otherwise insuperable obstacle to the
former—but as regards the timetable itself it tells us nothing. It is a link between the two sets of
prophecies, but it modifies neither set.
So, in my assertion quoted above, I was unwittingly devising a private addition to that link, and thus
providing a false and entirely unjustifiable modification.
Where, indeed, do we learn in Scripture that our snatching-away will immediately be followed by the
darkest sin and the direst judgment of all the ages? Nowhere. Now here at all.
Our departure will clear away the hindrance that now exists to the start of the train of events which will
lead up to this tremendous judgment period; but it is wholly unwarrantable to suggest that it will actually
be the start itself.
Reason alone is sufficient to indicate that a period of considerable length must intervene to enable the
stage to be set for the final seven of the seventy. Yet, obvious though that is, most expositors have in this
respect turned a blind eye to reason and common sense. They have quietly ignored a matter which is
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perfectly obvious, once attention is directed towards it. Always it is easy not to notice what one does not
want to notice.
Yet, lest I should be accused of unlawful reasoning about Scripture, this point has to be enlarged on. For
us, it is common ground that the Temple is to exist during the seventieth seven. Suppose we were
snatched away to day. Then, by the ordinary view of the seventieth seven, it has to begin at once; yet how
can the Temple, an indispensable feature, possibly have come into existence? Its site is occupied by one
of the most important of the "holy places" of Islam. Is this, by some sort of miracle, to be cleared at once
and the Temple put in its place by an act of magic? Only two solutions of the problem are Possible. One,
which I have long held to be the truth, is that ere will elapse a considerable time after our snatching-away
before the seventieth seven starts. The other is that the Temple must be re-built before our snatchingaway. But such re-building assumes that Israel will once again be, in some measure, God's People; once
more "ammi." It involves contradiction of the idea that God's only Temple now is in ourselves, the church
which is Christ's body; and, anyhow, there is no trace whatever of any Scripture ground for such an
assumption. Also, it would involve giving warning that our snatching-away would be at hand, thus
producing an unwarrantable addition to Scripture.
Another essential consideration is that the period of God's wrath is towards the close of the Seventy
Sevens. (Here, "towards" is deliberate, for we must not venture to date it definitely ourselves. It may
cover only the last 3, but it may begin earlier). This puts out of court any lingering idea that we are to be
on earth during any part of the period of God's wrath see particularly Vol. 24, pp. 229-232 and the point
made at the top of p. 234).
In our Vol. 17, p. 68 and Vol. 24, p. 248 (see also Vol. 21, 225) I supported an idea which meant that
eight sevens remained to be fulfilled, not one only. I still consider that the reasoning on which it was
based is sound enough in itself. Where it falls down is in the assumption behind it that any at all for the
prophecy has yet been fulfilled. Logically one had to divide the prophecy into two parts in order to make
it fit into the historical facts of the period supposedly covered by it. But if the prophecy does not, after all,
belong to that past time, the circumstances of that time no longer influence it and the whole necessity, or
the division becomes inoperative. Thus, a hitherto unrealized truth effects a simplification of other
matters. A query till remains about why there is a distinction between the seven years and the sixty-two
sevens; but the fact that the problem is transferred to the future relieves us of any pressing need to find the
answer. Even if data for that do not now exist, no doubt there will be a complete clearance when the time
comes.
Although the idea visualized when writing the paper in Vol. 24, p. 248 is now shown to be mistaken, the
facts therein remain untouched. And it is worth adding here that the time when the Lord Jesus leaves the
heavens (Acts 3:21) becomes all the more plainly irrelevant to 1 Thess. 4:13-17 in the fresh light shed by
Commander Steedman. The papers in Vol. 24, p. 287 and 25; p. 168 and on Matt. 24:34 in Vol. 22; p. 116
are highly relevant to all this.
If his ideas are sound regarding this matter, and I believe now that they are; there is ample time for the
stage to be set for the events of the seventieth seven and the consummation of this eon.
Moreover, and that is the point I have been working up to, there is ample time for the special
circumstances envisaged in the General Epistles to appear, grow and develop, run their course and come
to fruition. Hitherto they have been crammed into a very brief "Pentecostal period," plus, perhaps, a
similar interlude at some period of time after our departure, though no one has cared to define how and
when this interlude is to occur. Actually, there has been no room for them in the various systems.
Expositors have skated hurriedly over this thin ice, and, as usual, nobody has troubled to ask awkward
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questions about them. Yet it is quite fantastic to suppose that there is never to be any occasion for the
twelve tribes in the dispersion, and others, to have much need for what James has to say, let alone Jude,
and the Apostle Peter in Acts and his two epistles; or, for that matter, as Commander Steedman points
out, the seven assemblies in Asia to whom the Lord spoke through the Apostle John.
Nor is that all. We now see clearly that the Sermon on the Mount has only a very limited application to
past or present conditions; so, unless there is to be a period during which it is to apply in the fullest
degree, the Lord's extremely solemn words in it fall to the ground, to a large extent. And moreover, there
is much in the Gospels which has yet to be fully applied or, in fact, to be fully applicable. Many people
try to force them into present conditions; but this strain is hopelessly artificial. Yet a time must come
when they will fit, and will be seen to fit, perfectly and completely into circumstances, as they then will
be. An artificial fit is a false fit. Much of the hostility to the teaching of the Gospels results from a dim
appreciation of the artificiality of most expositions of some parts of them. Undeniably, they have an
essential place now; yet, even so, only in part; because something else, namely Paul's Evangel, occupies
the foreground of God's dealings with humanity. When that is out of the way, and Peter's Evangel comes
into force, the teaching of the Gospels has a newness and freshness beyond anything we find in them now.
At present general understanding of the Gospels is blurred and confused on account of universal failure to
fit them properly in relation to past, present and future conditions. Once we set in lace our understanding
of all three sets of conditions, the whole of these difficulties vanish. We can, so to speak, focus our eyes
in turn on all three and see the Gospels as they were to those who ehe1d and heard the Lord Jesus, so far
as they apply to us, and as they will manifest themselves in days to come after we have been snatched
away and Israel, to whom they primarily belong, are once again in the foreground of God's purposes.
No longer will we have to suppose that the full application of the Gospels and the General Epistles to the
people for whom they were primarily written lasted only a very brief time and was at best inconclusive, or
even that it was already over before some of them were even written; or that it is to be crammed into part
of only 2,520 days, the future seventieth seven. God does not work in such a hurried way. On the
contrary, something like five hundred years lie ahead for this part of His purpose to germinate and grow,
and flower and come to fruition.
This fact shows the prophetic aspect of Romans to have far greater future relevance than has hitherto been
supposed, see the paper on this in Vol. 22; p. 149. Over a long span of future time, the circumcision really
will be of benefit; for there wil1 be faithful ones of Israel who will have the happiness of Rom. 4:9 and
who eventually will constitute the glorious companies referred to in Rev. 6:9-11; 7:9-17; 14:1-5.
Some have dwelt on what they regard as signs that the close of this eon is at hand; and certainly on the
surface there is a case for believing this. Nevertheless, it may well prove in the event that what these signs
are pointing to is, rather, the close of our sojourn on earth. Our snatching away cannot do other than
create a tremendous stir. If the appearance of the Lord Jesus to Saul who became Paul was so startling,
how can the simultaneous resurrection and snatching away of all the saints of this era be other than an
event of vast magnitude? Some have called it a "secret rapture"; but how they deduce this is their secret
so far undisclosed. Thus, when we go, a vast upheaval must need take place, with results that at present
no one can estimate.
Against this it has been suggested that such a great miracle as this, if it happened publicly, must convert
the world or at least many people; which we know will not be the case (Vol. 23; p.229). To this
contention Luke 16:27-31 supplies the adequate answer. Such conversions do not happen. Much more is
required.
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Yet we ourselves are nowhere exhorted to watch; for there is no indication anywhere of any premonitions
of the tremendous event. As the end of the eon approaches, long after, matters will be very different. Then
will be the proper occasion for watching the signs of the times; and indeed that will be so to some extent
right through the closing centuries of this eon—not all the time but as circumstances demand. For Israel
will once more be ammi, God's People, and the fulfillment of Israel's prophecies will begin; so those who
are truly His will have the whole scheme of Prophecy laid out before them and will have no cause to be
taken by surprise at any time. Unbelievers will; but that IS as they always have been.
When we come to look into signs which are commonly supposed to be for ourselves with a critical, if not
a skeptical eye, they turn out to differ little from earlier "signs" which have appeared from time to time
throughout the centuries. The only at all valid suggestion that our departure may be imminent IS the fact
that we have been quietly thrust off the world's stage yet one may question whether we have ever been
noticeably on it. Distressing though our insignificance may be for us it can hardly be called shattering for
mankind in general. People do not care what we say. Have they ever cared?
In this connection, a curious idea was set out at the bottom of p. 228 of our Vol. 23, namely, that "it could
be possible" that the snatching away of the church and sudden destruction coming upon the world might
occur at the same instant. There is some force in this; for it may be that our snatching away could be on
account of some great world-crisis; but that it was to herald sudden destruction coming "upon the world"
is out of the question, for that would at one stroke destroy any possibility of the fulfillment of the
prophecies for Israel. No. There must be a period for them of prolonged apparent stagnation, else the
words of 2 Peter 3:4 could never come to fulfillment.
In Part 2 of the studies of James' Epistle, in spite of having misled, vide the quotation at the start of this
paper, I was prevented by the force of fact from going further astray. I wrote (Vol.23, p.60): "So, in spite
of the fact that James' Epistle is addressed to the twelve tribes in the dispersion, it carries with it no trace
whatever of the fearful judgments characteristic of the end of this eon, its atmosphere is quite different
from that of Matthew 24, 2 Thess. 2:3-12 and the Apocalypse. Also, it carries with it nothing whatever of
the transcendent spiritual blessings that belong to Paul's Evangel." All this is still true, but it is now seen
to be less than the whole truth. The epistle covers the whole time during which the twelve tribes are in the
dispersion. Some were, during the period covered by the Gospels and Acts; all are now; and all will be
until the great Ingathering which is yet to be, and which cannot take place until we are out of the way. So
it covers all of the period during which Paul's Evangel is in operation, and some of the preceding and of
the following periods. How far it and other writings will apply after the Ingathering is not at present clear.
My remarks about the Seven Churches in the Province of Asia (p. 61) are right as far as they go; but in
this fresh light they call for further examination later on. Apparently, their proper fulfillment belongs to
the time just prior to the seventieth Seven.
A further consideration presents itself, and it is a rather curious one, too. In spite of all that has been
written, apparently many still believe that the church which is Christ's body will remain on earth while the
Great Tribulation is taking place (see Vol. 24, p. 229). If this is so, and if the new idea of the Seventy
Sevens propounded by Commander Steedman is the truth, it follows inexorably that the church which is
Christ's body will remain on earth during the whole of the Seventy Sevens; that is, during one of the
periods while Israel is "ammi," God's people, while the Temple is rebuilt and it with the Levitical
offerings in full swing once more, while the Evangel of the circumcision is in force. From this it follows
that two incompatible evangels, two incompatible callings, will function side by side and simultaneously.
At one and the same moment, salvation will be of the Jews, and salvation will be open to all irrespective
of fleshly distinction. All this has only to be stated for its absurdity to be manifest.
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Already that theory has been refuted very thoroughly; yet it is as well now to clinch the matter, as above,
so that at long last it can be buried and forgotten. After all, even if the Apostle Paul's prophecies had
never come down to us, we would still be able to deduce that people with our standing and calling could
no longer exist on earth when God resumes His dealings with Israel as His elect People.
Somewhere about this point, the Parable of the Wheat and Tares (or Darnel) necessarily comes to mind.
How far is it affected by the new idea? The answer is that the issue becomes simpler; for we have tended
to assume that the harvest will follow not long after our snatching-away-in fact, the same old selfcentered idea that everything in world-history revolves around ourselves. Yet our departure will not mean
that there will be no more wheat in the field. Godly men will live, and believe God, and suffer and die, as
the Revelation or Apocalypse shows plainly. The tares have not yet had much time to grow among the
Israelite wheat, not enough time to develop fully; because the change inaugurated by the Apostle Paul
came too soon after Pentecost to allow this. Those tares must be given time to come to fruition. The
Seventy Sevens will give them that time. Why did we fail to perceive this before?
James' Epistle and the other General Epistles are, as I put it in Vol. 23, p. 63, "dispensationally" neutral.
The reason is that they cover a long period of time, occupied both by the Evangel of the uncircumcision
and the Evangel of the circumcision. So they have to be "dispensationally" neutral, even those addressed
to the twelve tribes. Indeed, the very fact of their "dispensational" neutrality implies that they are
operative over a vast period of time. If they had been, as the C.V. asserts, "circumcision epistles," they
would not have been neutral. The truth is, a whole school of students of Scripture has become completely
obsessed by "dispensationalism." At one time, the truth involved in that term was a beam of wonderful
new light; but now it has so dazzled its votaries that they have become blind to all other light. So they
invalidate the Word of God because of their tradition; and the result is all the worse because of the
relative newness of that tradition.
The Evangel of the circumcision has yet to be proclaimed; and fairness suggests, if it does not actually
demand, that its proclamation should be as complete as that of the Evangel of the uncircumcision. And
when we look over church history, we must in candor admit that the proclamation of the latter has not
been notably complete and sweeping. No doubt, only a small proportion of believing Christians has ever
heard of it, taking the era since the call of Paul as a whole, though it has lain there in Paul's Epistles, plain
enough for anyone to perceive who so desires. Even so, it has been proclaimed widely and over a
considerable period of time. From the fact that the seventieth Seven will be a period of apostasy, in fact
the most sweeping apostasy of all, we may reasonably deduce that the ultimate results of the proclamation
of the Evangel of the circumcision will not be essentially different from the results of the proclamation of
the evangel of the uncircumcision: an initial but short-lived triumph followed by a long period of decline
with occasional temporary spells of better things.
With the call of the Apostle Paul a long winter set in for Israel's own calling in the New Covenant; it
simply disappeared from view. With the ending of the proclamation of Paul's evangel will come a period
during which the conclusion of the New Covenant will once again be something to be looked forward to,
though still only in the fullness of time. Meanwhile, a long winter will have set in for the Gentiles. They
will come to be as they had been before the Lord Jesus came and before the Apostle Peter unlocked the
Kingdom to them. What will happen to them until the seventieth Seven is veiled from us. Sufficient is it
that God will once again leave them to their own devices, as clearly He is beginning to do already. To us
this is sad, even lamentable; but as it was previously, so it will be once again. God is in control; and He
will work out His own purposes most gloriously. R. B. Withers
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JOEL'S PROPHECY, ACTS II., THE KINGDOM AND
THE DAY OF THE LORD
In view of the fact that "All Scripture is given by inspiration of God," and that the Book of the prophet
Joel is one of the Hebrew canon and, therefore, Joel is one of the "Holy men of God (who) spake as they
were moved by the Holy Spirit," and also, that no one would presume to deny that Peter, at Pentecost:
was similarly moved (Acts 2:4), it is interesting to compare what is written in Joel 2:28-32 with Peter's
quotation in Acts 2:17-21.
There are slight divergencies, certainly, which would appear to be of not much importance, but there is
one big difference in the very first verse of the quotation, which should not be passed off with a shrug. As
the Hebrew Scriptures and the Greek text of the New Testament are the wording of the Holy Spirit, the
difference can only be one that has a special signification. That being so, it is the privilege and duty of the
Christian to study it and, by the help of the same Holy Spirit, understand what is meant by the change.
"And it shall come to pass—
Joel—Afterward,
Acts—In the last days, saith
GOD,
I will pour out of My Spirit upon all flesh;"
The original words used in these two places are,
Hebrew—ACHARE KEN N.T. Greek—en tais eskatais
hEmerais legei ho
LXX Greek---meta tauta
theos
From this, it can be seen that the translation we have in our A.V. Old and New Testaments, is correct.
In Vol. 27, No. 1, in the article "'Jacob's' Trouble and the 'Great Tribulation,'" the Hebrew word
ACHARITH was traced through the O.T. and dealt with fairly fully. There it was pointed out that
ACHARITH YAMIN had its counterpart in the LXX and the N.T. Greek in the use of the words—en tais
eskatais hEmerais. Both are correctly translated into English by the expressions 'in the last days' or 'in the
latter days,' whatever that may be found to mean. The latter days was shown there to be an 'aion,' which in
its meanings comprehends a period of time during which mankind is in a certain relationship with God,
which has not, does not, or will not prevail in other aions. The Hebrew equivalent to 'aion' is 'OLAM'
Both of these have adjective uses, giving character to specific nouns. They are wrongly translated 'for
ever,' 'eternal,' 'everlasting,' etc.
The words used in the Hebrew, translated by 'afterward' are ACHARE KEN. ACHARE or ACHAR
(Young's Analytical Concordance) means 'after' and with KEN, 'after that' or 'afterward.' The Greek of the
LXX. confirms this with the words 'meta tauta,' meaning exactly the same.
The fact that Peter, in Acts 2:17, changed the wording in his quotation should lead us to see that the Holy
Spirit wanted to indicate some significant piece of information for us to understand, if we are ready to
follow up the recognition of the change and respond to what God wishes to convey.
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Before going any further it is necessary to consider similar passages that occur in other places in the N.T.
Several texts speak of 'in the last day' or 'at the last day,' in the singular but as this particular day is not our
subject, although connected the review will be confined to the four in the plural.
2. Timothy 3:1—en eskatais hEmerais—in last days.
*Hebrews 1:2—ep eskatou tan hEmerOn toutOn—during, last of these days.
James 5: 3—en eskatais hEmerais—in last days.
*2. Peter 3:3—ep eskatOn tan hEmerOn—during last of the days.
It will be noticed that in the two texts marked *changes have been made according to the Englishman's
Greek New Testament, in which all the textual critics agree (LTTrAW). The expression 'in the last time
(chronos), is not under consideration, not that it is irrelevant, but here, not the subject our enquiry.
2 Timothy is the last of Paul's epistles and he is dealing here with matters that concern the church which
is the body of Christ and, in chapter three, verses one to nine, he is foreteling some conditions that will
prevail at the end of the administration of the grace of God. This takes place BEFORE the change to the
new administration that is characterised by the restoration of Israel to be "My People" and the reintroduction of strict obedience, to the law and covenant relationship. This passage then, may be set aside.
It will be noticed that there is no definite article as in Acts, Hebrews and 2 Peter.
Although James 5:3 is identical with 2 Timothy it can be translated 'with a view to' as if the
preposition eis were used. In such cases here, it appears to point to the days of retiremet of the individuals
referred to, for which they were saving up and storing away. On the other hand J. B. Phillips renders it as
if days were past "You have made a fine pile in these last days haven't you?" Either way cuts out any
reference to the distant future.
2 Peter 3:3. The context of this passage indicates that it looks forward to the end of the age and anticipates
the personal presence or coming of the Lord. The definite article is used which points to a particular
period that would be understood by his readers.
Hebrews 1:2 is different again from all the others, but like 2 Peter it does not use the preposition en (in),
but epi, which of time carries the meaning of 'during,' where Robinson's Greek and English Lexicon uses
this passage and that in 2 Peter 3. as the first examples. The next thing to note is that the expression is
governed by the Greek word ‘toutOn'—these. 'These days' refers to the last days of the prophets, in which
Christ's ministry was carried out. The last of the prophets was John the Baptist (Luke 16:16) and our
Lord's ministry followed as soon as he was out of the way. So this passage does not look to the far distant
future.
Having eliminated therefore, all except 2. Peter 3:3 let us put that one alongside Acts 2.
Acts 2.
"And it shall come to pass in
the last days, saith God I
will pour out of My Spirit."

verses 19,20
"And I will show wonders in
heaven above and signs in
the earth beneath . . . . .

2. Peter 3.
"That ye be mindful. . . of
the commandment of us the
apostles of the Lord . . . .
knowing this first that there
shall come in the last days"
verse 10
"But the Day of the Lord will
come as a thief in the night,
in the which the heavens
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BEFORE that great and
notable Day of the Lord."

shall pass away . . . . and
and the earth. . . ."

It is easy to note that there are several things in common between the two, although the actual subjects are
different. Both are the subject of inspiration. Both point to the distant future. Both speak of events that are
to take place in or during the last days. Both deal with the Day of the Lord.
The prophet Joel has more references in his three chapters of seventy-three verses to the day of the Lord
than any other prophet, or for that matter, any other book in the Bible. Although he was telling the
inhabitants of Jerusalem and Judah the outcome of their profligate lives and rebellion against the Lord
their God by parable and interpretation, warning them or invasion from the North of conquering hordes,
which constituted, to them at that time, the Day of the Lord; yet God the Holy Spirit, in Joel's words, was
speaking of a yet future retribution for apostasy and rebellion 'in the latter days.' Joel never uses this
expression, but the Holy Spirit through Peter in altering the words of Joel's prophecy is placing the events
in their right position after Israel's restoration. He carries the prophecy to its culmination, THE Day of the
Lord.
The latter days, or the last days, is not another name for the Day of the Lord, but beginning with the
terminating of this present administration of grace abounding to all mankind, Jew and Gentile alike,
through faith in the finished work of Jesus Christ on the cross, an era will commence of God's
administration of the world through the medium of Israel restored to be My People. They will enter into
full and unopposed possession of all the land that had been possessed by their fathers. The two sticks of
Ezekiel 37:15-22 will be joined together and they will be brought again under bond to the Covenant of
Sinai (Ezek. 20:37). This the law, embodying the covenant was administered by angels or rather,
scripturally, "it was ordained (arranged throughout—Young's Analytical Concordance) by angels"; "who
have received the law by the disposition (thorough arrangement—Y.A.C.) of angels"; "Are they not all
ministering spirits sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation." During this era or age
termed ‘the latter days’ certain things are prognosticated in the Scriptures and, if one is prepared to
approach the subject with an open mind in dependence upon the Spirit of truth one can perceive the
unfolding of God's plan. It will terminate with the great upheavals before and during the Day of the Lord.
Jesus said in Matt. 28:18, "All power is given unto Me in heaven and in earth." He ascended to the throne
on high and is dispensing unlimited grace to mankind. He is not now ruling, though he may be found to
overrule. When this administration ends, He will take up the scepter there, as Jehovah, the Covenant God
of Israel, and rule them as He did before by the law under which He again places them administered on
His behalf by angels. Angels are heavenly beings, deputed to, rule. This is the basic meaning of the
expression used only by Matthew and by him many times, ‘the kingdom of heaven. ‘
The accepted understanding of this is fogged by two things, a wrong translation and a false conception.
The word heaven is in the plural in Greek and the Greek word basileia translated kingdom, is an abstract
word and not, as in English, a concrete one. It should be translated rule or government. Of course, the
heavens themselves cannot rule, but this stands for heavenly beings who carry out that function. This is
entirely in accord with the ministry of angels throughout the Scriptures, which is almost exclusive to
Israel under the Abrahamic covenant Jehovah governed Israel in days gone by. Ezekiel 20:33 says,.. "As I
live, saith the Lord God, surely with a mighty hand, and with a stretched our arm, and with fury poured
out, will I (I will) rule over you." Jesus, as Jehovah, will rule from heaven. There will be those then who
will know and acknowledge that Jesus is the Christ and these will recognise that it is Christ who is
reigning from above. To them it will be the Day of Christ. During this period ‘the kingdom of the
heavens’ and ‘the kingdom of God’ are the same, for although Christ Jesus as God puts forth the power
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and the authority to rule, He will do it through angels and through Israel over the Nations of the earth.
There are many places that speak of Israel ruling over the Nations, and this is not millennial.
As Israel was brought out from Egypt so the united Israel will be brought out from all the Nations ofthe
world. Not only will there be an EXODUS but there will be an EISODOS to the land. Just as the year
began in the 1st Abib for Israel, but the Passover and Exodus did not take place until 14th ABIB, so will it
be. The commencement of the new administration will be a short period of time before Israel is brought
out from the Nations and again there will be a further period before they are back in the land of their
fathers. The yearly cycle was given to Israel in the Feasts of the Lord of Leviticus 23. The Passover
begins it and the harvest ends it; Pentecost is in the middle. You cannot have Pentecost without a
Passover. Acts 2 is not the fulfilment of this Feast. God intervened by filling his disciples with His Holy
Spirit on a day of Pentecost after the crucifixion, but the Scriptures never claim that this was a
FULFILMENT of either Joel or the Feasts. It was not. Peter pointed out that the men were not drunk as it
was but the third hour (9.00 a.m., the hour at which the morning sacrifice was offered in the Temple, and
until which it was the custom to fast). On Sabbaths and Festivals, the fast was continued to Noon. If they
had been drunk it could not have been by ‘new wine,’ for there was none. The grapes had not been
harvested (Wordsworth). But this is something of which Joel spoke. He might have said, ‘have you never
heard of what happened to Saul when the Spirit of God came upon him, and he prophesied among them.
This is the same thing.’ He was pointing out that what they saw was the effect of the work of the Holy
Spirit doing what Joel spoke of. He does NOT say that this was the fulfilment of Joel's prophecy. By the
change of words, however he makes a new, prophecy under the power of the Holy Spirit, establishing
when the fulfilment will take place—in the last days and before the Day of the Lord.
Some indication may be adduced as to the duration of this period from the time between the Exodus and
the dedication of Solomon's Temple, which was exactly 490 years leaving out the 93 years of servitudes
in the book of Judges. 490 years is also ten Jubilees and seventy sevens of years. This was expounded
more fully in an article in Vol. 26, No.4, in August 1965. Details of the period are filled in in another
article not yet published.
The position of the Day of the Lord has been put at the end of the yet future Jehovistic age, but its purport
and character have not been discussed. The subject has already been expounded in articles by the Editor
and everything seems to indicate that neither EXODUS nor HARVEST, nor yet Pentecost have anything
to do with the church, the body of Christ, but are to be fulfilled alone in Israel in the future. J.G.H.
Steedman
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THIS SAME JESUS
There are two statements made in the early chapters of the Book of Acts which can, be considered
together, for in many ways, though some months apart, they lie in the same context.
"This same Jesus, which is taken up from you into heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye have seen
Him go into heaven." (Acts 1:11). "And He shall send Jesus Christ, which before was preached unto you;
Whom the heaven must receive until the times of restitution of all (things), which God hath spoken by the
mouth of all His holy prophets since the world began." (Acts 3:20, 21). The first passage was addressed to
the disciples by "two men in white apparel" (usually accepted to have been angels), following on Jesus
having promised them that they would "receive power, after that the Holy Spirit is come upon you, and . .
. He was taken up; and cloud received Him out of their sight." The scene was on the slopes of the Mount
of Olives. In the course of the next ten days this promise of the Lord was fulfilled on the day of Pentecost.
Subsequently, Peter and John, "going up into the Temple at the hour of prayer," stopped at the Beautiful
Gate and healed a lame man. This being accomplished in the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth and in the
power of the Holy Spirit, the lame man "leaping up, stood, and walked, and entered with them into the
Temple, walking, and leaping, and praising God, and.. . all the people ran together unto them in the porch
that is called Solomon's, greatly wondering."
Thus the stage is set, in the Temple precincts, for Peter to address the people as "Ye men of Israel" Peter
tells them of Jesus Christ, and that through faith in His Name alone the lame man had been healed.
Therefore, they should take heed to what Peter and John had to say concerning Him. Peter concludes by
calling upon them, "Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the
times of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord. (Acts 3:19).
Then follows the second passage that is under consideration. There are three items that are common to
these two passages in their contexts: 1. The return of the Lord Jesus Christ. 2. The presence of Peter and
John. 3. Israel, as distinct from the Gentiles.
The men in white apparel announce the manner of the return of the Lord Jesus. Peter proclaims the
conditions governing that same return, and that when these conditions are fulfilled, God will send Him to
put into effect God's promises for Israel's reconciliation with God.
No Scripture, understood correctly, contradicts any other portion of the Word. These two passages speak
of the same event, the return of the Lord Jesus, but the former is on the occasion of His being taken up
and going into heaven, and the latter states categorically, "Whom the heaven must receive until the times
of restitution of all (things) . . .'"
It is understood that the term 'Heaven' means the same in these two passages, and if language means
anything, the Lord Jesus Christ remains in Heaven between His ascension and the "times of restitution."
This calls for the examination of a similar passage: 1. Thess. 4:16. "For the Lord Himself shall descend
from Heaven. . . Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them, to meet the
Lord in the air." One cannot escape the conclusion that this is the first part of the series of prophesied
events, relating to the Lord's return, culminating in the fulfilment of all prophecy relating to God's
promises to Israel in His Covenant with Abraham.
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More particular attention should be paid to the way in which the Scriptures refer to or speak of the Lord in
the various passages, and of the titles given to Him. They are not used indiscriminately, and like names
and titles in widely separated passages link them together and indicate with whom they are associated.
In the two passages (Acts 1 and 3) we read "This same Jesus" and "He shall send Jesus Christ (Messiah)."
In using these appellatives, He is none the less Lord, which title occurs in all three contexts.
The particular title and Name used in connection with the church which is His body, (the believers under
the Gospel of the uncircumcision, that which was committed to the Apostle Paul together with the secret
which He proclaimed), is Christ Jesus our Lord, the Head to the Church which is His body. The plain
name Jesus is used particularly in connection with Israel as a Nation. Those who believed that Jesus was
the Messiah called Him so, and acknowledged Him to be Lord, and being "the seed of David according to
the flesh," He is King of Israel, and King of kings of the nations of the earth.
To us He is Lord, and Lord of all lords of creation. Of Jesus Christ, the Man of the gospels, born of the
virgin Mary, on Whom the Holy Spirit descended as a dove and the voice of God proclaimed, "This is my
beloved Son, in Whom I am well pleased," it is written, "I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house
of Israel." He consistently called Himself "the Son of Man," a title, which, by His use of it, particularly
connects Him with His return to earth in power (see Daniel 7:13; John 1:51; Matt. 26:54; Matt. 24:30 and
25:31). This event is given a timing in relation to another event in Matt. 24:29 and 30.
"Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her
light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken: and THEN shall
appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven: and THEN shall all the tribes of the earth (land) mourn, and
they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory."
The identification of these passages with Zechariah 14:3 and 4, is unmistakable, and comparison with
Zech. 12 will indicate that it is the context to chapter 14 Zech. verse 4, which clearly prophesies the
fulfilment of the words of the two men in white apparel: "Then shall the Lord go forth. . . and His feet
shall stand in that day upon the Mount of Olives, which is before Jerusalem on the East. Zech. 12:10
prophesies a particular aspect of His coming and His personal presence, standing in His power and glory
as Son of Man upon the Mount of Olives. He focuses our attention "upon me Whom they have pierced."
This pierced One was foretold by David in Psalm 22:16, "they pierced my hands and my feet," fulfilled
literally upon the person of Jesus, the Son of Man, when He was crucified on Golgotha. In addition, John
19:34 says, "One of the soldiers with a spear pierced his side." This piercing of the body is taken up by
Thomas, when the other disciples said that they had seen the Lord, as an indication of the necessary
requirement before he would believe. But a week later the Lord appeared and gave him the opportunity,
chiding him. This brought forth that wonderful confession by Thomas: "My Lord and my God." This is
but a foretaste of what is going to happen in that day as is given to us in Revelation 1:7, "Behold, He
cometh with clouds, and every eye shall see Him, and they also which pierced Him; and all kindreds of
the earth shall wail because of Him. Even so, Amen."
In connection with all these events, both before and during the great tribulation there will be those on
earth who believe that Jesus is the Christ. They will be those who will believe the gospel of the
circumcision and they will form assemblies in many places. Seven of these with their various
characteristics are mentioned in the first three chapters of Revelation. These will be the ones who will be
caught up to meet the Lord in the air at the outset of the "times of restitution of all (things)." These people
are told to observe times and seasons, to expect signs indicating the approach of their day of salvation.
They will be called upon to endure to the end. Upon this endurance much depends. Not so, however, with
the church which is His body the called out from the nations, of which Israel now is only one among
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many. Our hope to-day is certainly a looking forward to being with the Lord in His presence, but not in
connection with His coming from heaven, which, as we have seen, cannot take place until after the great
tribulation, but at some unknown moment, without sign or forewarning, when the last foreordained
member of the body believes and thereby completes it. "We shall all be changed in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, and we shall be changed. For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this
mortal must put on immortality." (I. Cor. 15:51-53). This is the principle governing all resurrections unto
life. "Ye were sealed with the holy spirit of promise, which is the earnest of our inheritance until the
redemption of the purchased possession." (Eph. 1:13 and 14). "We look for the Savior (or better: we
ardently await a Savior), the Lord Jesus Christ; who shall change our vile body (or, body of humiliation),
that it may be fashioned like unto his glorious body. . ." (Phil. 3:20 and 21). The translation of these
verses has presented much difficulty, and the A.V. does not give the true sense.
"If ye then be risen with Christ. . . For ye are dead, and your life is hid with Christ in God. When Christ,
who is our life, shall appear (or, be manifested), then shall ye also appear (or, be manifested) with Him in
glory." (Col. 3:1-4).
"I am now ready to be offered, and the time of my departure is at hand. . .. Henceforth there is laid up for
me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me at that day: and not to me
only, but unto all them also that love His appearing" (not necessarily to take place on earth and not likely
to do so without violating Acts 3:21 and 2 Timothy 4:6-8).
Following this transformation and translation of the members of the church His body, Israel as a Nation,
who have had their understanding darkened because of unbelief, will be taken up again and restored to the
land of their fathers in full belief of Jehovah, the God of Israel, and to their temple worship. The church of
today does not go through the great tribulation. The church at the time of the end does do so. J.G.H.
Steedman
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From the Differentiator Magazine

THE END OF THE WORLD
Strange doctrine has become so common that it has long ceased to be surprising and has become
commonplace. An outstanding example is the notion, repeatedly put about by all sorts of people, that the
early Christians were expecting the end of the world and were even mistakenly expecting it within the
lifetime of many of their number. Some of the exponents of this extraordinary doctrine even pretend that
the Apostle Paul believed it and, towards the end of his ministry, found that he was mistaken. This set of
strange ideas would not be worth mentioning but for the fact that many Christians believe the false
teachers who proclaim them, and are thereby caused to stumble.
The answer to these teachers is short and simple: Scripture never uses the term "the end of the world."
Admittedly, bad translators do; but that is not the fault of Scripture, but of the men who through
carelessness or incompetence have distorted Scripture.
Outrageous though this assertion may seem to anyone unacquainted with any other translation than the
A.V. or King James Version, it is nevertheless true. The possessor of that indispensable aid to Scripture
study, Wigram's "The Englishman's Greek Concordance of the New Testament" can easily test the matter
by going through the occurrences of kosmos, world, in it. These occupy rather more than 2½ columns;
and not even one occurrence refers to the end of the world. It simply is not there. Nevertheless, many
people try to get over the difficulty by referring to the six occurrences in the A.V. of "the end of the
world." These are in Matt. 13:39, 40, 49; 24:3; 28:20; Heb. 9:26. In the Greek original of each, the word
translated "world" is aiOn, eon or age. It is not a word of space or of order, but of time; and even the A.V.
renders it in accord with that basic idea in most of its occurrences. The confusion is made worse by the
rendering of the word sunteleia by end. This word really means culmination. It comes from the
word teleO,finish, not in the sense of cessation, but of accomplishment, as the Concordant Version
Concordance well puts it. From it derives such ideas as mature, perfect. The prefix sun, with, gives the
idea of gathering together all strands, all loose ends, into a completed perfected work. So, the culmination
of the eon carries the idea of the time when all this present eon's affairs, problems, endeavours, come up
together for settlement and consummation by God; the promised day when no more doubts, difficulties,
wrongs and injustices shall remain unresolved, when all the mess we have made of the world and this
earth on which we dwell shall be cleared up.
By contrast, it is interesting to examine the way that latest presentation of the (supposed) best that modern
English scholarship can produce, the "New English Bible," handles this phrase. In Matt. 13:39, 40, 49;
28:20 it has "the end of time”; in Heb. 9:26 it has "the climax of history" ; yet in the remaining place,
Matt. 24:3, it renders the phrase much more nearly correctly by "the end of the age." How this relatively
accurate rendering managed to slip in is a mystery! A more convincing illustration of the folly of
translating by committee is hard to find.
To resume, we see that when people talk glibly of "the end of the world," they part company with
Scripture in both of two quite different ways. The Greek original, does not say end, and it does not
say world. In it, there is no question of anything coming to an abrupt end as if severed by an axe or a
guillotine, or of the sort of finish of everything that people have in mind when they talk of the disaster of
a nuclear war. It is a finish in something like the sense that a farmer's year culminates in harvest. The
culmination of this eon will be the time of God's harvest of all He has been achieving throughout the
present wicked eon (Gal. 1:4); because, wicked though it is, also it is the time for working-out some of
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God's highest and greatest purposes. At present there is little to show, apparently, for this process. All
around is strife and wretched ness, failure and frustration. Even while this paper was being prepared,
news came of the terrible assassination of President Kennedy. The earth is filled with lawlessness and
violence. Yet, in due time will come the harvest, the culmination of the eon, the consummation of all the
glorious things that God is now doing, behind the scenes as it were, and largely hidden from sight (except
to the eye of faith in His own) by the tinsel display of man's day and the fearful hubris he displays.
towards the earth, over which God gave him dominion, and everything in it that he can lay his hands on,
poisoning even the land, the air and the water.
Curiously enough, at first glance, Scripture does not refer to the culmination or consummation of man's
wickedness in terms such as these. This culmination is part of the culmination of the eon; but it is
important only in so far as it is the foil to the culmination of God's purposes. It is a harvest in a sense; but
it is a harvest of self-destruction and death culminating in judicial destruction by God. It is not the rich
fruitfulness of the harvest of good, but the desolation and ruin of a harvest that has come to nothing and is
no more than a ghastly waste of effort; frustrated because those who sowed were doing so for their own
ends. Even when they supposed they were working for the glory of God, they failed because they did not
know, or did not trouble to discover, what was God's will for mankind. Yet the manifold evils of the
present time are in accord with His ultimate purposes; and this will be seen to be true when the harvest
time arrives, and all that is crooked is straightened out.
The verb sunteleO means conclude; but not in the sense of terminating a work, but of accomplishing it,
bringing it to culmination, to accomplishment or fruition. There are several reasons for stopping work.
We may do so because of fatigue or failing light or some similar cause, or because we have reached the
end of our ability to cope with it and have therefore been forced to stop, or because it is completed so. that
nothing more remains to be done to it. This last is the meaning of sunteleO. Thus, in Matt. 7:28 the Lord
Jesus completed, brought to accomplishment, the Sermon on the Mount. In Mark 13:4 a sign is requested
"when all these should be about to be consummated" or "accomplished." In Luke 4:2, at the conclusion or
accomplishment of the forty-day trial, the Lord Jesus hungers. Then the concluding trial begins; and in
Luke 4:13 the Slanderer, accomplishing or bringing to fruition every trial, withdrew. In Acts 21:27, the
seven days were about to be consummated. In Rom. 9:28. the accurate rendering is, "consummating and
cutting short." Lastly, Heb. 8:8 refers to bringing to accomplishment a covenant that is new. This last
event opens so many matters that its consideration must be left to another paper.
These are the facts about the so-called "end of the world"; but facts are not what nominal Christians want.
Having laid their foundation on this quagmire (some might use a different figure of speech and say, "hot
air"), they go on to build some very curious doctrine on it. We are told by one such:
"Yet it cannot be denied that the idea of the sudden and utter destruction of this universe was not merely
one of the beliefs of the early Christians, it was most prominent of all."
This in its context is made to refer to 2. Peter 3:12; which is very strange, considering that all these people
profess to regard this epistle as spurious! But, then, error combined with confusion is never selfconsistent.
This particular example is typical. The author of the quotation has pounced on vv. 10 and 12 without
troubling even to glance at vv. 11 and 13. With eyes fitted with these blinkers, he naturally takes v. 12 to
mean the final and irrevocable destruction of everything. But that is, emphatically, not what the Apostle
Peter is saying here. Certainly, it is vast and apparently universal destruction; yet not for the sake of
destroying, but only in order to clear the way for something infinitely better—new heavens and new earth.
Furthermore, these are characterized by a new and very special feature: "in which righteousness is
dwelling." There seems to be something in the material universe as it is that precludes such a state. Here
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we approach the inner secret of God's creation which He has not yet revealed, and which is probably
beyond our present power to understand.
After such an absurd display of eccentricity as the quotation above, we need not be surprised to find that
its author associates Paul with it, thus:
"That St. Paul and all the other Christians should have been mistaken as to the time of the Second Coming
is not surprising. Christ Himself says that no man knoweth of that hour."
Poor man! We can only wonder how men so ignorant of Scripture can have the face to write so
dogmatically about it. Not surprisingly, he then asks: "But must we say that they were mistaken as to the
nature of the end of the world?"
As we know nothing about their views on this, the question is meaningless.
The attack on Paul is pressed home. Presently we are told of a
"thing which is clear, to any careful reader of the New Testament, is that as St. Paul grew older, and as his
travels and experience taught him more and more about the greatness of the task of converting a world,
the thought of the immediate return of the Master grew less distinct. It was not that he ceases to expect
and to desire that return. He seems to have realized more and more the greatness of the task to be
performed before it could come."
Like all his kind, without exception, this writer makes no attempt to prove this strange thesis. He does not
even say whence he derives this idea that the Apostle Paul's mission was to convert a world or why such
conversion must come before Christ can return, in view of what is stated in the prophetic parts of the
Gospels. Instead, he goes on to ask if modern science permits of any expectation of a cataclysmic end to
this world. Here we may leave him and his absurd speculations, except for two further aspersions on Peter
and Paul:
"They looked for the total destruction of the universe. . . . They looked, so to speak, for a crisis when time
should be no more."
Again, as we might expect, he makes no attempt to explain what he means by the latter, or even whether
the cessation of time can have any meaning. If time were to cease, every thing: motion, light, life,
thought, even God Himself, would be frozen into an unalterable "Now"; for even the thought of changing,
altering, involves time. In such circumstances, God, as revealed in Scripture, could not exist. No being
can love who cannot even move or think.
In conclusion, it is as well to refer to Rev. 10:6, which may have contributed through misunderstanding to
the spread of this delusion about time. The Greek here, with some of its context, reads very literally: "And
the angel. . . . swears . . . . . . that time not still will be; but in the days of the sound of the seventh angel. . .
. the secret of God is finished also." Then, after a series of events, in Rev. 11:15, the seventh angel
trumpets. From this, it is plain that the passage does not mean "the end of time." The expression is
obviously idiomatic, and can only mean that time of waiting has then come to an end. Here, the C.V.
rightly renders chronos by delay. R.B.Withers
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PEACE AND SECURITY?
Inadequate or inaccurate translations are responsible for many, perhaps most, of the errors that afflict
Christians. A well-known example is the rendering of parousia, presence by coming—an error that has
frequently been exposed but is still followed by many teachers who ought to be aware of the facts. It is an
outstanding example of an inaccurate translation deliberately perpetuated in order to conform with
orthodox traditions.
Another translation that, this time, is inadequate rather than downright erroneous has recently forced itself
on my attention through a suggestion by a friend in a private letter that already we may be living in the
period described in the first half of 1. Thess. 5:3; for certainly the ideas behind "Peace and security" are
everywhere in the Press and on men's lips.
As it stands in many translations, this startling suggestion appears to have considerable weight; and if it is
correct it tends to undermine the belief, which I have long defended in these pages, that the prophecy of 1.
Thess. 4:13-17 must be fulfilled before any of the Hebrew prophecies can be fulfilled and long before the
"Lord's Day" can possibly dawn. So, I followed the sound rule so often advocated in these pages, and
took a closer look at the Greek of 1. Thess. 5:3 in which the expression is found.
The word translated security by the Concordant Version and by other modern versions such as "The New
English Bible" and "The New World Translation" is asphaleia. The C.V. Sublinear is un-totter and its
concordance defines totter as "having an insecure footing"; but my dictionaries hardly agree with this, one
having "to shake so as to threaten to fall," the other "stand or walk unsteadily." Bullinger's Concordance
gives for asphalOs, firmly, without falling and for asphaleia it gives firmness, fixedness, security from
falling. The only fact that comes clearly out of this is that both concordances think of "security" as
security from falling, not the usual ideas of security which imply making safe from attack or theft or
spying. Obviously, there has been some confusion of mind about all this.
Let us, then, take a look at the Greek words containing the root -sphal-.
The verb asphalizO occurs four times: Matt. 27:64, 65, 66; Acts 16:24; and in each the sense is to make
firm and immovable. Pilate wanted to make the sepulcher firm, to fix it, so that the Lord's body could not
be stolen; the magistrates wanted to fix the feet of Paul and Silas in the stocks so that they could not move
them. Once only does King James' Version use fix, in Luke 16:26 for stErizO, but establish as in the C.V.
is better. It is difficult to see how a chasm can be "fixed." The adjective asphalEs occurs five times, in
Acts 21:34, 22:30, 25:26; Phil. 3:1; Heb. 6:19. It appears to be best rendered
by certainty or certain, according to context. The abstract noun asphaleia occurs in Luke 1:4; Acts 5:23;
1. Thess. 5:3. In the first of these the meaning is certainty with behind it the idea of stability, fixedness.
The second has the same idea behind it; everything in the prison was fixed as it was intended to be, all
was stable, in proper order. Thus, with the third there ought to be the same background meaning as in the
other two; but the word security has unfortunately taken on a very different color in conjunction with such
a word as peace. About a century ago, the primary meaning of secure was "free from danger of attack or
from fear, and so, confident." The verb meant "to make safe or certain." Later it has acquired the
meanings "certain not to fall or give way, firmly fastened"; and then the verb came to mean "fortify,
confine, enclose, fasten, close, guarantee, make safe against loss, succeed in getting"; and
consequently security becomes "a thing that guards or guarantees." The Security Council is thought of as
a council guarding against aggression and war; hence, the rendering "peace and security" necessarily
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produces in modern minds the thought of an assembly to bring about safety from attack and so from war.
This idea is not in the Greek.
I suggest that here the word that comes nearest to the original meaning is stability. In the C.V. this word is
allotted to stereOma, which occurs in Col. 2:5 only; but in its own Concordance it allots the idea
of solid to the Greek root -ster-. Here, then, there is really a departure from the concordant idea, because
what is solid is not necessarily stable. Many explosives are solid, but nevertheless extremely unstable; as
anyone who strikes a large piece of gun cotton or fulminate with a hammer will duly discover, if he
survives. In Co1. 2:5, solidity is not only more concordant, but it makes better sense. The
word streos means solid. A stereoscope makes a suitably constructed picture look solid. God's solid
foundation has stood (2. Tim. 2:19). The Hebrews needed solid nurture which is for the mature (Heb.
5:12, 14). Peter exhorted young men to be solid in the faith (1. Peter 5:9). The same applies with the
verb stereoO. The lame man's insteps and ankles were (literally) made solid (Acts 3:7), a very expressive
way of saying that they had become normal again. The same idea is found in Acts 3:16; though here
English will not bear strict concordance. In Acts 16:5 the churches were consolidated.
The conclusion to be drawn from this is simple. Any rendering of 1. Thess. 5:3 that gives the general idea
of safety from attack or war is misleading, and ought to be avoided. The notion behind the Greek is that at
the time under consideration men will think that, at long last, they have attained a peaceful, stable worldsociety, incapable of being upset and therefore free from any danger to its peace. Nobody thinks that now,
nobody even dares to hope for it in the foreseeable future. Threatened peace (of a sort) and universal
insecurity are the outstanding characteristics of our time, and matters appear to be worsening fast. Perhaps
when they have become intolerable, an irresistible demand will arise for a man who, apparently at
least, can give peace and stability; and that will be the opportunity for the man of sin. When he comes to
reign over the earth, grace will already have ceased to reign. R.B. Withers
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ARTICLE FROM COMMANDER J. G. H. STEEDMAN
"I—Yahweh, am your God who brought you forth out of the land of Egypt, that ye should not be their
bondmen; so I brake in pieces the staves of your yoke, and caused you to walk, erect. But, if ye will not
hearken unto me, And will not do all these commandments; And if, my statutes, ye refuse, And, my
regulations, your souls shall abhor,—So that ye will not do all my commandments, But shall break my
covenant I also, will do this unto you—I will set over you, for terror, consumption and fever, Causing the
eyes to fail and the soul to pine away, —And ye shall sow, in vain, your seed, for it shall be eaten by your
foes. And I will set my face against you, and ye shall be smitten before your foes, - And be trodden down
by them who hate you, And shall flee when no one is pursuing you. And, if even with these things, ye will
not hearken unto me, then will I yet further correct you seven times, for your sins. So, will I break your
pomp of power, and will set your heavens as iron, and your land as bronze; And your strength shall be
spent in vain, - And your land shall not yield her increase, And the trees of the land, shall not yield their
fruit. If therefore, ye will go in opposition to me, and not be willing to hearken unto me, then will I yet
further plague you seven times according to your sins; And will send among you the wild-beast of the
field and it shall rob you of your children, and cut off your cattle, and make you few in number; And your
roads shall be silent. And, if, by these things, ye will not be corrected by me, - But will go in opposition to
me, then will, I also, go in opposition to you. And, I, even I, will plague you seven times for your sins;
And will bring in upon you a sword that shall inflict the covenanted avenging: So shall ye be gathered
into your cities, —Then will I send a pestilence into your midst, and ye shall be delivered into the hand of
an enemy. When I have broken your staff of bread, then shall ten women bake your bread in one oven,
and give back your bread by weight, —And ye shall eat and not be filled. And, if, with this, ye will not
hearken to me, —But will go in opposition to me, then will I go in a rage of opposition to you, —And I,
even I, will correct you seven times for your sins; And ye shall eat the flesh of your sons, —Yea, even the
flesh of your daughters, shall ye eat. And I will destroy your high places and cut down your sun-pillars,
And cast your caresses upon the calluses of your manufactured gods, —Thus shall my soul abhor you.
And I will give your cities unto desolation, and make your holy places dumb, —And will find no
fragrance in your satisfying odor; And, I, will make the land dumb, and your foes that dwell therein shall
regard it with dumb amazement: When, even you, I scatter among the nations, and make bare after you, a
sword, then shall your land become an astonishment, and your cities become a desolation. Then, shall the
land be paid her sabbaths, All the days she lieth desolate, While, ye, are in the land of your fees, —Then,
shall the land keep sabbath, and pay off her sabbaths: All the days she lieth desolate, shall she keep
sabbath, —the which she kept not as your sabbaths, —while ye dwelt thereupon. And as for such as are
left of you, Then will I bring faintness into their heart, in the lands of their foes,—So that the sound of a
driven leaf shall chase them, And they shall flee as though fleeing from a sword And they shall fall, when
no one is pursuing; And they shall stumble one upon another as from before a sword, when, pursuer there
is none; And ye shall not have wherewith to stand before your foes; And ye shall perish among the
nations,—And the land of your fees shall eat you up; And they who are left of you, shall melt away in
their iniquity, in the lands of your foes; Yea also, in the iniquity of their fathers with them, shall they melt
away.
"Then shall they confess their iniquity, And the iniquity of their fathers, In their unfaithfulness wherewith
they had been unfaithful towards me; Yea moreover, because they had gone in opposition to me, I also,
must needs go in opposition to them, and bring them into the land of their foes,—Save only that, if, even
then, their uncircumcised heart shall be humbled, And, even then, they shall accept as a payment the
punishment of their iniquity, Then will I remember my covenant with Jacob Yea moreover, my covenant
with Isaac, Yea moreover, my covenant with Abraham, will I remember; And the land, will I remember.
For, the land, shall be left of them, and shall be paid her sabbaths, while she lieth desolate without them,
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they also, accepting, as a payment, the punishment of their iniquity, Because, yea because, my
regulations, they refused, and my statutes, their soul abhorred. And yet even so when they are in the land
of their foes I have not refused them Neither have I abhorred them to make an end of them, to break my
covenant with them, —For, I—Yahweh, am their God. Therefore, will I remember in their behalf the
covenant of their ancestors, —Whom, I brought forth out of the land of Egypt in the sight of the nations,
that I might be their God—I—Yahweh. These are the statutes and the regulations and the laws, which
Yahweh granted between himself, and the sons of Israel, —in Mount Sinai by the mediation of Moses."
(Lev. 26:13-46)
And it shall come to pass, when all these things shall come in upon thee—the blessing and the curse,
which I have set before thee,—and thou shalt bring them back unto thy heart among all the nations
whither Yahweh thy God hath driven thee; and thou shalt return unto Yahweh thy God and shalt hearken
unto his voice, according to all that I am commanding thee to-day,—thou and thy sons, with all thy heart,
and with all thy soul, then will Yahweh thy God bring back thy captivity and have compassion upon
thee,—and return and gather thee from among all the peoples whither Yahweh thy God hath scattered
thee. Though thou be driven out unto the utmost part of the heavens, from thence, will Yahweh thy God
gather thee, and, from thence will he fetch thee; 5and Yahweh thy God will bring thee into the land which
thy fathers possessed, and thou shalt possess it, —and he will do thee good and multiply thee beyond thy
fathers. And Yahweh thy God will circumcise thy heart, and the heart of thy seed, —to love Yahweh thy
God with all thy heart and with all thy soul, that thou mayest live. And Yahweh thy God will put all these
oaths upon thine enemies and upon them who hated thee who persecuted thee. But, thou, wilt return, and
hearken unto the voice of Yahweh,—and wilt do all his commandments, which I am commanding thee,
to-day, And Yahweh thy God will make thee pre-eminent, in every work of thy hand—in the fruit of thy
body, and in the fruit of thy cattle and in the fruit of thy ground, for good,—for Yahweh will again rejoice
over thee for good, as he rejoiced over thy fathers: if thou hearken unto the voice of Yahweh thy God, to
keep his commandments, and his statutes, which are written in this scroll of the law,—if thou return unto
Yahweh thy God, with all thy heart and with all thy soul." (Deut. 30:1-10)
About ten years ago Otis Q. Sellers, in his publication "THE WORD OF TRUTH," ran a series of articles
on the restoration of Israel to the land of their fathers and drew the readers' attention to the Passages in
Leviticus and Deuteronomy that have been referred to at the beginning of this short exposition on the
same subject. I was very interested in these articles and could not see anything wrong in his exegesis. I
examined it closely and found that it met most, if not all the objections that I had encountered in my
studies of the orthodox pre-millennial and other interpretations that I had previously come across. These
earlier interpretations were studied, followed, yet with reservation, always hoping that some firmer
ground would be found on which to take my stand than was hitherto forthcoming. I read, re-read, checked
and cross-checked all these articles and became convinced that he had certainly received considerable
light on the subject and that it was well worth while pursuing. Before doing so, however, a preliminary
study was undertaken of the promises and covenants and all prophetic utterances made to Abraham from
his call out of Ur of the Chaldees, and to his descendants throughout the Pentateuch. This was done
without resorting to reading commentaries or any other books, save the Companion Bible, Young's
Analytical Concordance and a few other reference books at my disposal. In other words, apart from
anything that might have been retained in my memory from past reading, what was learned was firsthand, and, with the help of, and depending upon the Spirit of God for guidance, considerable notes were
made over a period of more than a year. Each section was gone through carefully by a friend, who also
was a keen student of the Scriptures, a believer in the full inspiration of the Word of God in the original
languages. He was extremely critical and jealous that nothing should be written that had not full scripture
support. Sometimes I had to abandon an idea that had occurred to me on this account. At other times I
was able to convince him that there was sufficient support for a statement that had been made or
conclusion that had been reached.
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The result of these studies was that I found there was good foundation for the exegesis that had been put
forward by Otis Q. Sellers in his interpretation of the Scriptures concerning the restoration of Israel to the
Land of their fathers in full belief and trust in the God of Israel, Jehovah, and that they would return to the
land and re-commence the worship of their Lord God, with sacrifices made under the Levitical laws, with
Levitical Priests taking place in the rebuilt Temple at Jerusalem.
The study of this interpretation in the Old Testament then followed later, but has proved to be longer and
much more difficult, as the sorting out of the material is a long and laborious process. However, some
headway has been made, and it is proposed shortly to record on tapes all these studies, as they have so far
gone. It is hoped that others may share in the search of the Scriptures that have been such a joy to me. It is
hoped, also, that if they should find anything in these recordings to be unscriptural, they will
communicate with me that I may be able to give the matter further consideration and set it right. Other
lines of study, unusual, maybe, have been undertaken in the past years and some of these notes will also
be recorded. It is not expected that brethren will be convinced by my belief and arguments that have
flowed therefrom, but it is hoped that these studies will be taken to the Scriptures in the true Berean spirit
and put to the Scriptural test. If the Holy Spirit has given me enlightenment on anything, He has given it
to me as a vehicle to convey it to others. Only the Holy Spirit, through the Scriptures will bring
conviction to others concerning what they seek. In this search it is very possible the lines of exposition
given may bring to them something new out of the Word of God, which dovetails with some unsolved
problem of former studies. By passing on these enlightenments other things will probably be found which
have previously escaped notice. Thus, we shall all be enriched by mutual help under the Holy Spirit's
guidance and tuition. Multitudes, since the sixteenth century, have to give God thanks that Martin Luther
was imbued with this spirit and subsequently received enablement in steadfastness and courage to
proclaim to the world, against immeasurable odds, his convictions concerning the doctrine of justification
by faith in the finished work of Christ on the cross. What would have been the position today if he had
failed to follow the enlightenment given to him and to have given up the many cherished doctrines and
practices in which he had been reared and educated? We may thank God likewise for many of His faithful
servants who have since obeyed His Call. J.G.H. Steedman
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ACTS AND FIRST THESSALONIANS
There was a time when I, as a young and inexperienced Christian, felt a little inclined to disparage those,
older and wiser than myself, who insisted on understanding and interpreting everything in Scripture
within its proper context. Now that I am much older, I have become wiser, to this extent at any rate; and
have learnt that attention to context is one of the most important considerations in studying the Scriptures.
This matter came vividly to my mind when I studied Commander Steedman's remarks about 1. Thess.
4:13-17 on pp. 111 to 115 of our June 1964 issue; for he placed it within the same context as Acts 1:11
and 3:20, 21 without, apparently, pausing to ask himself whether this placement is valid.
One of John Buchan's romances is built around three ideas which, at first, have no apparent connection of
any sort. The story depends entirely on the skill of the author in inventing a connection. The trouble with
such a construction is that it is entirely artificial; and the story, though cleverly conceived and written, is
artificial throughout. Similarly, the Scriptures, all of which are certainly not in the same context. Yet he
has certainly proved his point for the two Acts texts, and thereby done us all a considerable service; for
the last word on the matter has yet to be said.
To some it may come as a surprise to be told that ouranos, heaven, has no single, fixed, meaning; though
this should be evident from the fact that the plural, heavens, is frequently met with. Out of the 84
occurrences of the word in Matthew 29 are singular, heaven, and 55 are plural, heavens. In Matt. 5:34, the
heaven is God's throne. Yet in Matt. 6:26; 8:20; 13:32, the heaven is where the birds fly; in 14:19; 16:1, 2,
3; 24:30 it is the sky, in 22:30 it is where God's angels are and in 26:64 where clouds are. Thus, when we
read of "heaven," we have to depend on the context and good sense to determine which aspect of "the
heavens" is under consideration; and we always have sufficient data to prevent us going astray.
Why is it that the meaning is so indeterminate? Simply, that in the nature of things there is no boundary
that our minds as at present constituted can define. For instance, where does the air end? Apparently from
recent discoveries, there is some sort of atmosphere more than a hundred miles above the earth's surface.
Thus, when we read in 1. Thess. 4:17 of the surviving living being snatched away simultaneously with the
rising dead in clouds, literally, "into meeting of the Lord into air"; we can properly visualize the Lord at a
vast height above the ground being met by these saints streaming from points all over the earth's surface,
so that they would appear from observers on the ground as assembling in clouds. This meeting will be an
assembling of scattered individuals: as Paul points out, literally: "and thus always together to Lord we
shall be." As regards the Lord, in connection with Him, we shall no longer remain scattered and lonely.
Instead, we shall have constant access to Him and to one another, and He and they will have constant
access to each one of us. This certainly does not mean, as some apparently think, that we shall be
perpetually following Him about as a dog follows its master. Such an idea verges on the fantastic when
we consider that we must number millions altogether; in fact, it is absurdly materialistic. We know very
little about spirit; but there is no reason to suppose that spiritual beings (as we shall be) would be
incapable of moving instantly to any place they might wish, however distant in the Universe.
"The Lord Himself will be descending from heaven." While He is doing this, His own will be snatched in
clouds for meeting Him in air. In this prophecy, the whole action begins and ends in air, in heaven in the
sense the word is used in Matt.6:26, etc., as noted above. Nothing is said of proceeding further down to
the earth's surface or, directly, of returning to heaven in the higher sense of the location of God's throne,
though this (then or at some later time) is implied in being "together to Lord," that is, ever in the closest
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touch with him. We must keep in mind, too, that in this connection "up" and "down" are simply human
words to represent something beyond the reach of common language to express.
Having thus to some extent cleared our minds about 1Thess. 4:13-17, we can now turn to Acts 1:11 and
3:20, 21. the former is part of a narrative which covers the first fourteen verses of the book. From v. 12 it
seems clear that the event took place on the Mount of Olives, and that the prophecy of the two men in
white attire is a direct reference to Zech. 14:4. This places its fulfilment at the moment of the return of the
Lord Jesus to the surface of this earth. Cloud took Him as He was lifted up from the ground; He will in
due time emerge from cloud and touch ground again at the Mount of Olives. It is most important to
observe the emphatic way those resent were told that Jesus would be coming in the same manner as He
was taken away.
The experience of many years of study has convinced me that when a passage in Scripture gives what
appears on the surface extreme and apparently unnecessary emphasis to the matter, this is done by the
Holy Spirit in deliberate anticipation of some question or problem that He foreknew was to arise in later
times. In the passage we have just considered are two conspicuous examples. Why should it matter that
our meeting with the Lord is to be "in air"? Why would it matter that when the Lord Jesus comes to Israel
He will arrive in precisely the same way as He was taken up, and that His feet should rest on the Mount of
Olives? If there had been nothing more in Paul's mind than that the Lord would descend and that His own
would be snatched away to meet Him, any embellishment would have been not only unnecessary but
rather foolish. Similarly, if the two men in white attire had nothing more to say than that the Lord would
eventually return, why should they emphasize that the return would be "in the same manner" as the
departure? Surely there must be an underlying purpose behind such precision-that it was foreseen that the
two events might be confused in later times? Consequently, it was necessary that no excuse for confusion
should be provided. Nevertheless, in spite of the double precaution, most serious confusion has occurred.
To some it has been abundantly clear that what they call "the Second Coming" will be to the surface of
this earth and is to inaugurate "times of restoration"; and therefore that every reference to the coming of
the Lord Jesus relates to this purpose. To others it has been equally clear that such passages as Phil. 3:20,
21; 1. Cor. 15:51, 52 and 1. Thess. 4:13-17 have nothing to do with the coming of the Lord Jesus to the
surface of this earth, or with Israel's prophecies, or with the thousand years; but with the removal of the
company which is Christ's body from this earth and the snatching away of these saints to be ever with
Him. The issue has been alarmingly and most unnecessarily befogged by associating these three passages
with the "coming" of Christ, though this word is conspicuously absent from them and has to be inserted
when required by mistranslating the word parousia, which means presence.
Perhaps we can clear our minds of the last remaining wisps of fog by asking again the very simple
question: Why, does 1. Thess. 4:17 say literally, "into meeting of the Lord into air"? Those last two words
are utterly pointless unless -they were deliberately intended to convey that the meeting point is AIR,
not EARTH; and therefore that the prophecy is wholly outside the context of Acts 1 to 3. Snatching away
the Lord's celestial saints to meet Him as He is descending from heaven does not involve for Him any
exclusion of Him from heaven. Just as He is absent from earth now, so will He be absent from earth while
His earthly people Israel are involved in the apostasy (2. Thess. 2:3) and the man of lawlessness has his
short spell of triumph. Nothing is said in Scripture of any sort of flying visit in between; but that is no
reason whatever why He should not approach, while still in the heavens, close enough to earth to have us
snatched away in, clouds to meet Him.
The reverse side of the truth about 1. Thess. 4:13-17 is the fact that nothing whatever is said anywhere
about any assemblies of Israel, even those addressed in Rev. 1-3, being snatched away to meet the Lord in
air. Nor can Rev. 4:1 be brought into this, because John was one of the apostles of the circumcision. In
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any case, the order applied to him only, and hen in a vision. Nor can Rev. 12:5, 6 be adduced, for the idea
of the company which is Christ's body also being about to be shepherding all the Gentiles in an iron club
is entirely out of keeping. Years ago, Dr. Bullinger showed that we are wholly outside this prophecy. Let
us leave it at that.
There remains for our consideration Acts 3:20, 21. It is binding on heaven to receive Jesus Christ "until
times of restoration which God talks through mouth of the holy ones, the prophets of His from eon," to
render it very literally.
When do these times start? When heaven ceases to receive Him, according to this passage. But just when
is that (when He enters the earth's atmosphere, or when His feet touch solid ground? Can we get any
further by considering just what is meant by "times of restoration"? Do they mean the period that begins
at the instant when the Lord Jesus reaches the Mount of Olives? If so, why "times" and not, simply, "the
time"? Yet, on the other hand, if we start the "times of restoration". It the moment of fulfilment of 1.
Thess. 4:13-17, we may find ourselves charged with dating what is purely an affair of Israel's Prophets by
a prophecy which is not for Israel at all and has nothing to do with Israel—a proceeding of highly
questionable validity. For 1. Thessalonians does not even mention Israel or circumcision and the Jews
only once, and then by way of contrast. To teach or even suggest, any direct connection of this Epistle
with the Evangel of the circumcision or with anything in the book commonly called, "Revelation" is
wholly unwarrantable. Some do teach this quite openly, and are thus in an untenable position; but that is
beside the point here. While it is quite true that Israel's affairs are purely Israel's, nevertheless the fact
remains that our existence on earth constitutes an insuperable barrier to their development. Consequently,
whether anyone likes the idea or not, our snatching away will clear the path for Israel and therefore to that
extent unavoidably affects them.
Yet, even so, we must not lose sight of other questions. First: "What is holding up the return of the Lord
Jesus to the Mount of Olives?" This is easily answered: a mass of unfulfilled Prophecy—and Israel's
Prophecy at that. Then what is holding up the fulfilment of this mass of Prophecy? The only possible
answer is that the time is not ripe. But why not? Again, the only possible answer is that God has other
purposes which are not yet accomplished; namely, the completion of the task He has undertaken in Paul's
Evangel, the Evangel of the uncircumcision. So, when will the task be completed? Simply; when He
chooses to fulfil the special prophecy exclusively given to the Apostle Paul and promulgated by him in 1.
Thess. 4:13-17.
Thus, it seems plain enough that we ought to hold firmly to the truths we have and suspend final
judgment on speculative problems until we receive further light. Meantime, one thing is certain: we must
not use anything in Acts with a view to damaging or destroying 1. Thess. 4:13-17.
There remains the problem of 1. Thess. 1:9, 10. After taking all this time to consider the matter further, I
am still not entirely happy as regards this verse over some of the things said in Vol. 22, pp. 252-261,
though most of the paper still stands unshaken. One thing is certain: anamenO, up-remain, cannot
possibly meant wait for or await or ardently await, the rendering we found for apekdechomai. Translators
have serenely gone on copying one another in this mistake, and no commentator available to me gives any
help at all, except Ellicott. He says of the verb anamenO that it "does not here involve any reference to
awaiting one who is to return, nor yet any specific notion of eagerness or joy, but simply that of patience
and confidence; the ana having that modified intensive force. . . which is so hard to convey without
paraphrase. . .. ek tOn ouranOn belongs to anamenein, involving a slight but perfectly intelligible form of
brachylogy" (i.e., expression in the most concise and briefest manner).
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The trouble is that he drops the subject at that and does not suggest any paraphrase; and it must be
admitted that in supplying the omission we are not left with an easy task. However, as the first part of his
remark is undoubtedly correct, we ought to take the remainder very seriously and be thankful that
someone has been prepared to have a fresh look at an exceedingly difficult problem. So, we have to try to
express in English, somehow, "to be out of the heavens up-remaining His Son." A possible paraphrase is,
I suggest, "By virtue of your standing which is out of the heavens, to be remaining settled upward in
relation to His Son, Whom He rouses out of the dead—Jesus, the One rescuing us out of the wrath,
that which is coming." Admittedly, this is extremely free; but it is for anyone who may feel led to
complain of this either to overthrow Ellicott's contention, or to suggest a better way or a better paraphrase.
He appears to have been one of the very few with courage enough to face this problem most others have,
like the Pharisee, passed by on the other side. King James' translators, though they worked in the age of
Shakespeare, the golden age of the English tongue, lamentably failed us here.
The position apparently amounts to this: At that point, when the Thessalonians had turned back to God
from their idols, they had no clear understanding of how events would eventually turn out for them. Their
understanding of Paul's evangel and its revelation of God's purpose, and their confidence, were securely
anchored above, since it derived from the heavens; and they were waiting for the fuller knowledge that
eventually was supplied by Paul in this epistle. For, part from the objection to rendering anamenO by
await, here is the further difficulty that if 1. Thess. 1:10 shows that the Thessalonians already had the
main part of the truth that is disclosed in 4:13-17, there remains less point in a fresh "word of the Lord,"
which is what the latter claims to be.
Another question arises: Why is the title 'Son' used here?
The first time the Apostle Paul uses it is Rom. 1:3, where God's Evangel is concerning His Son. It is the
Evangel of His Son (Rom. 1:9). It pleased God to unveil His Son in Paul that he might be evangelizing
Him among the Gentiles (Gal. 1:16). he was living in faith of the Son of God (Gal. 2:20). The other
transports us into the Kingdom of the Son of His love Col. 1:13). Taken together these throw a brilliant
light on Ellicott's suggestion about 1. Thess. 1:10 in showing something of the breadth and depth
compressed into the remarkable phrase "out of the heavens up-remaining His Son." It involves nothing
less than fixed, assured faith in God's evangel, firm continuance in what God has unveiled in His apostle,
Paul, life in that faith, full realization of what it means to be transported into the Kingdom of the Son of
His love.
Appropriately 1. Thessalonians comes immediately after Colossians, for it is so closely related to Col.
3:1-7 as to be in a measure a commentary on it; and we now can see 1. Thess. 1:10 as a summing up of
those seven verses. The Thessalonians had turned back from their idolatry, from the demons who once
had dominated them. Firmly fixed on that which is above, where Christ is sitting at the right hand of God,
everything they possessed was out of the heavens, and they themselves were remaining in that upward
attitude in their whole relation to God's Son.
Read as what they are, the last of the Church Epistles, crowning the set, 1. and 2. Thessalonians appear in
a strange and brilliant light—strange, because hitherto we have been viewing them the wrong way
around, so to speak; brilliant, because they are now set in their proper place as the consummation and
completion of Paul's message to churches. And this realization is an immense help to us, too; for now, we
can see how it came about that this church turned out to be the most nearly perfect of all, and how
splendid was their achievement, and even more splendid the word of the Lord which Paul was able to
disclose to them. There was nothing earthly, nothing fleshly, in their disposition towards God's Son; but
an out-of-the-heavens, firm and steady attitude which will in due time be crowned by being ever with the
Lord.
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So, in reading this passage as meaning that the Thessalonians were waiting for God's Son to come out of
the heavens, we would be reading into it ideas from altogether different contexts and wholly inapplicable
to what ought to be a beautiful simplicity. In the fresh light we now have, the passage comes much nearer
to the true reading of Phil. 3:20, 21. It is out of our citizenship that we are awaiting a Savior, as here it is
out of the heavens that we are remaining in faith fixed above that, in due time, He will rescue us out of the
coming wrath. No question arises, in this context, of any coming of the Lord Jesus, any return of Him out
of the heavens.
Over fifty years ago (July 1912) Dr. Bullinger wrote: "It is we who have robbed Israel of the promise of
1. Thessalonians." This utterly untrue assertion—bluntly, lie—is based solely on the theory that 1.
Thessalonians was written before the Prison Epistles and therefore belongs to another "dispensation," a
conclusion that does not logically follow anyhow.
I would gladly refrain from exposing Dr. Bullinger in this way; for I have the deepest regard and respect
for his best work; but so long as others insist on repeating over and over again that this epistle is Israel's,
belongs to the Evangel of the circumcision and is related to the prophecies of the book titled Revelation,
there is no option. Once again, I ask, nay entreat, those who support such ideas to prove them, instead of
asserting and reasserting them as established certainties. That is the very least they ought to try to do if
they are sincere. Some are, I know. Why, then, not descend from the pedestal of infallibility erected by
Coles and Bullinger and the lesser men who succeeded them, and defend these doctrines? They must be
aware in their hearts that the way of Christ in the way of humility, not of proud refusal even to discuss
their differences with others.
Why is it that so many Christians seem prepared to go out of their way and beyond all reason to divide
Paul's Epistles and, in dividing them, attempt to hand over to Israel what most certainly belongs alone to
the company which is Christ's body? If we leave Israel and Christ's body each in its own roper sphere, all
difficulties vanish. Scripture does for itself all the "dividing" it needs. Now we are witnessing an attempt
to drive a wedge between 1. Thess. 4:13-17 and 1. Cor. 15:51-53. Is it not time to cease that sort of
activity and return to God's Word—undivided? R.B. Withers
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ACTS 3:19-21
Many have asserted that this is a key passage in discussing the fulfilment of 1. Thess. 4:13-17. At first, I
was inclined to accept that view; but on mature consideration it now appears to me to be a serious
mistake. The Apostle Peter's exhortation here is to: "Men! Israelites!" It is made at Solomon's Portico. It
is part of his appeal to them to repent for the erasure of their sins and, in particular, those detailed in vv.
13-16 against the Lord Jesus. The important section for our present discussion reads:
"Repent, then, and turn about towards the erasure of
these sins of yours: so that seasons of refreshing should
be coming from the Lord’s face and He may be commissioning the One before-selected for you—Christ Jesus—
Whom it is binding on heaven indeed to receive until times
of restoration of all which God talks through mouth of
the holy ones from the eon—His prophets."
This should have called to mind Acts 1:7: "It is not for you to know times or seasons which the Father
placed in His own jurisdiction"; but apparently the very plain hint has been largely ignored. We know,
and the people of Israel soon came to know, that such complete repentance and turning about was not
taking place and was not to take place at the time. It has not yet taken place, and we have now realized
that the whole of the events prophesied for the Seventy Heptads of years will have to occur in full before
the One commissioned for them, Christ, can fulfil this particular task. Before that commissioning happens
there will be the promised seasons of refreshing, but the times of restoration must await that
commissioning. At once this opens up the scheme for Israel's future, so that we can contemplate it in
better perspective. The whole process is scheduled to occupy a period of long duration covered by the
indefinite periods: the times and the seasons spoken of by the Lord Jesus in Acts 1:7. Meanwhile we have
learnt here that the "times" and the "seasons" need not be simultaneous or synonymous.
Moreover, and this point is of the greatest importance, they were times associated with Israel
and seasons associated with Israel. The intrusion of any sort of Gentile company into either context is
wholly inadmissible, and is a sure indication of serious error somewhere.
The next point to notice is the word aposteilE, put-from, here rendered "He may be commissioning." The
C.V. and the C.L.N.T. have, instead, "He may despatch," Rotherham, "He may send forth," and the A.V.
uses "send" also. The C.V. Concordance defines "Put" as "to move into some special position or relation."
This is in line with the usual definitions. The word means a change of position but, apart from that, not
the impartation of motion. If you put a plate from the cupboard on to the table, you have moved the plate,
but not caused it to go on moving. The verb apostellO, from-put, means therefore change of position or
situation or even status; but where causing motion is involved, that is only in a secondary and incidental
sense. The word despatch is therefore generally unsuitable as a rendering of this verb, meaning as it does
sending messengers, envoys or orders, often with implied haste. An apostle was sent from God to fulfil a
commission given by Him, which might involve a certain amount of movement—with Paul a great deal—
but possibly very little. That is not the essence of the matter, which is his commission itself, not the
amount of motion involved in it.
Consequently, we should render this verb by commission whenever that word is suitable; and where we
have to use send we should keep in mind that the sending is for some special purpose and not simply
putting into motion. The "apostles" were men commissioned, put out, from God, or sent for His special
purpose.
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The very first occurrence is rather remarkable, for Matt. 2:16 does not specify whom Herod
commissioned to massacre the baby boys. He seems simply to have given orders that this should be done.
In Matt. 10:5, 16, 40 the Lord Jesus commissions the Twelve. There is no. need to be discordant, as is the
C.L.N.T. in v. 16, or, indeed, in Matt. 11:10, where "I am commissioning" is quite a good rendering. The
same applies to 13:41, but in 14:35 the idea is sending out the good news, and "send" seems the best
rendering, as in many other places. Meanwhile, we have seen enough to appreciate that the
word apostellO is in no way associated with the actual coming of the Lord Jesus at some particular point
of time. The only "coming" is that of "seasons of refreshing."
However, the crucial issue is in Peter's next words, namely, what he meant by "it is binding on heaven
indeed to receive." Here the verb is dechomai, the C.V. definition of which is "admit into presence,
recognition or favor." The primary meaning given by Dr. Bullinger is "accept, admit." Perusal of the
occurrences listed in Wigram's Concordance shows that the Greek usage is much the same as the English.
Rotherham here paraphrases with "must needs welcome," which is what "receive" means or should mean,
in contrast with the way the Lord Jesus was rejected on earth.
A foothold for error is found is the New World version: "whom heaven, indeed, must contain within
itself." This is quite inadmissible, as a glance at Wigram's Concordance will show, all too plainly, the
unconscious intention is to fit in with the idea that the Lord Jesus is confined to heaven until "the Second
Coming." If this had been the idea Peter wished to convey, he could have used some such word
as katechO, retain, or even krateO, hold. The fact is that he did not. He said "receive" in the sense of
"welcome," and in so doing took good care to avoid giving any idea of precisely when or how the Lord
Jesus would leave heaven. The sober truth is that there is nothing whatever in this passage to state or even
imply that the Lord Jesus is so fixed in heaven that He cannot escape, even momentarily, to step down
from heaven to cause the dead in Christ to rise to Him and those who are surviving to be snatched away
with them. Thus, to use Peter's words so as to postpone the Lord's descent into air for us until He
descends to the earth at the Mount of Olives for Israel is to do great violence to them, as well as to Paul. It
ignores Peter's very careful avoidance of any such idea in Acts 3:21, or indeed anywhere else.
The promised "coming" is of "seasons of refreshing" nothing else. What is "binding on heaven" is to
"receive" the Lord Jesus; that until certain "times" which are to be "times of restoration." The
word restoration is found here only; but the verb restore occurs in Matt. 12:13; 17:11; Mark 3:5; 8:25;
Luke 6:10; Heb. 13:19. In the face of this, to attempt to confine the prophecy to anyone point of time,
even the moment of the return to the Mount of Olives by the Lord Jesus, is really very foolish. "Times of
restoration" plainly will cover an extensive sequence of events. At some point within that sequence, and
thereafter, receiving and welcoming the Lord Jesus will no longer be the exclusive privilege of heaven. It
will be an earthly joy as well.
Actually, it is not too much to claim that our citizenship, which exists all along in the heavens (Phil.
3:20), is right outside the scope of all this. We, being of heaven, already receive and welcome the Lord
Jesus independently of earth. The descent of the Lord from heaven with a shout (1. Thess. 4:13-17) for us
will have nothing directly to do with the affairs of earth: it will simply be the confirmation and
completion of our citizenship. That simultaneously it will remove the only bar we know of to the start of
the "times of restoration" is nothing to do with Acts 3:19-21, and never ought to have been introduced
into its context. Peter's words would have been just as timely and just as true had Paul's Evangel never
existed. The coming of the "seasons of refreshing" and the "times of restoration" would still have had to
await the moment planned by God. That the arrival of this moment must somehow follow on at or after
the completion and snatching away of the Church which is Christ's body, is wholly outside the scope of
Peter's words and an idea which would have made nonsense to his hearers.
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Acts 2:34 has been associated with this passage in an attempt to prove that Psalm 11O:1 precludes the
fulfilment of 1. Thess. 4:13-17 until it is itself fulfilled. The Lord's session is claimed to be "until I shall
set Thine enemies a footstool for Thy feet," with the corollary that it must continue until the Lord comes
openly in power and glory to Israel.
The crux of all this is in the words eOs an thO. The first means until, the second indefiniteness of time
(C.V. Sublinear, ever). This, with the third, the subjunctive form of the verb tithEmi, place, has the force
of "I should be placing." Rotherham has "till whensoever I may put."
coming of the Lord Jesus at some particular point of time. The only "coming" is that of "seasons of
refreshing." The only occurrences of this form in the Greek Scriptures are in the same quotation; but we
get the first-person plural (instead of the singular) in Mark 4:30, where the Lord Jesus asks: "How should
we be likening the Kingdom of God? Or in what parable may we be placing it?" Again, Rotherham has
"may put."
The point in all this is that there is no past or completed sense in these. We may not read as if they were
"shall have set," "shall have placed," "shall have put." This being so, we have to take the quotation of
Psalm 110:1 as meaning that the session is to last until the placing of the enemies under foot has started
and is in progress.
There is no need at all to force 1. Thess. 4:13-17 into these things, which are essentially Israel's business.
We are God's first conquest in the Universe after the victory of the Lord Jesus over death. Let us leave the
further conquests to those whom they will concern when the times arrive.
Another important point: we must be particularly careful to avoid assuming that we have knowledge
which we do not in fact possess. That is the besetting sin of most expositors, and causes immense
damage. We do not know when God will start the operations which are to eventuate in placing His
enemies under foot. In a sense they were started by the Incarnation; possibly the actual start was even in
Genesis. 1. Thess. 4:13-17 is no bar to this start: what it does bar is the start of the operations of God
foretold for Israel, the start of His dealings with them foretold in Hebrew prophecy. What Psalm 110:1
does reveal, and no doubt that is why it is quoted so many as five times in the Greek Scriptures, is that the
Lord Jesus will rest, will sit at God's right hand, until the dealings foretold in Hebrew Prophecy are taking
place. Surely, we can rest content with this! The restoration times of Acts 3:21 with their culminating
point in Matt. 26:29, will yet arrive. We must not assume that other prophecies will not meanwhile be
fulfilled.
To think that the fulfilment of 1. Thess. 4:13-17 marks the start of the times of restoration is another error
of which I have occasionally been guilty. These times will start when God has set the stage for them, and
only then. He has not chosen to reveal how these will link up with other operations. That these operations,
so far as they concern Israel, will therefore necessitate the fulfilment of I. Thess. 4:13-17 at some point in
their progress, is wholly irrelevant to the operations themselves, whatever their importance in another
context to God and to ourselves. Let us do what Scripture does and keep them apart. R.B. Withers
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ARMAGEDDON AND GOG
The word ARMAGEDDON occurs but once in the Scriptures at Revelation 16:16. The name is derived
from the Hebrew HAR—hill or mountain and MEGIDDO (place of God), a city in Issachar or Manasseh
in the plain of Jezreel to the South East of Mount Carmel. Its Biblical and its secular history is of no
importance in the study of the reference to it prophetically, except to say that in the past it had great
strategic value as a fortified city in relation to its position as guarding the passage from North to South or
from East to West. Its height is about 500 feet above the Mediterranean Sea level and it overlooks the
great plain of Esdraelon, commanding a clear view over the plain of over ten miles radius from Harosheth
over against Mount Carmel in the North West, Nazareth and Mount Tabor in the North East, Jezreel and
the Jordan to the East and Mount Gilboa and Engannim to the South East. It guarded the pass through the
Southern spar of Mount Carmel and so held an unrivaled position in time of war, and in the defense of
Israel and Judah from attacks from the North. This great plain which it commanded is, probably, the most
fertile area in the whole of Israel, is an ideal area to be held as a base of operations throughout the land. It
is unparalleled as a rendezvous and as a camping site for a large force, and as such it is the place to which
the forces of the kings of the earth are brought together "to the battle of that great day of God Almighty,"
Now, this is as far as it goes. There is no actual battle spoken of in the Scriptures, but it is clear that they
are brought there with a view to their destruction by God Himself. This appears to be the import of the
prophecy of Zechariah 12 and 14.
There is an exception to references in the O.T. to this city, which is not apparent on the surface, for in the
middle of the prophecy of Isaiah 10:20-34, the LXX reads "He is come to Aiath, he is passed to Maggedo
(instead of Migron), at Michmash he hath laid his carriages (LXX stores) (frequently vessels, armor or
weapons)." This prophecy relates to that very time, and might well be studied for light on the subject.
This gathering together is antecedent to the coming of the Lord to the Mount of Olives and the prophecy
of Zech. 12 and 14, at which time there are going to be great earthquakes and upheavals and changes in
the contours of the land. The Mount of Olives will cleave in twain, the whole of the Mountains of Judah,
"all the land shall be turned (as on a hinge) as a plain; and it shall be lifted up," The Salt Sea will be filled
with living waters which will be teeming with fish, for fishermen at En Gedi even unto En Eglaim; they
shall be a place to spread forth nets; their fish shall be according to their kinds, as the fish of the Great Sea
(Mediterranean), exceeding many. Further, at this time the bed of the Gulf of Suez will be raised at least
300 feet, for that is the deepest part of it today, in order that Isaiah 11:15 may be fulfilled. Ezekiel 29:2-16
tells us of the desolation in Egypt from Syene (modern Asswan) to Migdol (at the mouth of the Delta),
and unto the border of Ethiopia. Evidently by the Nile ceasing to flow Northward from somewhere near
that locality: It would be affected by the raising of the land of Egypt also, and with a further fissure the
Nile would flow into the Red Sea in the vicinity of Osisir(?).
As all these convulsions are to take place at the Northern end of the Great Rift, which runs from the
Taurus Range, through the Jordan valley, the Dead Sea, the Gulf of Aqaba, across and down the Red Sea.
If the line of the Jordan and Gulf of Aqaba be produced across the Egyptian desert it cuts the River Nile
exactly at Syene, this emphasizes the possibility of such a happening. May be that man's present effort to
build the raised dam across the Nile at this place will have its part to play in the catastrophe when the day
arrives, in deflecting the waters to the East. At the same time, it is interesting to note that the water of the
great River Euphrates is also dried up, by some means, brought about by the sixth angel pouring out his
vial.
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All these events take place at the 'end of the age,' see Matt. 24:3, also Matt. 13:39, 40. Ezekiel, in chapter
38 and 39 prophecies concerning the attack by Gog and his confederates upon the open towns and cities
of Israel (verses 10-16). This is to take place 'in the latter days' (verse 16), Hebrew ACHARITH, a study
of which word reveals roughly speaking a period between Israel's restoration according to Deuteronomy
30:1-10 and Ezekiel 20:33-44 and many other passages and that SUNTELEIA TOU AIONON that has
already been referred to. This period is covered typically by the Feasts of the Lord, or the first seven
months of the Jewish year.
The Exodus is the type of the greater Exodus from all the Nations of the world, and this started on the
14th day of the first month. Even so will that greater Exodus commence shortly after the beginning of
God's new administration of the Jews. But, in that interval between the removal of the Church, the body
of Christ from this scene, the end of the present administration of grace, and the beginning of the Exodus,
Gog and his allies, freed from the control of Christian influence and seeing their opportunity, will seize it
and invade the land from the North, devastate it and destroy all the villages, towns and cities, that even
the ancient city of Jerusalem will be raised to the ground and left in ruins. The present inhabitants of the
land will be driven into the sea or massacred, a remnant only escaping to tell the tale. This will so shock
Israel of the dispersion that they, seeing the possibility of the extension of anti-Semitism and further
massacres throughout the world will prostrate themselves in sackcloth and ashes—before the Lord their
God, and pour out their confession on the lines of the prophet Daniel (Daniel 9:3-19), to which contrition
God will immediately give answer (a) in the destruction of Gog and his confederates in the land
and (b) by "turning their captivity, and having compassion upon them, and will return and gather them
from all the Nations, whither the Lord their God had scattered them" (Deut. 30:3). Thus, it is clear that
one must not fail to distinguish between the war at the beginning of 'the latter days' and that in the day of
the Lord at the end of that period. The one takes place during the dispersion and before the return of Israel
to the land and the other takes place when Israel are in possession of the Land, with the temple built and
the daily sacrifices being offered and just before the return of their Redeemer to establish them finally in
the Land in accordance with the promise made to and the Covenant made with Abram four Millenniums
ago. J. G. H. Steedman
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THE COVENANTS OF GOD
The Covenants that were made by God with man have, one may say, not only an influence upon the
course of events in history, but were determining factors in God's relationship with those with whom He
made those various Covenants. Some of these Covenants are well known and frequently some reference is
made to one or other—the Covenant made with Noah, after the Flood, with its token with rainbow; the
Covenants made with the fathers, Abram, Isaac and Jacob; the Covenant of Sinai, made with the children
of Israel and that one made with the same people, or rather the next generation, on the Plains of Moab; the
Covenant made with David concerning his house and continuation of his throne; and finally, the New
Covenant yet to be made.
However, a search of the Scriptures reveals others that receive little notice, being considered insignificant
in relation to the main issues, or have not been noticed at all because of the failure of the student to
separate things that differ. There are also covenants that were made between one man and another,
between peoples and between rulers, which, although they may fit in to the wider pattern, will not come
under review in this study, "The Covenants of God."
The most obvious of the first category are the Covenants that God made with the Levites concerning the
Priesthood and the service of the Tabernacle at Sinai (c.f. Exodus 32:26-29, with Nehemiah 13:28, 29 and
Malachi 2:4, 5, 8), and that made with Phinehas and the priesthood of his descendants {Numbers 25:1113).
Another Covenant that appears to have escaped notice altogether is the Covenant that God established or
confirmed with Noah before the Flood (Genesis 4:18). Consideration must be given to this as being
distinct from the Covenant made after the Flood (Genesis 9: 8-18). Although Gen. 4:18 is the first
mention in the Word of God of a Covenant, it is possible that this Covenant may refer to an unrecorded
Covenant that God made with Adam, subsequently to the fall, in the terms of Gen. 3:15, ratified by the
blood of the animals that then provided the skins by which God clothed Adam and Eve. This inference
would fall into line with the habit of Covenants occurring shortly after some momentous event happening
in the life of an individual or the Nation of Israel. Such as the case with Noah after the Flood, with Abram
after his separation, with Israel after the Exodus, with the children of Israel after the wanderings in the
wilderness were finished, virtually the crossing of Jordan, after which they were circumcised at Gilgal in
token of their Covenant relationship. The New Covenant will be made with the whole of Israel after the
return of the Lord at the commencement of the Millennium.
But this does not exhaust the Covenants that God makes with Israel, either in the past or in the future, for
there is a Covenant that enters prophecy, connected with the future restoration of Israel to the land and
connected with the wilderness of the Peoples, in bondage to which they are to be brought before they
enter into the land. And there is yet another Covenant to follow their entry, known as the Covenant of
peace (Ezek. 34:25 and 37:26) which is not the New Covenant.
But there is yet another Covenant that has been passed over by students and expositors, not that much has
been written concerning it, but there has been failure to realize that at Sinai there were TWO Covenants.
Regarding the basic commandments they were identical, but in their respective conditions there was a
vast difference.
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At Sinai God made two distinct Covenants with Israel. The first was broken when Israel worshipped the
golden calf, and was symbolized by the tables of stone cast down and broken by Moses. These had been
wrought and written on by the finger of God. The second Covenant was symbolized by the tables of stone
hewn by Moses and then written by God and placed in the ark of the Covenant under the covering of the
mercy seat.
The amount of detail that is recorded concerning the first of these two Covenants is remarkable in contrast
to the second.
In the way of headings these details may be laid out thus:
Anticipated Exodus 15:26
Propounded Exodus 19:3-6
Communicated verse 7
Received verse 8
Proclaimed verse 19
Imparted 20:1—23:33
Expounded 24:3
Accepted verse 3
Recorded verse 4
Adopted verse 7
Ratified verse 8
Amplified 24:1—31:11.
Betokened 31:12-17
Inscribed verse 18 and 32:15, 16.
Infringed 32:1
Violated verses 1-6.
Disrupted verse 19.
This is the Covenant of Jeremiah 31:32, "The Covenant that I made with their fathers in the day that I
took them by the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt; which My Covenant they brake."
Now, a broken Covenant is an agreement made null and void. Its conditions can be no longer observed.
Its penalties alone remain in force, and but for the intercession of Moses in Exodus 32:11-13, and 30-32,
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the children of Israel would have suffered that penalty and would have been blotted out, consumed of the
Lord (Ex. 32:7-10).
Even after this intercession the Lord made known to Moses that no longer would He go with them as
heretofore; but again, the intercession of Moses prevailed, "and He said, My Presence shall go with thee."
(Exodus 33:1-3, and 14-17).
This first Sinai Covenant that was broken, referred to by the Prophet Jeremiah as "the Covenant that I
made with their fathers in the day that I took them by the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt,"
may well take one back to a foreshadowing of the imminent Covenant in Ex. 15:26 (c.f. Ex. 14:5, 6). This
will give some small indication of what this Covenant would have brought to Israel had they not
corrupted themselves and broken it.
With the prophecies concerning the restoration of Israel before us it may be inferred that the conditions
which will prevail in the yet future might have come about under this first Covenant. It is of little use
speculating as to what might have been, but it can well be borne in mind when these prophecies are being
studied, and especially so when consideration is being given to the Covenant that God promises to make
with His People after their return to the land, having been "brought again under the bond of the
Covenant" (Ezek. 20:37), which would be that "yoke upon the neck. . . which neither our fathers nor we
were able to bear (Acts. 15:10). Jerusalem which now is, and is in bondage with her children" (Gal. 4:25).
After all these intercessions on the part of Moses: "And the Lord passed before him, and proclaimed, The
Lord, The Lord God, merciful and gracious, long-suffering, and abundant in goodness and truth," "He
said, Behold, I make a Covenant. . . Write thou these words; for after the tenor of these words I have
made a Covenant with thee and with Israel." (Ex. 34:10, 17)., the first Covenant that was made and
broken was embodied in the second, and, perhaps that is the reason why they have not been kept apart;
but the second was extended by many more precepts and commandments and became a sore affliction to
the People. To these were added the ceremonial laws of Leviticus, the law of the sacrifices, the laws of
the Feasts of the Lord, the law of the Jubilee, the laws concerning leprosy and those concerning vows. It
is more than possible that at least some of these would not have been part of the first Covenant, had it not
been broken. It was as if the Lord had said, "0 Israel, you are so impatient for ritual, such as you have
been accustomed to in the worship of the false gods of Egypt that you have corrupted yourselves and gone
back to them. Well, ritual you want and ritual you shall have, as when you murmured against Me and
desired flesh to eat and I gave it to you, so will I give you ritual that will tie you down to bondage for
your transgressions."
"For the law. . . can never with those sacrifices which they
offered year by year continually make the comers thereunto
perfect. . . But in those sacrifices, there is a remembrance again
made of sins every year. For it is not possible that the blood of
bulls and of goats should take away sins. (Heb. 10:1-4)."
There could only be an atonement (KAPHAR), a 'suitable covering' to tide over and to teach them of
Christ (Gal. 3:19; Romans 10:4, 5).
If the distinction between the two Covenants of Sinai is seen and if due weight is given to that distinction
without prejudice, much light will be thrown upon subsequent Scriptures and thereby better
understanding of the prophecies made that concern the restorations of Israel to the land, (a) that was given
to their fathers and occupied, and (b) that was promised to Abram, saying, unto thy seed have I given this
land, from the River of Egypt unto the great River, the River Euphrates. (Gen. 15:18)." Here two separate
restorations that are yet future. One that corresponds to the entrance under Joshua and the other that
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corresponds to that which would have taken place under the first Covenant of Sinai, had it not been
broken. It might be helpful, here, to tabulate these Covenants:

Series
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Covenant Title

Token

Reference

Noahic (possibly Adamic)
Noahic, post-diluvian
Abramic, Isaac & Jacob
1st Sinaiatic (broken)
2nd Sinaitic (bondage)
Levitical & Priesthood

Rainbow
Circumcision
Sabbath
Sabbath

7
8
9
10
11
12

Phinehas & Priesthood
Plains of Moab
Davidic & Kingship
Restoration of No. 5
Covenant of Peace (holy covenant)
The New Covenant

Gen. 6:18
Gen. 9:9-17
Ex. 19-32
Ex. 34
(c.f. Ex. 32:26-29,
Neh. 13: 28-29 & Mal.
2:4, 5 & 8)
Num. 25:11-13
Deut. 6-28
2 Sam. 23
Ezek. 20:37
Ezek. 34:25 & 37:26
Jer. 31:31-34

Philacteries

Israel
Series

1
2
3

4

6
7

J.G.H. Steedman
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THE KING AND THE KINGDOM
"As long as the King is absent there can be no Kingdom." A statement like this made by an able Bible
Expositor is so sweeping as to deflect the unwary reader from the issue and to hinder him in his research
into the understanding of Scripture prophetic statements. In the ordinary everyday meaning of the word
Kingdom it could be partially true, but even now, when her Majesty is in Australia, as absent as she could
be for some weeks, these Isles in which, we live have not ceased to be a kingdom, nor did they when in
the middle ages the Kings absented themselves for long periods on Crusades. According to our Lord's
parables this analogy is reasonable.
But, when dealing with the Scriptures it is not the definition of the English translation that matters, but the
usage of the original word in those Scriptures that is of supreme importance. In English, the word
Kingdom is, usually taken to mean England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, the land of which
they are composed, the houses and factories, the people who inhabit these countries and everything
connected with their lives, including Parliament, the civil and military services, local governments,
churches, schools, etc. The Greek word is different. Whereas the English word is concrete or material, the
Greek word BASILEIA is abstract and means rule or government, be it that of King, President, Caesar or
any other form of Governor. The word is so used in English when we talk of the Animal Kingdom, or the
realm (same word) of art or ecclesiastical affairs. BASILEIA means rule or government or dominion, but
not the country or people being ruled. It must be acknowledged, however, that one cannot do something
without an object on which to operate. One cannot love or like unless one has someone or something to be
loved or liked; no more can any rule be exercised without subjects and these subjects must live
somewhere. Therefore, these people and places have come to be part of the word Kingdom, which now
has a concrete meaning. With this in mind the opening statement may well be examined to see whether it
is true. A generation or two back a very familiar political expression was in use when they spoke of
'absentee landlords' of large estates, who owned them and ruled them through agents and factors, who ran
them on their behalf, collecting the rents, and revenues, paying them into the owners' banks. Similar
illustrations are used by our Lord of absent householders, of faithful and unfaithful servants, who were
governing his property whilst he was absent. As, on earth, with mundane things, the owners' presence is
not essential, even so in heavenly government. As the one is administered by agents even so is the other
and the ruler's agent works through subordinate servants exercising control.
The expression of most frequent use in the New Testament in connection with kingdom is "The Kingdom
of God." It means the dominion, rule or government that God exercises over all. It is universal and
eternal, and although there are those who do not acknowledge His dominion, He has written "As I live,
saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to Me . . ." "For of Him, and through Him, and to Him, are all
things," "Christ, Who is over all, God blessed forever." At present, in this day of abounding grace one
may submit to God's will or resist, but the time will come when He will brook no rebellion, and all will
yield to His rule.
In this administration, God the Holy Spirit is in complete control, though He does hot exercise it in
retribution, nevertheless, in whatsoever chaos the world may appear to be in, politically, socially, morally
or any other sphere, it is not beyond His direction. In fact, God turns man's puny efforts and designs to
His own use in the carrying out of His purposes.
God, the Father, Christ, the Son and the Holy Spirit are One and He has always ruled from the heavens
over the earth. But He has ruled in different manners. He has ruled through conscience: He has ruled
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through law: He has ruled by Love: and He will rule again through those mediums until the victory of
Love is supreme and God will be all in all.
In Matthew's gospel "The Kingdom of the Heavens" is preached. It will be noticed that the A.V. 'The
Kingdom of Heaven' is not used because the Greek word OURANON is plural and it is so purposely. The
inanimate place, if one may so term it, heaven cannot exert rule or government, but beings in it are able to
do so, and these beings, whoever they are, will be acting as God's agents when the government of the
heavens comes into being. It has nothing to do with a king. Christ Jesus, the executive manifestation of
the Deity will send forth His heavenly servants, be they men in resurrection; angels, or other celestial
authority to see that "His will is done on earth, as it is in heaven."
Call Him King if one likes, during this particular administration or not, yet it will be He who will reign
then, and not on earth. He will be seated in the heavens, for "the heaven must receive Him, until the times
of restitution of all things which God hath spoken by the mouth of His holy prophets." This is identified
with His "so coming in like manner as ye have seen Him go into heaven," and the coming of Matt. 25:31
and other Scriptures such as Zech. 14:4, etc. Failure to observe this earlier rule of Christ Jesus from
heaven has led to the oversight of the whole import of Matthew's gospel and this fulfilment of God's
control of Israel and the Nations, after the removal of the church, as the prelude to all the events
prophetically recorded taking place immediately before His coming—The apostacy (the falling away of 2.
Thess. 2:2, 3 (where "the day of Christ" should read "the day of the Lord"), the revealing of the man of
sin, and the desecration of the temple (c.f. Matt. 24:15).
An apostasy demands something exemplary from which to stand away. If such an ideal has not come into
existence, from what can there be apostacy? One could say in the Apostle Paul's days that there was an
apostacy of individuals and various churches from the great truths that He proclaimed in his gospel of the
uncircumcision, from which all Asia had turned away, Demas and others had departed; but from what has
the church today apostatized? True individuals may be apostates from truths once learned, but that can
never be pointed to as a sign of the coming of the man of sin or the day of the Lord. No, Phil. 1:6 informs
us that our 'zero hour' is the beginning of the day of Jesus Christ, when He which hath begun a good work
in us will complete it. This 'day' may only be our view point of that period. "The day of redemption of the
purchased possession" unto which "we were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise" (Eph. 1:14, 13). How
these are to take place are matters for Scripture searching, and it is a matter on which students are divided
considerably; but there can be no equivocation concerning the fact that the church which is the body of
Christ will leave this scene here before God starts His next administration on earth, which primarily
concerns the restoration of Israel—all twelve tribes and Levi to fulfil Jeremiah 16:14, 15, as the prelude to
his making with them the Covenant of Peace, in the land, which will provide that exemplary worship of
Jehovah to which we have already referred. Then the gospel of the circumcision will be proclaimed as the
people begin to appreciate the real typical meaning of the Levitical sacrifices. Many of Israel will spread
out from their country throughout the world, that they may take the teaching of the True God to the
Nations. So, will the believers in Jesus follow forming assemblies and show how Jesus has fulfilled all the
prophecies relating to the coming Redeemer of Israel and through Israel perfect the redemption of the
Nations. These assemblies will be composed of Israelites, who remain under Covenant relationship with
God, and will be "zealous for the law," which will be quite right and proper. However, as rejection of the
gospel of the circumcision by the leaders of and the bulk of the people persists, the various warnings and
teachings as given in the Epistle to the Hebrews enlightens us as to their progressive attitude to the
gospel. This is very ably shown by Dr. W. H. Griffith Thomas in his "LET US GO ON," Morgan and
Scott, where The Son is presented to these Hebrews as Heir, Creator, Revealer, Sustainer, Redeemer and
Ruler, Whose Divine revelation is superior to that of the Prophets, who spoke to the fathers; Who in
Himself is Supreme and far above Angels, to whom they gave some form of heed, as the law was
administered by them.
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"Therefore, we ought to (must) give the more earnest heed
to the things which we have heard, lest at any time we
should let them slip. For if the word spoken by angels
was steadfast, and every transgression and disobedience
received a just recommence of reward; how shall we
escape if we neglect so great salvation, which at the
first began to be spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto us by them that heard Him; God also
bearing them witness both with signs and wonders, and
with divers miracles, and gifts of the Holy Spirit,
according to His own will?"
This is the first of five warnings in the epistle. They are: 1. Neglect Hebrews 2:1-4 2. Unbelief 3:7—4:13
3. Apostacy 5:11—6:20 4. Willful sin 10:26-39 5. Obstinate refusal and indifference 12:15-29
Now note what it says in Hebrews 1:1 and 2. "God. . . hath in these last days spoken unto us by His Son,
"in these last days" (Greek, EP ESKATOU TON HEMERON), which is the equivalent of the Hebrew
word ACHARITH, the latter or last days. This places the epistles alongside the prophecies relating to the
period after Israel has been brought out from among the Nation and back into their land, not just about
2,000,000 immigrants, but every Jew of the dispersion, of Judah and of the ten tribes, 12 million or more
of them. It is those people who will go through the Book of Revelation, from whom the 144,000 will be
called and sealed 12,000 from every tribe. It is the ecclesia of the faithful remnant, the ecclesia of the
firstborn, first-fruits of the harvest of the whole of Israel who will be called upon to go through the great
tribulation, looking for the return of their Savior God and who will witness their compatriots looking
upon Him Whom they have pierced when He is manifested in power and glory on His return, with all His
holy angels to the Mount of Olives and THERE they will recognize Him, Jehovah, who has saved them
(Jesus) as their true King, the Son of David, who has come personally to rule over them and over the
Nations as King of kings and Lord of lords.
The statement with which this study was commenced denies to Christ the possibility of His reigning from
Heaven prior to this coming. He does reign, not as Jesus Messiah ben David, but as Adonai Jehovah
(Ezek. 20:33).
With this compare Isaiah 33:22, where it is stated, "The Lord (Jehovah) is our King," and 44:6, "Thus
saith the Lord (Jehovah) the King of Israel." During the "latter days" Jehovah, their King shall rule over
them, but from heaven. As Jehovah, God, never appears to His people. As Jesus (Jehovah will save) He is
Emmanuel (God with us), God manifest in the flesh. As such He will come to reign as King upon earth at
the beginning of the Millennium. This will be AFTER the latter days have been fulfilled. J.G.H.
Steedman
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THE RESTORATION OF ISRAEL TO THE LAND
Though one may frequently hear expressed the opinion of students and expounders of prophetic
interpretation, by word of mouth or in writing, that Israel is to return to the Land of Palestine 'in unbelief,'
nowhere in the Scriptures is it so stated, in Old or New Testament, either directly or implied. Inference, it
is true, has been drawn from certain passages that they are to do so, but these passages have been
misunderstood by failure to grasp certain sequences of the events prophesied and also to differentiate
properly between God's several ways of dealing with mankind, of distinguishing between administrations
or dispensations.
In this way it must be remembered that the hope of the church which is the body of Christ must not be
mixed up with the hope of Israel. The realization by the church, His body, of their hope will end this day
of reigning grace. It will remove the knowledge of saving grace through faith from the Earth, leaving
behind formal agnostic religion in the ecclesiastical sphere and atheism in the political world.
Prophetic pronouncements connected with this church age are those in 1. Timothy 4:1-3; 2. Timothy 3:19, and 4:3,4.
The termination of the present administration is referred to in Romans 11:25, "Until the fulness of the
Gentiles be come in." We are told that the sequel is "the insensitiveness in part (which) is happened to
Israel" will be conditionally removed.
Deut. 29:4 states, "yet the Lord hath not given you (Israel) a heart to perceive, and eyes to see, and ears to
hear, unto this day." That condition had been brought about by their breaking of the First Sinai Covenant
in the worshipping of the golden calf. That condition continued throughout the history of Israel, as is
shown by such passages as Isaiah 6:9 and 10; Matt. 13:14 and 15; John 12:39 and 40; Acts 28:26 and 27.
The fate of the Children of Israel after that act of idolatry, worshipping the golden calf, would have been
complete destruction, apart from the intercession of Moses (Exodus 32:11-13; 31-33. c.f. Ezek. 20:17).
Moses made some very remarkable and full prophecies concerning the Children of Israel, and if these are
carefully collated, certain definite fundamental facts emerge. The passages are Deut.4:25-31; 28:63-68;
30:1-10. Alongside these Lev. 26:33-42 should be examined.
One cannot get away from the fact, as stated in these passages, that Israel's return to the Land is entirely
dependent upon a national repentance and turning to their Lord God. When this takes place, wherever
they may be on the Earth's surface, and they prostrate themselves in contrition for their sins and the sins
of their fathers, God will turn toward them. Is not this in belief? It is not belief in Christ, as we know it,
certainly; but they are going to be brought back under bondage to the Law and under the Covenant of
Circumcision. Ezek. 20:37.
The events that have taken place in the first half of this century have brought about the return of a couple
of million Jews to a part of the Land which was originally occupied by their fathers under the leadership
of Joshua. They call themselves Israel and their country Erets Israel, but they are not in that country
because their Lord God has brought them back there according to the prophecies quoted earlier, or any
other prophecy of the Scriptures. They are there largely on account of the Zionist Movement, and the
Balfour Declaration; but they, are there also by their own efforts (and magnificent these have been),
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established and maintained by force of arms. They are there in the character of Jacob, the 'Supplanter' or
'Heel,' the one who acquired by his own shrewdness and guile—one might term them 'Jacob-ites.'
It is not here said that God has had no hand in bringing the Jews back to the Land in the past decades, or
in bringing about the momentous events and situations in the world today, marshalling the nations into
groups; but it is maintained, none the less, that all this movement is not the fulfilment of Scripture
prophecy, however much it may look like it and however much it be proclaimed. It IS the setting of the
stage ready for those prophetic utterances to be fulfilled AFTER the church, His body is completed. Thus,
will all restraining Christian influence be taken from the earth. This will release the forces of evil, that we
see marshalling themselves today, to take the initiative. The Leader of these forces, following the example
of every aspirant to world power, will move his armies strike against Palestine and the neighboring
countries border to gain control of the Isthmus between Asia and Africa and to disrupt the
communications of any countries opposing him. The Jews, though well-armed, equipped and organized to
fight for their Land, are dwelling in completely open cities and villages, such as in Ezek. 38:11, and
although put up a wonderful fight against Egypt a few years ago, whilst holding off the other countries
around about them, they would be no match for an united attack from all sides, backed by invading army
of "volunteers" (or, perhaps, not so "volunteer") from Communist countries, with the support of the might
of Russian resources. The Republic of Israel, for all its efforts would be driven into the sea, wiped out as a
sovereign State, their cities razed to the ground, their vineyards and orange groves devastated, and their
industries destroyed.
With the change of ‘dispensation’ having taken place, and the fulfillment of prophecy having reopened,
one might be tempted to interpret Ezek. 38 and 39 of this time, the first invasion of Gog from the land of
Magog with his allies.
Will this prodigious calamity, in so far as the Jewish hope is concerned, lead the people to hearken to the
messenger of God to repent and "return unto the Lord thy God," as did Jacob when he had passed his
families, servants and goods, over ford Jabbock (meaning pouring out or emptying)? Will this catastrophe
have the effect of bringing all the Jews of the world, the whole possible 20 million of them, to their knees,
crying aloud to the Lord their God and confessing their sins and the God of their Fathers, even as Daniel
did in Dan. 9:3-19 (c.f. Jer. 3:12-14).
With the foregoing remarks in mind read again Deut.30:1-10, and may the Word be received with all
readiness of mind, as did the Bereans of old, searching the Scriptures daily, whether those things were so.
May the result be the same-"therefore many of them believed."
The Scriptures give no direction to us, the church, as to when our hope will be fulfilled. To the believers
in Israel towards the drawing together of the end of the age—the SUNTELEIA, there is given the parable
of the "fig tree. . . putting forth its leaves," an indication for them to take note of the approaching end,
with its trials and tribulation, as foretold in Matt. 24 and 25. That age or aeon does not begin until the
church of today has been completed.
The Feasts of the Lord of Lev.23 have yet to come into operation and to be fulfilled in Israel's 'greater'
exodus from the Nations "whither the Lord their God hath scattered them," of which the Exodus from
Egypt is but the type. (c.f. Jer. 23:7, 8 and Ezek. 20:33-38. 41,42).
The Passover 'Lamb of God' has been slain and the Wave Sheaf has been offered, we know, in the Person
of the Lord Jesus Christ; the former at His crucifixion and the latter after His resurrection; but the Feast of
Unleavened Bread will be kept again on their leaving the Nations "whither the Lord their God hath
scattered them." Pentecost will take place when God pours out His Spirit upon the Nation in the Land of
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their Fathers, after their return, according to Isaiah 32:15-20; Ezek. 39:25-29; Joel 2:28,29. Then there is a
long gap before the Feast of Trumpets, which is followed ten days later by the Day of Atonement and on
the fifth day ensuing the Feast of Tabernacles begins and lasts eight days.
These Feasts of the Lord have, under the Sinaitic Law, had their memorial significance, some have had
their fulfilment in the person of the Lord Jesus Christ, others have had partial performance in
contemporary history of that time; but the "Feast of Ingathering (Ex.23:16), in the end of the year" has
had no fulfilment, either partial or complete. In fact, this fulfilment is elaborated in Matt. 13:24-30, and
the interpretation of that parable in verses 36-43 and in Matt. 24:29-31. In the last passage it will be seen
that the harvest, carried out by the Angels, is after the Great Tribulation, which is illustrated in connection
with the presence of the tares in the midst of the good corn.
It is more than of interest to note that in the LXX, the word translated "ingathering" is the Greek word
SUNTELEIA, and in Matt.13:39, 40, the words 'the end of the world' are the translation of SUNTELEIA
TOU AIONOS, the together-gathering of the end of the aeon or age.
This same phrase occurs again in verse 49, Matt. 28:20; 24:3, and with 'ages' instead of 'age' in Heb. 9:26.
This 'Harvest,' referred to in the New Testament, carried out by the Angels, after the Great Tribulation,
coincides with the Second Coming of the Lord Jesus Christ to the Earth in the Day of the Lord.
1.Cor.10:11, referring to the historical events of the Exodus, constrains us to conclude that these Feasts
typify the Prophetic History of Israel.
Another matter of interest in this Ex. 23:16 sentence that has been quoted is that it states that it is "the
end" of the year, but the last day of the final feast is on the 22nd day of the Seventh month. There are five
more months to run (or six when there is an intercalary month every third year) before the
commencement of the following year. One might understand the passage as being: "And the Feast of
ingathering, at the end of the year" (as far as the Feasts of the Lord are concerned), "when thou hast
gathered in thy labors out of the field." Still another point of interest is the word translated 'end' in the
LXX. It is the Greek word EXODOS. There is no need to labor its first use in connection with Israel; in
the N.T. it is used in this way in Heb.11:22, translated 'departing' of the children of Israel, but in two other
places it is translated 'decease,' 2Pet. 1:15, and Luke 9:31, the former of Peter and the latter of our Lord,
when He was on the Mount of Transfiguration. In all these cases the word indicates the termination of an
existing condition with a change and a new condition in view. The Hebrew word here translated
EXODUS is YATSA, used in Ex.12:41, and 14:8 among many passages concerning this event. If the
conclusion that has been drawn from 1. Cor.10:11 is correct, then it would appear that the EXODUS of
the year, represented by the Harvest gathering in, is the end of the bondage of Israel they’re being a 'stiffnecked' generation, their "looking upon Him Whom they have pierced" (Zech. 12:10) and entering into
their Millennial blessings, ruling over the Nations.
A further conclusion that can be come to from the examination of this Jewish Calendar and Feasts of the
Lord is drawn attention to by the words of Ex.12:2 "This month shall be unto you the beginning of
months: it shall be the first month of the year to you." Under the old calendar it was the Seventh month. It
remained the Seventh Month to the Nations, so that the Seventh month of Israel's calendar was the First
Month of the Nations. This indicates commencement of the redemption of the Nations under the tuition of
Israel, and their becoming subject to the King of Kings and Lord of Lords, during the Millennium.
Attention has already been drawn to Jer. 23:7,8. Here, in the plain words of prophecy, is the anti-type of
which the exodus from Egypt was the type. A careful examination of the plain words of the prophetic
Scriptures emphatically indicate that exactly as Ex. 10:26 stated that "there shall not a hoof be left
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behind" in addition to the whole of Israel partaking in the Exodus, so will it be in days to come, even to
the rebels (see also: Ezek. 20:33-38).
In the face of these words (and many others which corroborate them), how can it be stated that the present
occupation of the Land is the fulfilment of Scripture Prophecy? The present inhabitants of the Land are
mainly materialistic, and many are rebellious. But we are distinctly told that the rebels are to be purged
out and not allowed to enter the Land, neither will they be permitted to return to the lands whence they
came out. Like the rebels of Moses' day, they will be dealt with summarily (Ex. 32:27; Num. 15:32-26;
Num. 16:1-35, also Num. 16:26-37).
The failure of the children of Israel after the Exodus stems from their open rebellion, in worshipping the
golden calf. Ex.19 to 32. This is the Covenant of Jer. 31:32, "The Covenant that I made with their fathers
in the day that I took them by the hand to bring out of the land of Egypt; which my Covenant they brake,
as though I was a husband unto them."
This Covenant was given with a certain purpose in view, which purpose, because the Covenant was
broken, was not carried out. This FIRST Covenant, standing by itself, is of such importance that it is well
worth a closer study.
If one is to take notice of a principle exemplified in the life of Abram, when he returned from his
declension in Egypt, in that "Abram went up out of Egypt. . .. into the South (the Negev) . . .. and he went
on his journeys from the South (the Negev) even to Bethel, unto the place where his tent had been at the
beginning, between Bethel and Hai; unto the place of the altar, which he had made there at the first: and
there Abram called on the Name of the Lord"(Gen. 13:1-4), one cannot fail to conclude that God brings
His People back to the point whence they departed from the right course in His purposes for them. There
they start afresh.
The SECOND, the replacement tables of stone given to Moses, do not represent the FIRST Covenant,
but an altogether distinct Covenant, embodying the laws of the first, with many additions to meet the
changed relationship between Israel and God. This Covenant was the "yoke," referred to by Peter, "which
neither our fathers nor we were able to bear" (Acts 15:10; Gal.5:1-3). The purpose of
this SECOND Covenant of Sinai, containing the Law under which Israel has ever since been in bondage,
until they were scattered, is contained in Galatians 3:19-24, c.f. 4:21-26.
It is most important for students to distinguish between these two Covenants. The former was broken and
finished with as far as that and succeeding generations were concerned. The latter was introduced for the
carrying out of God's purposes in the Nation, not because of them, but "I wrought for My Name's sake,
that it should not be polluted" (Ezek. 20:14).
This digression has been made because it is believed that in the future return of Israel from the countries
wherein they have been scattered) before they go into the Land, God will again put His people under the
Covenant of bondage. That Covenant will be the re-introduction of the second Sinai Covenant, which ties
them down to strict obedience, until after they have arrived in the Land (Ezek.20:35-38), when another
Covenant will be made with them later—a covenant of peace (34:25; 37:26, —not the New Covenant.
"And I will bring you into the wilderness of the people, and there I will plead with you face to face. Like I
pleaded with your fathers in the wilderness of the land of Egypt, And I will cause you to pass under the
rod, and I will bring you into the bond" (Hebrew-MASORETH), the only occurrence of the word, binding
obligation, which indicates ratification "of the Covenant."
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The sequel is given in verse 40; "For in My holy mountain. shall all the house of Israel, all of them in the
land, serve me: There will I accept them, and there I will require your offerings. with all your holy
things."
At the end of the age, when the apostate leaders of the People will make a Covenant with the man of sin,
the temple is in being and the sacrifices are being carried out daily (Dan. 9:27). This will be under the
Levitical priesthood. From this it is clear that after the return Israel will still be worshipping Jehovah right
through to the end, and that they will not be what we term Christian.
And so Levitical ceremonial will continue to the end. Nevertheless, as in the early days, which had the
character of the latter days, many of Israel will believe and will form themselves into assemblies, who at
first will be strong and Spirit filled, but who will decline in their loyalty, as we are told in their
description in the first chapters of the book of Revelation. There they are called back to their first love and
to repent, endure and overcome, in order to obtain the reward that will be theirs in doing so. These
believers in Jesus as the crucified Messiah will be persecuted, not only by the Nations, but by their own
brethren according to the flesh, as were the saints of Judaea in the first century and like them will be
"zealous for the law," having received the gospel of the circumcision.
These things cannot take place in this present period while the church of God is Christ's body. As it is
prophesied that they are to take place (and must take place before the second coming of Christ), then they
must take place subsequent to the completion of the church His body. They will require considerably
more time for fulfilment than is usually allowed. In fact, in this connection, considerable reconsideration
must be given to the interpretation of Dan. 9:24-27 and a good many other passages besides. J.G.H.
Steedman
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JACOB’S TROUBLE AND THE GREAT TRIBULATION
The question has been raised, as to whether these two events, predicted in the Scriptures, are one and the
same or do they occur at different times and in different places, albeit to the same People?
These two expressions are commonly considered to be synonymous and referring to the conditions
brought about when the covenant of seven years, made between Israel and the world leader, the man of
sin, is broken after three and a half years by his entry into Jerusalem and the Temple and setting up
therein the image of the beast in the sanctuary, commanding that all should worship it. Such desecration
and flagrant idolatry is met with head on opposition from even apostate Israel (as they had by then
become) and the greatest anti-Semitic persecution of all times commences and is to last for three and a
half years.
"For then shall be GREAT TRIBULATION, such as was not
since the beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall
be." (Matt. 24:21).
The Greek word here for TRIBULATION is THLIPSIS, which is translated thus 21 times, affliction 17
times, trouble three times, burdened, anguish, persecution and to be afflicted once each, 45 times in all.
An examination of the concordance shows that, in addition to Matt. 24:21 the following passages are
relevant to the subject: —Matt. 24:29; Mark 13:24; Mark 13:19; Rev. 2:9, 10, 22 and Rev. 7:14.
"Immediately after the tribulation of those days."
Matt. 24:29.
"But in those days, after that tribulation." Mark 13:24.
These two passages refer to Matt. 24:21, quoted above, and to Mark 13:19:
"For in those days shall be affliction, such as was not from before
the beginning of creation which God created unto this time,
neither shall be." Mark 13:19.
These are obviously parallel passages, but neither Luke nor John touch upon the subject. Although, as has
already been seen, THLIPSIS is of frequent occurrence throughout the New Testament it is not used in
this connection until the Apocalypse:
"These are they which came out of great tribulation." Rev.
7:14.
(Although the A.V. omits the definite article, according to Lachman, yet it is inserted in the Greek text
and accepted, without comment, by the remainder of textual critics).
The remaining three occurrences of the word in Rev. 2:9, 10 and 22 refer to tribulation, contemporary, but
not necessarily the same.
"Behold, I will cast her into a bed, and them that commit
adultery with her into great tribulation, except they repent of
their deeds." Rev. 2:22.
"I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art
rich) . . . Fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer:
behold, the devil shall cast some of you into prison, that ye may
be tried; and ye shall have tribulation ten days; be thou faithful
unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life." Rev. 2:9, 10.
These words were addressed to the church of Thyatira and Smyrna respectively, who are evidently to be
assemblies of believers in Christ through the preaching of the gospel of the circumcision, during the latter
days. As the word THLIPSIS may be used of any kind of affliction, restriction, anguish, trouble, distress,
straitness, trial, pressure or persecution, and is so used in the Scriptures, one cannot be definite in
identifying any of these specifically with the passages in Matthew, Mark or Revelation, chapter 7.
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Except for the possibility of the text in Jeremiah 30:7, the only O.T. Prophet that one can refer to is
Daniel that is analogous to those that have been quoted from the gospels.
"And at that time shall Michael, stand up, the great prince which
standeth for the children of thy People: and there shall be a time
of trouble (Hebrew—TSARAH) such as never was since there
was a Nation even to that same time: and at that time thy People
shall be delivered, everyone that shall be found written in the
book." Dan. 12:1.
The verse following is of particular interest and with it will be given a translation by Tregelles:
" And many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall
awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting
contempt." Dan. 12:2.
" And many from among the sleepers of the dust of the earth
shall awake; these shall be unto life of the age (or eon); but
those (the rest of the sleepers, those who do not awake at this
time) shall be unto shame and contempt of the age (or eon). "
Dan. 12:2 (Tregelles).
In Matthew's gospel, chapter 24 and in Mark's gospel chapter 13 the disciples approach the Lord Jesus
when upon the Mount of Olives after leaving the Temple, privately, saying,
"Tell us, when shall these things be? And what shall be the sign
of Thy coming, and of the end of the age?" Matt. 24:3.
Here are three questions, which the Lord answers with considerable detail. Verses 3-14 in Matt. and 5-13
in Mark are in reply to the last question, then in both gospels He speaks of
"When ye shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by
Daniel the Prophet standing in the holy place (Mk. where it ought
not), whoso readeth, let him understand: Then let them which
be in Judaea flee to the mountains. . .." Matt. 24:15, 16; Mark 13:14.
'When' is followed by three 'thens,' the second of which is,
"Then shall be great tribulation."
The next 'then' is two verses later, giving warning of false Christs and false Prophets, followed by a
mention of the form of His coming (PAROUSIA—personal presence). This is followed, in verse 29 of
Matthew's gospel with:
"Immediately after the tribulation of those days."
The definite article here obviously refers back to verse 21, showing the continuity.
" Shall the sun be darkened , and the moon shall not give her
light , and the stars shall fall from heaven , and the powers of the
heaven shall be shaken : and THEN shall appear ( become
evident ) the sign of the Son of Man in heaven : and THEN
shall all the tribes of the earth (or land) mourn, and they shall see
the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and
great glory." Matt. 24:29, 30; Mark 13:24-26.
Both gospels continue with similar words:
"And He shall send his angels with a great sound of a trumpet,
(Matt. marg: —with a trumpet and a great voice. Mark omits
any trumpet reference) and they shall gather His elect from the
four winds, from one end of the heaven to the other." Matt.
24:31.
This ends the answer to the question, "what shall be the sign of Thy coming?" Evidently these last three
verses anticipate His descent upon the Mount of Olives in fulfilment of Acts 1:11 and Zech. 14:4.
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When all this, that has so far been reviewed, is taking place Israel has, for come considerable time been in
full possession of the land, the Temple has been rebuilt in all its glory. Further, sacrifices have been
taking place regularly upon the altar therein under the direction of the Levitical Priesthood, in accordance
with the Word of the Lord and the worship of JEHOVAH. It is at the 'end of the age' (SUNTELEIA
TOU AIONON). This is better understood by 'the conclusion of the age,' like the drawing together of all
the fibers that go to the make-up of a twisted thread. It is not the finish of the thread, but the conclusion of
a condition.
This 'age' has extended over a considerable period of time and is referred to much in the Scriptures, both
Hebrew and Greek. It is the yet future period of God's dealing with Israel as a whole—all twelve tribes
and Levi, after the church which is the body of Christ has entered into the fulfilment of their hope, having
been transformed and translated. This age, or period of time, is expressed in both Old and New
Testaments as 'in the last days' and 'in the latter days.' These are two of the various translations of the
Greek EN TAIS ESKA TAIS HEMERAIS and, in the Hebrew ACHARITH.
The careful reading of a number of passages where the word ACHARITH is used in this connection
would pay good dividend. This word is used mainly of Israel's restoration, but is also used concerning
individuals and Nations. The equivalent Greek expression, apart from 2. Timothy 3:1, is used exclusively
of Israel.
The first occurrence is in Genesis 49:1 and the second Deut. 4:25-30. This latter passage should be
carefully read, as having special bearing on our thesis. Other passages are Deut. 31:29; Deut. 32:20, 29;
Isaiah 2:2; Jeremiah 23:20; Jeremiah 30:24; Jeremiah 31:17; Ezekiel 38:8, 16; Daniel 8:19, 23; Daniel
10:14; Daniel 2:28; Daniel 12:8; and Hosea 3:5.
In the Greek Scriptures the following passages refer to the same period of time or some part of it and
should also be read with the former: John 6:39, 40, 44, 54; John 7:37; John 11:24; John 12:48; Acts 2:17;
Hebrews 1:2; James 5:3; 1. Peter 1:5, 20; 2. Peter 3:3; 1. John 2:18; Jude 18. Some of these passages say,
'the last time' instead of the 'last or latter days,' but for this reason they should not be set aside.
It may be helpful to look at a few of the passages where these words are used in connection with God's
restoration and redemption of Israel, for apart from one passage 2. Tim. 3:1, they are
used EXCLUSIVELY of Israel in the N.T.; although the word ACHARITH is sometimes used
otherwise, of Individuals and Nations.
"And Jacob called his sons, and said, gather yourselves together,
that I may tell you that which shall befall you in the last days
(ACHARITH)." Gen. 49:1.
" When thou shalt beget children , and ye shall have remained
long in the Land, and shall corrupt yourselves, and make a graven
image , or the likeness of anything , and shall do evil in the sight
of the Lord thy God , to provoke Him to anger : I call heaven
and earth to witness against you this day , that ye shall soon
utterly perish from off the Land whereunto ye go over Jordan to
possess it ; ye shall not prolong your days upon it , but shall
utterly be destroyed. And the Lord shall scatter you among the
Nations, and ye shall be left few in number among the heathen
( Nations ), whither the Lord shall lead you. And there ye shall
serve gods, the work of men's hands, wood and stone, which
neither see nor hear, nor eat, nor smell. But if from thence thou
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shalt seek the Lord thy God, thou shalt find Him, if thou seek Him
with all thy heart and with all thy soul. When thou art in tribulation (TSAR), and all these things are come upon thee , even in the
latter days ( ACHARITH ) , if thou turn to the Lord thy God , and
shalt be obedient unto His voice ; ( For the Lord is a merciful
God ; ) He will not forsake thee , neither destroy thee , nor forget
the covenant of thy fathers which He swore unto them . "
Deut. 4:25-30.
" For I know that after my death ye will utterly corrupt yourselves, and turn aside from the way which I have commanded
you; and evil will befall you in the latter days (ACHARITH). "
Deut. 31:29.
" And He said, I will hide My face from them, I will see what
their end (ACHARITH) shall be." Deut. 32:20.
" O that they were wise, that they understood this, that they would
consider their latter end (ACHARITH)." Deut. 32:29.
" And it shall come to pass in the last days (ACHARITH) the
mountain of the Lord’s house shall be established in the top of the
mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills." Isaiah 2:2.
" The anger of the Lord shall not return, until He have executed,
and till He have performed the thoughts of His heart: in the
latter days (ACHARITH) ye shall consider it perfectly. “Jer.
23:20.
" The fierce anger of the Lord shall not return, until He have
done it, and until He have performed the intents of His heart: in
the latter days (ACHARITH) ye shall consider it." Jer. 30:24.
" And there is hope in thine end (ACHARITH—expectation in
the last days), saith the Lord, that thy children shall come again
to their own border." Jer. 31:17.
Concerning Gog and his allies it is written:
" After many days thou shalt be visited : in the latter years
(ACHARITH) thou shalt come into the Land. . . .
And thou shalt come up against my people Israel, as a cloud to
cover the Land; it shall be in the latter days (ACHARITH), and
I will bring thee against My Land , that the heathen ( Nations )
may know Me, when I shall be sanctified in thee, O Gog, before
their eyes." Ezek. 38:8 and 16.
"But there is a God in heaven that revealeth secrets, and maketh
known to the king Nebuchadnezzar what shall be in the latter
days (ACHARITH)." Dan. 2:28.
" And He said, Behold, I will make thee know what shall be in
the last end (ACHARITH) of the indignation. . ..
And in the latter time (ACHARITH) of their kingdom, when the
transgressors are come to the full." Dan. 8:19 and 23.
" Now I am come to make thee understand what shall befall thy
People in the latter days (ACHARITH)." Dan.10:14.
"And I heard, but I understood not: then said I , O my Lord,
what shall be the end (ACHARITH) of these things." Dan. 12:8.
" Afterward shall the children of Israel return , and seek the
Lord their God , and David their king ; and shall fear the Lord
and His goodness in the latter days ( ACHARITH )." Hosea 3:5.
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From these Scriptures it may be seen that "in the latter days" covers an extended period of time. Events at
the commencement, during its course and at its end, come under the heading, "in the latter days." Deut.
4:25-30, taken in conjunction with Deut. 30:1-10; Jer. 23:20 and 30:24; and Hosea 3:5 all indicate the
beginning, with restoration of the whole of Israel to the Land in view. With this Ezek. 38:8 and 16 fall
into line. Isaiah 2:2 and Micah 4:1 and 2 cover the middle, and the passages in Daniel the end of the
period.
Bearing all these facts in mind the position of Jeremiah 30:7 can be considered. It will be noticed that the
word ACHARITH occurs in verse 11 of chapter 29 in verse 24 of chapter 30 and verse 17 of chapter 31
The greater part of these chapters deals with the restoration of Israel to the Land and its sequel and the
immediate context, Jer. 30:3 is:
" For lo , the days come , saith the Lord , that I will bring again
the captivity of my People Israel and Judah , saith the Lord: and
I will cause them to return to the Land that I gave to their
fathers, and they shall possess it. And these are the words that
the Lord spake concerning Israel and concerning Judah ( not yet
united ). For thus saith the Lord : We have heard a voice of
trembling, of fear, and not of peace. Ask ye now, and see whether
a man doth travail with child? Wherefore do I see every man
with his hands on his loins , as a woman in travail , and all faces
are turned into paleness?
Alas , for that day is great , so that none is like it: it is even the
time of Jacob's trouble , but he shall be saved out of it. For it
shall come to pass in that day , saith the Lord of hosts, that I
will break his yoke from off thy neck, and will burst thy bonds, and
strangers shall no more serve themselves of him : But they
shall serve the Lord their God , and David their king , whom I
will raise up unto them. Therefore fear thou not , O My servant
Jacob , saith the Lord; neither be dismayed, O Israel, for, lo, I
will save thee from afar , and thy seed from the land of their
captivity ; and Jacob shall return , and shall be in rest, and be
quiet, and none shall make him afraid." Jer. 30:3-10.
Obviously, with the quotation of this passage in its context, it places itself before the restoration of Israel
to the Land.
When, in due course, they get there Israel will find the Land in desolation. Scorched earth aptly describes
what they will find, for Gog has been led to come up against the Land and has devastated it, destroying
the cities and villages that have been so laboriously built and the crops that have been raised are no more.
It will be this invasion that will bring about their condition just described. Fear, with the memory of
Hitler's massacres still on their mind and the expectation of worse to come, world-wide Jewry will throw
themselves upon the mercy of their Lord God, as it were in sackcloth and ashes, and in response GOD
will, by His power alone, destroy Gog and his allies in the land before separating Israel from the Nations
and leading them back as described in Ezek. 20:33-38.
Need anything more be said to emphasize that Jacob's trouble and (the) great tribulation of Matt. 24 and
other passages are not the same.
The church, the body—
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GOG'S INVASION
under the MAN OF SIN
Jacob's trouble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .the
great
tribulation
_________________. . . . . . . . . . .__________________
the age—AION, ACHARITH
the latter days.
Israel—in dispersion—in restoration
in the apostasy
—Christ's return to earth. Zech. 12:10.
J.G.H. Steedman
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THE BEGINNING MAY BE NIGH
During the five days which followed the start of hostilities in the Sinai desert on May 5th I watched the
news with intense interest. Not only was it of exceptional importance militarily - and I am a soldier by
profession - but it brought to notice several matters bearing significantly on the study of Prophecy.
Never have I doubted that the fulfilment of the remaining prophecies concerning Israel could not even
begin to take place while the Apostle Paul's Evangel, the Evangel of the uncircumcision, remained valid
on earth; for this Evangel is inseparably linked with Israel's casting-away and therefore with the
continuance of Israel's state of "lo-ammi," "not My people." The existence of this barrier is sometimes
challenged on the ground that it is not explicitly stated in Scripture. Not in those very words, admittedly;
but not only is it implied again and again, but it is the only rational meaning of such passages as Rom.
11:12-28, particularly v. 25; Gal. 5:6; 6:15. No covenant people exists at present, i.e. no nation under
covenant; consequently it is a contradiction in terms to say anything that implies that God will, or even
can, deal with any group that can be called "a covenant people" while present conditions last.
The Israel that has been fighting for survival with such tremendous skill and gallantry is God's people,
those whom the Apostle calls "my brethren, my kin according to flesh, any who are Israelites, whose is
the sonship and the glory and the covenants and the legislation and the divine service and the promises,
whose are the Fathers, and out of whom the Christ according to flesh, Who is over all, God blessed into
the eons. Amen!" (Rom. 9:3-5). But, under present conditions, these are not His COVENANT people, for
none can be such while the sign of covenant no longer means anything; neither can they be, for few if any
of them believe God in any way at all as Abraham did, to be accounted as righteous in the same manner
as he was.
When ten Arab nations ganged up against Israel in the Land and expressed their deliberate intention to
drive them out into the sea and obliterate them, no Christian heart could feel other than troubled.
Nevertheless, it seemed plain enough to me that the stage was not ready to be set for the start of the series
of events so clearly set out by Commander Steedman in Vol. 26, pp. 98 and 149, particularly on p. 162.
That idea was suggested in the Editorial of Vol. 28, Pg. 2, and the swift campaign appears to confirm this
view. At the time of writing this, it is too early yet to speculate about the political aftermath. All that can
be said with any reasonable confidence at all is that the military success of Israel has given the world
another breathing space. Furthermore, the present tone of the leaders of the Arab countries suggests that
instead of their military defeat making them more reasonable it has only enhanced the bitterness and
violence oftheir hatred of Israel. However, this does not greatly matter; for we may be sure that even if
they pretended to accept reconciliation their hatred would remain and issue in the next terrible conflict.
Whether we care to recognize it or not, the world hates God and the people of God every bit as much as
ever it did. Against those of them who are God's earthly people, this hatred flares up from time to time as
opportunity presents itself. Any Christian who tries to ignore this fact is merely deceiving himself. In
consequence, he blinds himself also to the world's hatred of the ecclesia (church) which is Christ's body,
not realizing that as the world hated Him it must also hate its members. The reason why it does not
usually take the actively vicious form that the world's hatred of Israel does is that, from the world's point
of view, as a world-force the ecclesia is negligible. When this was not so, as during the Reformation and
in the first two centuries after Pentecost, the ecclesia was hated every bit as much as the Jew is now.
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Nor should we forget that what the Lord Jesus called "My ecclesia" (Matt. 16:18) comprises the whole
company of those who believe God from Pentecost on. At first, while the word of the Evangel was being
set out, it was largely Jewish. When we are snatched away, what will then become His ecclesia will be
largely Jewish once again (Matt. 18:15-20), though probably there will be many proselytes from the
Gentiles. To a very large extent meanwhile it is called out from among the Gentiles, for the callousing of
Israel in part is to last "until when the complement of the Gentiles may be entering," or as Rotherham puts
it, "the full measure of the Gentiles." God's ecclesia is a purely earthly concept. In heaven or among the
celestials there is nothing from which to be called out. At present among the celestials, "the spirituals of
the wickedness" remain for us to wrestle with; but ultimately they are to be overcome. Anyhow, they are
not capable of furnishing a company from which anyone could be called out. An ecclesia can be formed
only on earth, for there is no trace of any calling-out elsewhere. Satan hates the ecclesia, has hated it, and
will continue to hate it, whether it is called out from Gentiles or Jews, and whatever God's plan may be
for it.
So what has happened in those five days has not affected anything in which we are concerned, and
certainly not in any way God's plans for Israel. The most that can be said in this respect is that it has made
the issues plainer, and gone some way to throwing light on the future attack on Israel. It has, however,
humanly speaking made it more likely that the close of our pilgrimage is not far off.
That is what was in mind in composing the title of this paper. Far too long have Christians in general and
students of Prophecy in particular talked about the close of our lengthy pilgrimage as the beginning of
"the end time" or even as part of it. This is a most serious error. It is not that! It is the beginning of life
real, of life abundant beyond anything we can conceive, for us, of glory unutterable; but as far as "the end
time" is concerned it is of little, if any, import at all Commander Steedman, in his papers noted above, has
made this point so clear that one can only marvel that the error still persist among anyone who has had the
opportunity to study them. In this connection I must refer the reader to my paper in Vol. 26, p. 194. This
sums up, as lucidly as I am able, the evidence that "the end time" is still far ahead. As to this, I can say no
more, for it is beyond my ability to summarize a summary. What our snatching-away will accomplish is
the removal of the barrier to Israel becoming "ammi" once more; but we cannot emphasize too strongly
that this does not mean ushering in "the end time."
However, this much can be said again: "Reason alone is sufficient to indicate that a period of considerable
length must intervene to enable the stage to be set for the final seven of the seventy. Yet, obvious though
that is, most expositors have in this respect turned a blind eye to reason and common-sense. They have
quietly ignored a matter which is perfectly obvious, once attention is directed towards it. Always it is easy
not to notice what one does not want to notice." That is, I fear, the crux of the matter. Very few of us are
much interested in other people's blessings and hopes. In fact, it can even be said with truth that most
believers, so-called, are not greatly interested in what they ought to know are their own blessings and
hopes. For instance, those who claim that the British people are "the lost ten tribes of Israel" base their
position on legend and a selection of Scripture texts; never have they sufficient faith in their own claims
to give a searching examination to the case against them. They show some interest in the history of Israel
and Judah; but only in so far as it can be made to underpin their own system. And the saddest part of it all
is the fact that those who most care about our glorious destiny among the celestials are generally those
who care least about the other callings from among God's people.
Doubtless great offence has been given in some quarters by Commander Steedman's paper "The
Restoration of Israel to the Land" (Vol. 26, p. 98), particularly pp. 104,105; that is, if it has been read by
any potential objectors, for many of the ideas he has put forward are absolutely revolutionary, and in the
eyes of some would merit burning at the stake, if that were practicable nowadays. I refer particularly to
the resumption in the Temple of the sacrifices of the Law and the implication that in the latter days those
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addressed in the Hebrews Epistle will then be "worshipping Jehovah under the Levitical ceremonial law,
not having seen that Jesus is their Messiah" (p. 105). Yet Israel will again be the Covenant People, they
will have returned unto the Lord their God; and God will have brought His people back "to the point
whence they departed from the right course in His purposes for them. There they start afresh" (p.
104). This does not envisage belief in the Lord Jesus as the Christ. Some, an election out of Israel, will as
in Acts believe on Him. To them will apply the Evangel of the circumcision and all that this will mean.
They will form assemblies, called-out companies, "churches" such as those in the first chapters of
Revelation. They will be persecuted and some will decline in their loyalty, as foretold. Among them,
however, will be, true Christians, as were those in the first chapters of Acts who believed, and in a similar
way to those in the present-day churches; and they must not be confused with the Israelites who will then
be under tlie Levitical ceremonial law. These will have believed God in accordance with those
circumstances and been reckoned as righteous only in that context, as others in Israel were before the
Lord Jesus was born.
This is, in fact, the point which was such a difficulty for Dr. Bullinger (see Vol. 26, pp. 95 and 121). He
realized that James' Epistle has a wholly Jewish standpoint and he could not reconcile it with the full light
of Paul's Epistles. So he failed to perceive that he had himself provided the answer to his difficulties in
the words indicated in italics above. What he was really complaining about (though he did not understand
it in this context) was the fact that God has other called-out companies than ourselves and that He has not
chosen to enlighten us—or satisfy our curiosity—regarding details of their standing. James wrote to "the
twelve tribes, those in the dispersion" and not to us. We have the privilege of being permitted to see and
study his Epistle. It was because his Epistle was so general and was intended to cover the circumstances
of people scattered over a larger segment of time than were Paul's Epistles, that it could not answer the
question posed by Dr. Bullinger, and was never intended to. James could not write to them as people
under covenant because for most of the time covered by his Epistle they have not been. Neither could he
write to them as people not under covenant, for it now appears that some, if not all, of them in days to
come will be under covenant. So he had to be neutral in this respect—and that is where he offends so
many. Such people, although they certainly have not mastered what God has revealed for and about
themselves, resent in their hearts that so much of other matters has not been disclosed to them. They are,
probably without realizing it; taking up the unreasonable attitude so strongly reproved in Rom. 9:20.
Yet we have only to go to Romans, chapters 9-11 to find at least part of the answer to the problem, not
indeed set out as a specific thesis, but by implication.
First, certain things belong by right to Israelites, Paul's kin according to flesh. This is wholly independent
of whether they are believers (Rom. 9:3-5). These are, to start with, the fact that they are Israelites; then
the sonship, and the glory, and the covenants, and the placing under law (the legislation), and the divine
service and the promises. Next, Paul says, "whose are the fathers"; and, last of all, "out of whom is the
Christ according to flesh."
These things by themselves provide sufficient reason, when they cry to Him, for God to give them
blessing and regard them as "ammi," His people, altogether independently of other considerations, but
always with the proviso that they repent them of their past sins and return unto the Lord their God (see
Vol. 26, p. 100). For we must remember that all these are on what one might perhaps call "Old Testament
ground," so that their attitude is unaffected by later matters.
No doubt many will raise protesting eyebrows at this; but to such there is a valid retort: "Where is such
'Old Testament ground' specifically stated to be obsolete for everybody?" If it be replied: "Where is it
stated not to be obsolete?", the answer is plain and clear: "Here in Rom. 9:3-5 and 11:29." The
circumstance that our eyes and our minds glide so smoothly over such passages, without grasping their
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full import, does not mean that God also regards them lightly. The former is in the opening paragraph of
the three chapters, the latter at their close except for the doxology of Rom. 11:33-36. These are, like the
brackets we use, a quiet indication that the whole passage they enclose is a unit and that the essential
standing of the Israelites lies in the background of it even though it is not the main theme.
To the contention that the life, death and resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ made "Old Testament
ground" obsolete for everyone, the reply once again must be a demand for evidence. They certainly did so
for those who believe on Him as the Christ—that is common ground among us—but the issue is simply
whether they necessarily did so for others. The Twelve presented the Lord Jesus as the Christ; but can we
assume that those who did not (or in future days will not) understand their message or come within its
range, can be affected by it in the same way as those who did? To take the issue nearer home: does the
Secret of Eph. 3:6-12 make the slightest difference to those who do not believe the Evangel at all? Those
who are Christ's by faith now certainly come within the terms of that Secret, however ignorant of it they
may be; but for those who are not, it signifies nothing at all. The principle enunciated in Rom. 11:29 is
immutable. Nothing that has happened since "Old Testament times" affects the position of those who still
belong to those times, which includes those of Israel who in the face of overwhelming disaster to the Jews
in the Land, will repent them and call aloud and in deep contrition to Ieue, Jehovah, for mercy and help,
and, in so far as they will have done so, been reckoned as righteous within that context.
It is vitally important that this notion should be made absolutely clear. Abraham believed God, not the
Lord Jesus Christ as we have to. It was on account of his believing that his faith was accounted equivalent
to righteousness. Just what he believed does not come into this, except in so far as he believed what was
revealed to him by God. He was not expected to believe more than that. There are further things for us to
believe than there were for him. What matters is believing God; and as to that we are on precisely the
same ground as Abraham was.
At once a further objection may arise: "Do you actually mean that an absolute minimum of believing is
sufficient to procure 'justification'?" The answer is: "Abraham believes God." His attitude to God was one
of unquestioning faith, so God was able to reckon his faith as equivalent to righteousness. But we are not
empowered to add hypothetical questions to this and ask what Abraham's attitude would have been to the
Lord Jesus Himself. The point is not what he believed, but that God spoke to him and that he believed
God's word to him. That was enough to put him right, to set him in right relationship with God. Similarly,
when dispersed Israel cries aloud to God, believing at last that He can and will rescue them from their
enemies, this measure of faith will put them right with Him, as regards that part of His purposes, and they
will once again be ammi, His People. But, much later, at the end time, while they are in their greatest
apostasy, the rescue necessary will be something vastly more—no less than the arrival of the Rescuer
Himself and His turning irreverence from Jacob and eliminating their sins (Rom. 11:26, 27). Then, and
then only, will Covenant New be made with them and a permanently right relationship with Him in whkh
they will be acquainted with Him from their little to their great (Heb. 8:11). For us the position is different
again, simply because our circumstances are entirely different. The matters in which we have to believe
God are set out by the Apostle Paul. It is not that we have to believe a different God, or have another kind
of belief; but God has revealed to us something much more, a revelation far greater. Yet just how much
more does not affect the issue: believing God.
Unbelievers regard the Scriptures as worthless; and for them they are just that. The reason is stated by
Paul in 1. Cor. 2:14: they lack the means of getting to understand them. So will it be in part for Israel in
the Land. As they were in Old Testament times—soulish men—so they still are and will continue to be
until the fulfilment of Heb. 8:8-12. They will sincerely repent them of past and present sins, and return
with supplication to Yahweh as they should have done long ago. The nineteen centuries or so since the
Lord Jesus came to earth will be for them but a dark interlude, to be set aside for another attempt to be
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made to serve Ieue in and by their own strength. This will eventuate during the seventieth Seven in their
deepest, darkest apostasy. But they will not have apostatized from Christianity, but from Judaism. For
even with further evangelization, only a relatively few will accept Jesus as the Messiah.
Strictly, no one can apostatize from a faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, but only from a faith he has never
truly had, a faith he believes he has or even pretends he has. For real genuine faith, being a consequence
of grace and a calling by God, is not open to a change of mind. That is why the Lord's sheep cannot be
snatched out of His hand (John 10:27-30). The reason is plain: such faith brings spiritual life in place of
the counterfeit life which is characteristic of what is merely soulish. Israel has apostatized from Judaism
from time to time, and there is no reason why even deeper apostasy should not occur, given appropriate
conditions. In this respect (and strictly within it) the life, death and resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ
make no difference. The issues involved do not arise for Israel until by God's will Israelites as a whole are
brought face to face with them. That is the time when the consequent issue of their salvation will arise;
and it is that time which is in the background of Paul's mind here, even though he recognized that it was
still afar off; for out of the thirteen references to save and salvation in Romans, eight occur in these three
chapters.
As to how long there will continue to be twelve tribes in the dispersion, I do not care to guess. It may be
that the Ingathering will be complete, in which case James' Epistle will cease to apply directly, though the
principles he enunciates will remain as valid as ever. Or perhaps some of Israel may remain dispersed for
a long while. But the opening words display James writing as a Christian. Possibly, then, Christians will
not be better tolerated in those days by the rulers of Israel in the Land than they were during the events
narrated in the earlier chapters of Acts, so that Christian Jews will continue to be correctly described as
"the twelve tribes, those in the dispersion." Further consideration of this problem is in progress.
After this lengthy discussion, we turn to the second point, which is in Rom. 9:6, literally: "for not all the
ones out of Israel these (are) Israel." This explains why Paul wrote "Israelites" in v. 4 as the general term
covering all; for here in v. 6 he makes the distinction between those out of Israel who are "Israel" and
those who are not. And in vv. 7,8 he reinforces the point by distinguishing between the children of the
flesh and the children of the promise. Then he goes on to justify God's absolute right to choose as He
wishes. So here we have in two parts the distinction between what belongs to all Israelites and what
belongs to the children of the promise.
Many who lack the ability to think clearly and some others, separate verses 6 and 7, and from the former
produce a distinction between "a true Israel" and" a false Israel" or "the old Israel" and "the new Israel."
They overlook that if Paul had wanted to register such a distinction he could easily have done so without
their help. What distinction he had in mind was quite different: it was between what is unalienably Israel's
and what belongs to those of Israel who, believing God as an election out of Israel according to flesh,
become Israel in the truest, fullest sense. It was over such election that Paul had to justify God's absolute
right to elect! Paul does not deny that Israel pursued (and are pursuing) righteousness's law; he is
affirming that Israel has no foretaste of righteousness's law. And why? Because the pursuit is not out of
faith but is out of lawworks (Rom. 9:31-33). So it is not that they do not desire righteousness, but that
they do not perceive the way to it.
This theme is developed in what follows (Romans 10) and for the present we may leave it to examine
what our findings so far actually mean; bearing in mind (and this is essential if we are to avoid
misunderstanding) that all that pertains to those who believe God as Gentiles in the way Abraham did, is
wholly outside the context of what we have just been studying. Also, although what Paul says here is true
now and will remain true for some time to come, it is at present of relatively minor significance. After the
beginning of glory for us has occurred, then will Israel's affairs take their major place on the world's stage
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and then Israelites will be seen as "ammi," "My people," once more. Then, too, will begin to appear an
election, a called-out company, an ecclesia, what the Lord Jesus called "My ecclesia"; in fact, "the
church" in the form it will assume when the Evangel of the uncircumcision ceases to operate and the
Evangel of the circumcision comes into force. Believers will then be children of God, the children of the
promise and Abraham's seed (Rom. 9:7, 8; Gal. 3:29). This election will believe and declare that Jesus is
Lord and that God rouses Him out of dead ones (10:9). Their condition will be something like that of
believers during the first part of the period covered by Acts, before the change began which eventuated in
the ministry of the Apostle Paul. Their appearance on the stage was very brief then, and it is only to be
expected that, after what was (from their point of view) the Pauline interlude came to an end, others are to
carry on where they left off.
Yet Israel as a whole (that is, apart from this called-out company) will be pursuing righteousness's law.
They will be in that respect as Israel was before the Lord Jesus Christ came. They will have" cried aloud
to the Lord their God and confessed their sins and the sins of their fathers, even as Daniel did in Dan. 9:319 (c.f. Jer. 3:12-14)" (Vol. 26, p. 100); they will have come under the Second Covenant of Sinai (for
details, ibid p. 104) and then under a covenant of Peace; and in the Land God will accept them and will
require their offerings with all their holy things (Ezek. 20:40). And then, as Commander Steedman says
(p. 104) the Temple will be in being and the sacrifices carried out daily. "This will be under the Levitical
priesthood." From this it is clear that after the return Israel will still be worshipping Jehovah right through
to the end, and that they will not be what we term Christian.
So the years will roll by. Gradually the end time and the fearful events of the Great Tribulation will be
approaching and presently will come to pass. And then the time for all Israel to be saved will have drawn
nigh.
This salvation was what Paul's "heart's delight and petition to God" in Rom. 10:1 was about, though it
was then in the far future and still is. But it will come, though not so soon as most of us have hitherto
been persuaded to believe. Leaving other matters aside for the present, we can go on to Paul's triumphant
conclusion, which begins: "And thus all Israel shall be saved." "Thus"? Yes; in this way, by this means.
The entering of the complement of the Gentiles is to eventuate in all Israel (pas israEl) being saved. Here
Paul is quite explicit: he says precisely what he means, and he avoids any idea of how long a time is to
elapse between the entering and all Israel being saved.
Would that expositors had been content to leave it at that! Alas! People tend to believe only what they
want to believe. This is well when it is a matter of being charitable to people who are maligned or under
suspicion; but it is very bad when the issue is simply the truth. Long ago Philip Mauro declared that "the
passage is usually interpreted precisely as if it read, 'And then all Israel shall be saved.'" If so, he was
certainly right in protesting, as observed in our previous paragraph; but then he goes on to produce a
brand-new error of his own, namely, that this sentence does not refer at all to the previous section of the
secret of which it is part, but to the previous verses, Rom. 11:12-24. He tells us that Paul "there describes
before-hand precisely what God has been doing from that day to this "and" brings the matter to a
conclusion by saying: 'And so' that is, in the manner he had been describing-'all Israel shall be saved.'"
Could willful blindness go further? For vv. 12-24 do not describe how "all Israel shall be
saved," That description is in what follows on that passage, namely vv. 25-28. That is what is a secret,
and it most plainly begins in the middle of v. 25. The second part of v. 25 is the disclosure of something
which has already happened and which will last till an "entering" has occurred. Then v. 26 shows
something that will take place (at a time unstated) after and in consequence of that "entering" in v. 25 of
"the complement of the Gentiles." Then the rest of v. 26, and v. 27, show what will accordingly bring
about this something, i.e., the saving of all Israel. So—and this is obvious to anyone who is not willfully
blind—the saving of all Israel will result from the arrival of the Rescuer.
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Mauro failed to notice that Paul was addressing himself to the Gentiles (v. 13). So, somehow, he had to
show that "all Israel" are not Israel at all, but "the whole body of God's redeemed people." He even went
on to allege that "the words, a remnant shall be saved,' explain the words' all Israel shall be saved.' (Rom.
9:27; 11:26)." So they do; but not in the sense he means, for that is sheer contradiction. The former
applies to present conditions, the latter to the time after the fulfilment of the prophecy of the entering of
the fullness of the Gentiles. Actually, this is no more than common-sense, once we get rid of the absurd
confusions such men invent to support their theories. Mauro's errors are still so widespread among us, and
through his forensic skill endowed with such plausibility, that I have prepared a series of papers dealing
with them, which I hope to be able to publish shortly.
In spite of all the foregoing, some will, no doubt, object to the idea that in those future days Israel will be
regarded by God as "ammi." His people, even though they know (or care) nothing about the Lord Jesus
Christ. Yet there is for the objector no escape from Rom. 9:3-5 and from the fact those blessings there
listed belong to Paul's kin according to flesh even when they are not children of the promise through faith
in the Lord Jesus Christ. Yet we must realize that when they regain their Land no longer trodden by
Gentiles, and rebuild their Temple, all thanks to God's mercy in accepting their repentance; by that very
fact they will be shown to be God's people, just as they were in Old Testament times when they repented
and turned back to Him. So for us the question urgently arises: How can this be?
The answer is found in that somewhat neglected chapter, Romans 10. There, Paul testifies that his
brethren (compare 9:3) "are having zeal of God, but not according to full knowledge" (10:2). He goes on
to point out: "For they, ignorant of the righteousness of God, and their own righteousness seeking to
establish, to the righteousness of God they were not subject." Then, after setting out the way of salvation,
he comes in vv. 14, 15 to the heart of the matter in four questions:
How then should they be invoking One in Whom they believe not?
Yet how should they be believing One of Whom they hear not?
Yet how should they be hearing apart from (a) proclamation?
Yet how should they be proclaiming if so be they are not being commissioned according as it has been
written: "How beautiful the feet of those evangelizing good!"
Place this beside the declaration of God's absolute sovereignty (Rom. 9:9-33) and we are down to
bedrock. God calls and enlightens people when He chooses, and at no other time.
The day will come when the great prophecy of Heb. 8:8-12 will be fulfilled to the letter; but that day is
not yet, and will not be until several centuries have rolled by. Meanwhile the bulk of Israel will begin
again where they left off when the Lord Jesus began His ministry. Largely thanks to the
misrepresentations of the bulk of Christendom they will be so strongly conditioned against faith in Him
that, except for a few called-out ones to the Evangel of the circumcision, from Jews and Gentiles, such as
the seven ecclesias of Asia, it will be to a large extent non-existent. So God's plans will work themselves
out; for Israel the Land, the Temple, the sacrifices, and eventually the final apostasy; for the various
ecclesias of Jews and proselytes, faithful witness side by side with unfaithfulness and declension as now;
while once again the Gentiles will be left to their own devices. R.B. Withers
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THE NEAR EAST
What a glorious opportunity has blown across the path of many expositors of eschatology, of interpreters
of the Prophets of Scripture, to air their views about the near approach of the Battle of Armageddon and
of the second coming of our Lord. Scripture after Scripture is quoted in support of some point or another
of their views and, frequently, these are without any reference to the context or the fact that the
interpretations put on these texts flatly contradict, not only other Scripture texts, but whole passages.
One of the essentials of proper understanding we used to hear a lot about, when a certain B.B.C. Program
was on and a particular member of the panel was repeatedly saying, "It all depends what you mean by that
word (sentence or expression)." In other words, terms must be specifically defined and words must have a
particular meaning. One cannot chop and change, and this is what happened in this sphere of exposition.
Events have been labelled 'fulfilment of prophecy' with little regard for the irrelation to the whole plan of
God and dates have frequently been added in sequence to lend veracity to the claims of these modern
prophets.
An expositor will use a certain word or expression, which in his mind means something explicit; but he
fails to define it and the hearer or reader goes away with an idea in his head that may be completely at
variance with the preacher or author's intended import. In his repetition to others the hearer, or the reader,
passes on (and really believes he is right in his quotation of the original exposition) something that is
entirely at variance with the original. In fact, supposing the original to be true, the repetition is error, but
if the original itself is the outcome of muddled thinking then confusion is worse confounded. How few
there are who are able to define their terms. How many the less do really understand them? What is meant
by the Battle of Armageddon? What does one understand by the expression "the coming of the Lord"?
What is meant by the return of Christ? What is conveyed by the expression "the latter (or last) days"?
What does anyone mean when he says Israel must first return to the land in unbelief (an expression so
frequently heard and read)? What people does one indicate by the words Jew, Israel, Grecian, Greek (a
word often translated Gentile in the A.V.)? What is understood by the word Proselyte? And so on, but that
is sufficient to lead the reader to ask himself if he is absolutely certain that he knows the answers to these
questions and can take his stand on the surety of them being Scriptural answers.
Very frequently one is addressed by somebody who says, "Why do you use those words like
'sanctification,' 'redemption,' 'justification,' 'atonement,' 'propitiation,' and the like, that just mean nothing
to me and to many others?" Well, Scripture study is a science, just as mathematics is the study of number
and space astronomy is the study of the stars, and so also with the study of engineering, electronics,
medicine, biology and a host of others. Each has its own separate words and terminology in order to give
specific meaning to speech on any of the several subjects, so that there can be no doubt in the minds of
those taking part in the practice or study, as to what is meant by their use; The accepted terminology of
Scripture is no less important, indeed it is more so, for in no other subject is there such tendency to
prejudice, predilection to misunderstand and intent to misrepresent, apart, perhaps, from politics. Unless
the preacher or teacher of the Scriptures is able to make full use of the scientific Scripture words and
terms, he cannot put across properly the truth in the Bible, and unless the hearers take the trouble to learn
what those words mean, when used, they will never be able to make head nor tail of the Word of God.
They may learn a few texts or passages or stories by heart, but unless they get used to the philology of the
Scriptures and know what it means, they will never know the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, for the knowledge of truth, like love, when it is accepted and practiced, casts out error.
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Let us return, now, to our opening sentence—"the near approach of the Battle of Armageddon and of the
second coming of our Lord." Of the prophetic fact of the second coming of Christ there can be no doubt
whatsoever. The words of Acts 1:10, 11 are unequivocal.
"And while they looked steadfastly toward heaven as
He went up, behold, two men stood by them in white
apparel; which also said, Ye men of Galilee, why stand
ye gazing up into heaven? This same Jesus, which is
taken up from you into heaven, shall so come in like
manner as ye have seen him go into heaven."
There are those who, ignoring the plain truth here enunciated, say that the second coming of Christ is at
the death of a professing Christian. Christ comes to him. All I can say is that I have yet to find any
scriptural support for such an idea. But apart from that, what coming is this? The English word come is
used in the N.T. to translate ten variations of the Greek word erchomai and it is the simple form that is
used here. There are two forms of ginomai, four forms of bainO and fifteen other Greek words or their
derivations.
In the Greek all have different shades of meaning, if not great differences, which are only expressed in
English by the use of different words. This is seldom recognized by readers of the A.V. or other Versions,
but must be acknowledged and adhered to by the sincere student of the Word. A note on the word used in
the above quotation from E.W.Bullinger's.. Critical Lexicon & Concordance:
"'erchomai' ( the word used ), to come or go, used of
persons or of things. It denotes the act of coming or
going, as I am coming, etc., in distinction from 'EchO,'
which denotes the result, as, I am come and am here,
( of John 7:42 and Heb. 10:9). The verb means to go
as well as to come and the context must determine
which it is. It is combined with a large number of
prepositions, for which see below " (above in this
article).
And so there are occasions when this word should be translated 'go' where the A.V. and other Versions
have 'come'. It is appreciated that in many places 'come' and 'go' are inter-changeable, depending alone
upon the direction from which one is thinking, but what of he who receives an order to 'Go' then
approaches the one who issues the command?
Is the saying "The coming of the Lord draweth nigh" really understood? In the 'substance' of the Holy
Spirit He comes to us when we believe; but that is not what is meant. What of the 'epiphaneia' or the
'apokalupsis' or the 'parousia'? Are there no distinctions to be drawn? Define your terms therefore. Make
sure what you mean and then make sure that you have made those who read, or hear you, sure that they
know. This subject is far too loosely dealt with and expositors should be more careful to be specific.
Now, to take up the first half of the sentence, "The near approach of the Battle of Armageddon." The
name occurs in one place only, Rev. 16:16. The context starts at verse 13.
" And I saw three unclean spirits. . . For they are the
spirits of devils, working miracles, which go forth unto
the kings of the earth and of the whole world, to gather
them to the battle of that great day of God Almighty. . .
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And he gathered them together into a place called in the
Hebrew tongue Armageddon."
Armageddon is the Greek form transliterating the Hebrew HAR MAGEDON = Hill of Megiddo, an
important O.T. city, one of those fortified by Solomon. It is on the Southern side of the plain of J ezreel
strategically important for its position commanding the passage of troops from all directions and the area
round about is ideal as an extensive camping ground for an army. Armageddon is the site of such a camp
to be occupied by a large international force, held in reserve, backing the army investing Jerusalem,
which is led by the one who has claimed to be the Messiah,
"that Wicked (one) . . . whom the Lord shall consume
with the spirit of His mouth, and shall destroy with the
brightness (epiphaneia) of his coming (parousia = personal presence)." (2 Thess. 2:8).
Verses 2 and 3 of this same chapter state,
"That ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled. . .
as that the day of Christ ( all texts read 'Lord' ) is at
hand. Let no man deceive you by any means for ( that
day shall not come, ) except there comes a falling away
first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition."
This is the one who is energized by Satan to exterminate Israel. But for the intervention of God, their
Messiah, this would be accomplished. It will take place when he will intervene with great power and
glory. Here, at Jerusalem, there is destruction of the man of sin and possibly of some or all of his forces
there; but nowhere does one read that a battle took place in the vicinity of Armageddon. The Scripture
says only that the combined forces were brought together by the spirits eis (with a view to, or for the
purpose of) the battle (frequently translated 'war') of the great day of God Almighty. There is prophetic
record in the Scriptures of a battle that is to take place at or near Megiddo. This is a case of misreading
the Scriptures.
In view of what has just been said let us turn to the Prophet Zechariah, chapter 12 verse 2 (et seq.),
" Behold I will make Jerusalem a cup of trembling unto
all the people(s ) round about, when they shall be in the
siege both against Judah and against Jerusalem. And
in that day I will make Jerusalem a burdensome stone
for all people(s ) : all that burden themselves with it
shall be cut in pieces, though all the peoples of the earth
be gathered together against it. In that day, saith the
Lord, I will smite every horse with astonishment ( the
panic ), and his rider with madness. . . And it shall come
to pass in that day that I will seek to destroy all the
nations that come against Jerusalem."
In what day? This is revealed in Zech. 14:
" Behold the day of the Lord cometh. . . For I will
gather all nations against Jerusalem to battle ( war );
and the city shall be taken, . . . Then shall the Lord go
forth and fight against those nations, as when He
fought in the day of battle ( close conflict, a different
word ). And His feet shall stand in that day upon the
mount of Olives, which is before Jerusalem on the
East."
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All sorts of other things are going to happen "in that day" as recorded in the verses following, but there
is NO battle to take place, either between these investing nations and forces of Israel or against the armies
of any who may be allied to Israel. There is no conflict of arms recorded. Overwhelming by divine power,
yes. This may be of those at Jerusalem only or it may include the supporting armies on the plain of Jezreel
or Megiddo. There is to be NO Battle of Armageddon.
This is the SECOND COMING of Christ to earth and it will be to the mount of Olives.
"This same Jesus, which is taken up from you, shall
so come in like manner as ye have seen Him go into
heaven."
How the destruction of the armies of the nations at Megiddo could come about is the subject of another
investigation. J.G.H. Steedman
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ARMAGEDDON: THE GREAT CATACLYSM
Armageddon is the region of Palestine where the forces of the Nations are encamped supporting the
advanced investing detachment that goes up against Jerusalem, in the Day of the Lord. The battle of that
great day of God Almighty or more correctly, the war of that great day is the purpose for which these
forces have been assembled. There is no recorded 'close contest' at Armageddon in the Scriptures. There
is no battle to be fought between the armies of Antichrist and the nations supporting the cause of Israel
that would uphold the idea that the last great battle was to be the popular idea of the battle of
Armageddon. It is a traditional myth.
What then? One might well say, of the words of Zechariah 14:1-7 that Schofield, in his Bible margin,
boldly puts "Armageddon (battle of)" and his references include Matt. 24. and Rev. 19:11-21. This last
described a great slaughter of "the kings of the earth and their armies by the Word of God." These
passages in no way deny the statement above, but indicate their truth.
How then, one may well enquire, will this come about? The words used are largely figurative:
"Out of His mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it He should smite the nations."
Elsewhere (Eph. 6:17), we read, "the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God." A sword in the
context is not a blade of steel, but a command that produces an effect that causes the required destruction.
It is sometimes fire, it may be hail, or disease, or famine, or drought, or flood, all of which are well
exemplified in the Scripture. There is no need to quote them chapter and verse. For our answer it is not
necessary to go beyond Zechariah.
"Behold, the Day of the Lord cometh. . . And His feet shall stand in that day upon the mount of Olives,
which is before Jerusalem on the east, and the mount of Olives shall cleave in the midst thereof toward
the east and toward the west, and there shall be a very great valley (GAY = gorge); and half of the
mountain shall remove toward the North, and half of it toward the South."
This will be no mean seismic disturbance and, from the words that follow it is shown that it is by no
means local, for verse 10 goes on to say:
"All the land shall be turned as a plain (SABAB brought round about (Young's A.C.—as on a pivot) from
Geba (a city of Benjamin) c.f. 2 Sam. 5:25 and 2 Kings 23:8) to Rimmon south of Jerusalem: and it shall
be lifted up (RAAM—used in this sense only here, but otherwise translated, be troubled, roar, make to
fret and thunder, which all give the impression of an earthquake and considerable upheaval), and
inhabited (set down) in her place."
But this does not stand alone in the line of upheavals, for it would seem that it extends much further south
than above stated,
"And the Lord shall utterly destroy the tongue of the Egyptian Sea," (Isaiah 11:15).
and also further north,
"and with His mighty wind shall He shake His hand over the river (Euphrates), and shall smite it in the
seven streams."
Furthermore, Ezekiel 29:2-12 throws additional light on the subject:
"Son of Man, set thy face against Pharaoh king of Egypt, and prophesy against him, and against all Egypt.
. . . Behold, I am against thee, Pharaoh king of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the midst of his rivers,
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which hath said, 'My river is mine own, and I have made it for myself'. But I will put hooks in thy jaws,
and I will cause the fish of thy rivers to stick unto thy scales, and I will bring thee up out of the midst of
thy rivers, and all the fish of thy rivers shall stick unto thy scales. And I will leave thee thrown into the
wilderness, thee and all the fish of thy rivers: thou shalt fall upon the open fields. . . ., and the land of
Egypt shall be desolate and waste. . . . and I will scatter the Egyptians among the nations."
Another description of the scene in Egypt is given by Isaiah 19:1-10:
"The burden of Egypt. .. And the waters shall fail from the sea, and the river shall be wasted and dried up:
And they shall turn the rivers far away, and the brooks of defense shall be emptied and dried up: the reeds
and flags shall wither. The paper reeds by the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks, and everything sown
by the brooks, shall wither, be driven away, and be no more. The fishers also shall mourn, and all they
that cast angle into the brooks shall lament, and they that spread nets upon the waters shall languish.
Moreover they that work in fine flax, and they that weave networks, shall be confounded. And they shall
be broken in the purposes thereof, all that make sluices and ponds for fish."
There is one more passage that will throw light on our search, Ezekiel 47:10,
"And it shall come to pass, that the fishers shall stand upon It from En-Gedi even unto En-Eglaim; they
shall be a place to spread forth nets: their fish shall be according to their kinds, as the fish of the great sea,
exceedmg many."
En-Gedi is high above the western shore of the Dead Sea in which there is no life, but after the Day of the
Lord it will be a fishing vi11age, with Mediterranean species of fish swimming in quantities, Justifying
the catching in nets.
But HOW are all these thmgs to take place? One thing that geology of the last century has revealed is the
Great Rift in the earth's surface that extends from the mouth of the Zambezi river, running North through
the great African lakes, and curving off to Aden, it runs up through the Red Sea, the Gulf of Akaba, the
Dead Sea, the Jordan Valley and the Leontes Valley to the Taurus Range of Mountains in Turkey. This
Rift is volcanic in origin and character and is in a state of geological instability. The lands that are our
concern are all round about its Northern end, and at only 18 miles from the lowest place on the surface of
the earth, the mouth of the Jordan, one of the greatest seismic disturbances is going to take place, the
cleaving of the mount of Olives. Obviously, this convulsion is going to have a chain reaction that will be
far reaching in its effects and it will cause all those things that we have read of in the earlier pages of this
study.
The writer has before him an Admiralty chart of the northern end of the Red Sea, which includes the
whole of the Gulf of Suez and the full length of the Gulf of Akaba. Admiralty charts give the depths of
water in fathoms (6 feet). The deepest part of the Gulf of Akaba is 1,000 fathoms (6,000 feet). The
deepest place in the Gulf of Suez is 45 fathoms (270 feet), but for the arm of the Egyptian sea to dry up a
rise of the bottom of 35 fathoms (210 feet) would only leave a nine-mile channel for the 45 miles from its
entrance.
A passage which was left out from the quotation from Ezek. 29 is verse 10, which is here brought in to
make a point.
"Behold, I am against thee and against thy rivers, and I will make the land of Egypt utterly waste and
desolate, from the tower of Syene (Margin, or 'from Migdol to Syene') even unto the border of Ethiopia."
Migdol means tower; but it is also credited with being the name of a fortified city on the Mediterranean
coast at the mouth of one of the streams of the Nile Delta. There were other places so called, as close to
the western shore of the Red Sea Syene was a fortified location on the River Nile in upper Egypt. It's
modern name is Aswan, where the great dam is being built to-day, impounding the waters ofthe Nile. It is
very interesting to note that if one takes a line down the centre of the Gulf of Akaba and produces it, it
passes almost exactly through Aswan in any case straight into the Northern end of the impounded Nile.
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Now, the writer is going to suggest two things as possibly to occur in connection with this great
disturbance and movement of the crust of the earth; the first is that this rift extension from the Red Sea to
Aswan, across the intervening mountains, becomes a reality, when the bed of the Egyptian Arm of the
Red Sea rises at the same time that Judaea and the Negev heave up, and that the land of Egypt does
likewise. The Nile will then cease to flow through Egypt and will discharge itself freely into the Red Sea
just to the South of the entrance to the Gulf of Suez. The second is that the upheaval of Judaea and the
Negev will release the plug between the Negev and Edom, the Araba which will drop it's 600 ft. high
watershed to below the Red Sea level and that the Red Sea will then decant through the Gulf of Akaba
into the Dead Sea, a fall of 1,380 feet to its surface and double that to its bottom. An enormous tidal wave
or bore will rush up the Jordan valley, right up to the sources of Jordan and possibly it will smash through
the Jordan-Leontes watershed, the debris of which would block the lower reaches of the latter. At the
same time this wave would swing westward overwhelming the valley of Jezreel and, at its head, wash out
the watershed between Mt. Carmel and Nazareth by the modem city of Afula (about 200 feet). When this
cataclysm subsided there would be left a passage for shipping from the bay of Haifa right through to the
Red Sea, the Suez canal would be no more, and by this cataclysm the armies of the Nations under
Antichrist will be utterly destroyed—without a battle.
Scripture has been quoted, however we may interpret it, the fulfilment, as God intends, is a certainty.
Collated, these Scriptures indicate certain tendencies, which, being considered, indicate possibilities.
What has been outlined above is just a few of these for consideration towards the solution of the problems
connected with the "Latter Days" and particularly with the "sunteleia tou aiOnos," "the end of the age"
and with "the Day of the Lord." J.G.H. Steedman
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THE EXODUS
THE TYPE AND THE ANTI-TYPE
"Therefore, behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that they
will no more say, The Lord liveth, which brought up the
children of Israel out of the land of Egypt; But, the Lord
liveth, which brought up and which led the seed of the house
of Israel out of the north country, and from all the countries
whither I had driven them; and they shall dwell in their own
land." (Jeremiah 23:7, 8 and 16:14, 15).
This prophetic statement could hardly be put in stronger fashion. What occurred three and a half
millenniums ago on a local scale, when God redeemed Israel from Egypt is to be emulated at some time,
yet future, worldwide and, just as in the former, not a soul nor a hoof were to be left behind. Even so, in
the restoration of scattered Israel, every descendant of Abraham, through Isaac, known and unknown to
man, will be separated from the peoples amongst whom they are living and will be brought out of the
countries where they reside. This will not be by Zionist influence, nor political manoeuvre, nor by force
of arms, but by the Spirit of the Living God.
"As I live, saith the Lord God, surely with a mighty hand, and
with a stretched out arm, and with fury poured out, will I rule
over you:
And I will bring you out from the peoples, and will gather
you out of the countries wherein ye are scattered, with a mighty
hand , and with a stretched out arm , and with fury poured
out." (Ezekiel 20:33, 34).
In this passage God declares the certainty if His intention, the means of it's accomplishment and the
object. He then gives the first two steps in this process and repeats his means of carrying them out. This
action on the part of Jehovah, although it is His intention, is not unprovoked, for,
"And it shall come to pass, when all these things are come upon
thee, the blessing and the curse, which I have set before thee,
and thou shalt call them to mind among all the nations, whither
the Lord thy God hath driven thee, and shall return unto the
Lord thy God, and shall obey His voice according to all that
I command thee this day, thou and thy children, with all thine
heart and all thy soul; that then the Lord thy God will turn
thy captivity, and have compassion upon thee, and will return
and gather thee from all the nations , whither the Lord thy
God hath scattered thee. If any of thine be driven out unto
the utmost parts of the heaven, from thence will the Lord thy
God gather thee, and from thence will He fetch thee: and the
Lord thy God will bring thee into the land which thy fathers
possessed." (Deut. 30:1-5).
These words are perfectly clear. They were addressed to the children of Israel, by Moses, on behalf of
God. They were directed to inform them of the consequences of persistent infringement and eventual
disregard of the covenant just made by God with them, and that they would be scattered among the
nations. The words imply that this is the way that they will go. and when that does happen and the time
arrives, then they shall call them to mind, give the words serious consideration, on account of some great
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urge, and return unto the Lord their God, by wholehearted and wholesale (in so far as Israel through-out
the dispersion is concerned) obedience to God's commands. Then God, on His part will take action in
their favour. He will separate them from those not of Israelite stock, wherever they may be, under the
distant heavens or in countries close by, removing inhibitions that, all the centuries, have prevented them
from coalescing and forming a comprehensive nation amongst the other nations of the earth. He will then
bring them, from all points of the compass, back to the land, of which their fathers took possession from
the Canaanite, nearly three thousand five hunred years ago. The land was given them for an inheritance,
for tenancy only, for which the rental was (not a peppercorn) obedience to the covenants and
righteousness. Their nonfulfilment of the conditions required led to their being scattered.
After the rebellion of Israel, inside three months from the Exodus from Egypt, in erecting and
worshipping the golden calf and thereby breaking the first covenant of Sinai irreparably, God would have
destroyed the children of Israel but for the intercession of Moses (Ex. 32:10). Later He threatened to
depart from their midst and turn them over to the leadership of an angel; but again Moses intervened and
God answered his prayer and promised that His presence would go with them. Following this, the Lord
(Jehovah) revealed Himself to Moses, after he had hewn the second tables of stone and again ascended
the mount, "and proclaimed, the Lord God, merciful and gracious, longsuffering, and abundant in
goodness and truth" (Ex. 34:6). These characteristics of God were abundantly displayed throughout the
centuries to follow, until, first the Northern kingdom and then, some 130 years later, the Southern were
taken from the land by their conquerors and, since these events, they have been scattered over the whole
earth, to dwell among the nations. Since that date only a remnant have ever returned to a part of the land
in order to carryon the purposes of God, much of it in fulfilment of prophecy, paramount or which were
the birth, life, ministry, death, resurrection and ascension of the Lord Jesus Christ. However, from the
destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple in A.D. 70 by Titus, any title to the land has been withdrawn
from them. With the exception of a few from time to time being able to live in Palestine with the
restricted permission of the occupiers, it has not been inhabited by the children of Israel until the turn of
this century. They had no real rights in the land before it was taken from the ruling power, Turkey, in the
first World War, placed under a mandate and governed by Britain.
Great play was made of the date of the capture of Jerusalem in 1917 by those who held the historicist
interpretation of prophecy, but however that may be, one of the most important of proclamations, in these
days, was the Balfour declaration, which declared that Britain would uphold that captured Palestine
should be a National home for the Jews. With the virtual failure of this Mandate and the reluctance of
Britain to continue, the United Nations partitioned the land between Arab and Jew. The unrest and
anarchy that followed eventually led to the uprising and war of liberation in 1948, in which Israel took
over much of the disputed ground, but had to call a halt because of threats against her by the great
Powers. Since that date the borders have been lined on both sides by armed forces. All this has worked
out, basically, under the national aspirations promoted by Zionism, founded in 1897, the date of the first
Zionist Congress. Under their auspices and other organizations Jews have returned to their land by their
tens and hundreds and thousands "Until, today there are some two and a half million Jews in Palestine.
This is but a fraction of the children of Israel in the world, of whom there are estimated to be some twelve
million and, as six million perished in the last war, it is safe to say that there would have been a full
twenty million, but for that tragedy. However, it is not extravagant to envisage that figure being reached
again in the near future. But, as it is today, the land is population-saturated. Those who live there have
gone there, not by the Spirit of God, nor for their love and acknowledgement of Jehovah their God, but by
Political operation and force of arms. Of those who are there a very small proportion are believers in the
Lord their God.
Although the presence of two million Jews in an autonomous State, called Israel, today, is in all
probability a setting of the stage for the curtain to rise on an era when Israel will be reconciled to their
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Lord God, Jehovah Elohim, when they will again occupy the land, as they did under Joshua, yet whatever
we see before our eyes, as the result of the foregoing maneuvering and conquest for occupation, IT IS
NOT THE FULFILMENT OF ANY BIBLICAL PROPHECY. The claims made for such are
fallacious and unscriptural. The prophecies that are quoted to support the argument that Israel are in the
land now in fulfilment of Biblical prophecy is a false deduction. The whole of the prophecies are to be
fulfilled in their proper place in their due time. The statement so often made that 'Israel must first return to
the land in unbelief' just cannot be supported from any Scripture and is a cliche that has its basis in men's
minds only. If, by unbelief, it is meant a refusal to accept Jesus as the Messiah, yes, that is true; but in
dealing with the restoration of Israel to the land, the antitype of the Exodus and crossing of the Jordan
under Joshua, one is not at liberty to introduce any form of Christianity. One must consider only their
relationship to JEHOVAH, their God, their estrangement from and their reconciliation with Him. This
can only come about in one way, which has been laid down clearly in Deuteronomy 30:1-5, already given
above. It is clear from this passage that those who are at present in Palestine in no way answer to this
requirement. There are other relative passages, such as Deut. 4:20-30; Lev. 26:40-42; and Ezek. 20:38.
Unless one observes and accepts the plain statements in these passages interpretation must go wrong, for
no one passage of Scripture contradicts another, though it may decidedly gainsay interpreters' cherished
ideas on the subject.
The burden of the prophets was to call Israel to turn back from their evil ways to obedience to the
Commandments of God and righteousness, which they seldom heeded until they were in dire straits, when
God effected deliverance. Turning back or repentance are the initial requirements to a right relationship.
The finest pattern of a prayer of repentance is that in Daniel 9. He was then making intercession for his
people, having had understanding from the books the purport of Jeremiah's prophecies:
"He set his face unto the Lord God to seek by prayer and
supplications, with fasting, and sackcloth, and ashes: and
prayed unto the Lord his God, and made confession. . . ."
Daniel, being a righteous man (Ezek. 14:14) was brought to his knees by the Scriptures; but in the case of
unrighteous Israel, some external factor will have to be introduced to make them turn to the Lord in
supplication. The bondage and oppression in Egypt was the means before the Exodus.
"And the Lord said, 'I have surely seen the affliction of My
people which are in Egypt, and have heard their cry by reason
of their taskmasters; for I know their sorrow.'" (Ex. 3:7).
God heard their cry for deliverance and exactly at the appointed time He effected it, having carefully
carried out His plan for their redemption, step by step, none of which was the subject of prophecy. The
only prophecy relative to this event was the Word given to Abram in Gen. 15:13, 14:
"Know of a surety that thy seed shall be a stranger in a land
that is not theirs (and shan serve them; and they shall afflict
them) four hundred years; and also that Nation whom they
shall serve, will I judge: and afterward shall they come out
with great substance."
Compare with this Exodus 12:40, 41:
"Now the sojourning of the children of Israel (who dwelt in
Egypt ) was four hundred and thirty years. And it came to
pass at the end of the four hundred and thirty years, even
the self same day it came to pass, that all the hosts of the Lord
went out from the land of Egypt."
The Exodus had a revealed specific date for accomplishment, but none such has been vouchsafed for the
restoration in the latter days. Nevertheless, one may be sure that there is one and when that day arrives,
the curtain will rise and the first act will begin.
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The traditional enemies of Israel surround Palestine today: Egypt, Edom, Moab, Ammon, Amalek,
Midianites, Philistines, Tyrians, Syrians, Assyrians, Chaldeans, Elamites and Canaanites (in the land
itself). These are covered today by the following, so called, Arab nations: Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia,
Lebanon, Syria and Iraq. In the last two outbreaks of war, the Israelis have been on both occasions
victorious, on account of their superior qualities. On both these occasions Russia, although having armed
and giving support politically to the Arab nations,was restrained by some influence, power, caution or
fear. But who knows what Russia's attitude will be next time war breaks out?
God is dealing with mankind today as He has done for the past nineteen centuries, in grace, making up
His church (ecclesia). When the last member of that church, His body, is reconciled to God, God's
dealings will be changed. The body will be removed from the earthly sphere, with all it's restraining
power and control of vital points and organizations, and the civilised world will be left in choas, but not
Russia and her Satellites who allow no Christians to hold high office. This will be the opportunity for the
further outbreak of war between Arab and Jew, but this time Russia and her satellites behind the Iron
curtain will not hold back, but will come in to the attack with all their power. What chance then will the
Israelis stand? They will be driven back to extermination and their country devastated, their cities
destroyed. Is this so fantastic as it would seem?
The United Nations, if they still function, would be powerless to call a halt in the holocaust, pillage,
murder and rape. The two million Israelis will be brought to their knees, together with the (say) fifteen
million others throughout the world, crying unto God for their deliverance. Jehovah Elohim is now He
with whom they have to do. It will be this that will bring about the condition under which they will be
heard and the supplication and prayers will be answered immediately.
"And He said unto me, 'Son of man, can these bones live?' And
I answered, '0 Lord God, THOU knowest. . . . And shall put
My Spirit in you, and ye shall live, and I shall place you in
your own land: then shall ye know that I the Lord (JEHOVAH)
have spoken it, and performed it, saith the Lord. " ( Ezek.
37:3, 14).
Turning to the next chapter, 38, we find the description of an assault that is to be made on the land by
Gog, of the land of Magog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal. They will see that the cities of Israel
are not fortified and the land worth much plunder. They will come from the North and join up with other
nations to assault the land of Palestine, in which are dwelling prosperously My People Israel, whom they
attack fiercely, causing much destruction. The reason for so stating is that according to other Scriptures,
the cities are found burned and destroyed, when Israel comes into the land. Ferrar Fenton gives the
following translation for Ezek. 36:33, 34:
"The Mighty Lord says thus, 'In the time when I cleanse you
from all your passions and restore you to your cities, and you
rebuild the burnt ruins, and the desolate land that was a waste
to the eyes of all that passed through it, is again cultivated.'"
This gives an excellent description of the state of affairs on their arrival in the land.
Let us, however, return to Ezekiel 38 and 39, Gog and his allies appear to have made a great conquest,
when
"It shall come to pass at the same time (in the latter days, verse
16 ) when Gog shall come against the land of Israel, saith the
Lord, that My fury shaIl come up in My face. For in My
jealousy and in the fire of My wrath have I spoken. Surely in
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that day there shalI be a great shaking in the land of Israel. . .
And I will plead against him with pestilence and with blood;
and I will rain upon him, and upon his bands, and upon the
many people that are with him, an overflowing rain, and great
hailstones, fire, and brimstone. Thus will I magnify Myself, and
sanctify Myself; and I will be known in the eyes of many
nations, and they shall know that I am the Lord." (vvs. 18-23).
Then it goes on in the next chapter:
"Behold, I am against thee, 0 Gog . . . . I will turn thee back
and leave but the sixth part of thee. . ."
The complete overthrow of Gog and his allies by God Himself is described most vividly in the succeeding
verses, which should be read, especially in a Ferrar Fenton Version, if available. When destruction is
finished, the remnant of the people in the land, who dwell in the cities, shall go forth and bury the corpses
that lie about the countryside, which will take seven months to accomplish, before the land is cleansed.
This is the disaster that will bring Israel throughout the world to it's knees, pleading for national and
personal forgiveness and deliverance. Possibly, in the North countries at least, a great persecution of the
Jews will break out simultaneously. As God delivered their forefathers from the Egyptian host of Pharoah
at the Red Sea, so will He deliver the land and the people from their enemies again and enable them, by
the fear that comes upon the nations, to leave them and proceed to the appointed rendez-vous, called" the
wilderness of the peoples." Here we are back again at Ezekiel 20:35. Look at the amazing detail in these
few verses. How can anyone possibly ignore their graphic description?
Verses 33 and 34 have already been quoted at the beginning, but they merit a closer examination. Almost
the same words are used in connection with the Exodus five times in Deuteronomy and on numerous
other occasions, and by Jeremiah in chapter 32, verse 21. It commences with almost an oath (c.f.
Gen.22:16), which guarantees the certainty of the fulfilment of all that is to follow; not that any statement
that God makes needs any such oath, but it emphasizes the importance of the prophecy. Even the great
declaration by God of His inward intention of Gen. 8:21, 22, was not accompanied by any statement
under oath, and this, from the merciful point of view, was of great importance.
The object of this prophecy is "will I (or, I will) rule over you" is clear on examination, but as it is in the
A.V. it does not stand out as it should, by reason of its position in the sentence and the order of the words.
Ronald Knox, in his version highlights it thus:
"As I am a living God, the Lord says, I mean to reign over
you, though it should need all the exercise of My restraining
power, all the outpouring of My vengeance."
If the A. V. had followed the LXX. it would have been better:
"Therefore, as I live, saith the Lord, I will reign over you, with
a strong hand , and with a high arm , and with outpoured
wrath."
This preserves the threefold means, rather obscured by Knox, which is brought out in the A.V. and
definitely pins these on Israel and that it is not there directed against others. The R.V., instead of saying" I
will reign" says, " will I be king over you." It all comes to the same thing which demands and will obtain
implicit obedience.
"surely with a mighty hand,
and with a stretched out arm,
and with fury poured out."
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It seems that the translators of the A.V. were impressed with the emphasis by repetition that escaped the
paraphrase of Ronald Knox. The second occurrence appears to include any who might be in opposition to
the departure of God's People from their lands, as was the case with Pharoah and his chariots.
These three phrases indicate God's consummate skill in the carrying out of the operation, the great display
of His power in the overcoming of all obstacles and his boiling indignation.
God, after revealing Himself to Moses as JEHOVAH says, in Exodus 6:6,
"I will bring you out from under the burdens of the Egyptians,
and I will rid you out of their bondage, and I will redeem you
with a stretched out arm, and with great judgments."
In Deut. 4:33, 34, God says,
"Did ever people hear the voice of God speaking out of the
midst of fire, as thou hast heard, and lived? Or hath God
assayed to go and take Him a Nation from the midst of another
Nation, by temptations, by signs, and by wonders, and by
war, and by a mighty hand, and by a stretched out arm, and by
great terrors (fears), according to all that the Lord your God
did for you in Egypt before your eyes."
Ten other references might be given, but it is not considered necessary to stress the parallel any more.
From Egypt the children of Israel went into the wilderness (MIDBAR—common or pasture land,
not YESHIMON—a desolate place, nor ARABA—obscure or unknown place, nor TSYYAH—a dry
place, nor TOHU—a waste or ruined place, but somewhere that flocks and herds could find some sort of
grazing) and there God made them face up to Him, at Mount Sinai.
"And I will bring you into the wilderness of the peoples." History repeats itself in this world
wide EXODUS. This is the third separation. First, from other peoples, second, from their abodes in other
countries, and now, a People alone with their Lord God, face to face, in the wilderness of the peoples.
"And Moses caIled all Israel, and said unto them, Hear, O
Israel, the statutes and judgments which I speak in your ears
this day, that ye may learn them, and keep, and do them. The
Lord God made a covenant with us in Horeb. . . . The Lord
talked with you face to face in the mount out of the midst of the
fire." (Deut. 5:1-4).
"And I will cause you to pass under the rod" (Ez. 20:37).
This is the figure of the shepherd mustering and examining his flock, to see that none of them were
missing or suffering from any injury. As the children of Israel were numbered by Moses and Aaron after
they left the land of Egypt, even so will it again take place and as they were brought under the jurisdiction
of the second Sinai covenant, they will again be brought
"into the bond of the covenant."
The covenant that they broke (the first of Sinai) was not one of bondage, but a benevolent one. The
Second, however, although it embodied the first was extended by regulations and instructions, precepts
and injunctions that, given for their learning, was
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"a yoke upon the neck. . . which neither our fathers nor we
were able to bear." (Acts 15:10).
Israel was last under this bondage in A.D. 70, when the Temple was destroyed and sacrifices ceased.
Now, however, they will render willing obedience, because the Spirit of God will be upon them. But there
are some that rebel and these will not obey.
"And I will purge out from among you the rebels, and them
that transgress against Me: I will bring them forth out of the
country where they sojourn and they shall not enter into the
Land of Israel." Ez. 20:38
The Nation, apart from these do so. Where there is an EXODUS there is also an EISODOS, an entry in
to the land of promise. The first thing that happened after the crossing of Jordan under Joshua was that
they were circumcised at Gilgal, when the reproach of Egypt was rolled away. Now, however, there is to
be circumcision of the heart in addition to the circumcision of the flesh.
"And the Lord thy God will circumcise thine heart, and the
heart of thy seed, to love the Lord thy God with all thine
heart, and with all thy soul, that thou mayest live." (Deut.
30:6).
"For in My holy mountain , in the mountain of the height of
Israel, saith the Lord, there shall all the house of Israel , all of
them in the land, serve me: there will I accept them, and there
I will require your offerings , and the firstfruits of your
oblations, with all your holy things. I will accept you with your
sweet savor , when I bring you out from the people, and
gather you out of the countries wherein ye have been scattered;
and I will be sanctified in you before the heathen." (Ezek.
20:40, 41).
As God raised up Moses for the purpose of leadership of His People from Egypt, so will He again make
provision for a leader to exercise authority in this greater EXODUS.
"I will raise them up a prophet from among their brethren, like
unto thee, and I will put my words in his mouth; and he
shall speak unto them all that I shall command him. And it
shall come to pass, that whosoever will not hearken unto My
words which he shall speak in My name, I will require it of
him." (Deut. 18:18, 19).
In one sense this passage can be applied to the Lord Jesus, but not altogether, for if He, having ascended
into heaven and
"Heaven must receive Him until the times of restitution
of all things which God has spoken. . ."
and the restitution (Dan. 9:24) is not to take place until He comes again, then it must speak of another,
who will lead under: the command of JEHOVAH from heaven. J.G.H. Steedman
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THE LEVITICAL PRIESTHOOD
ITS PLACE IN THE FUTURE
If one is going to follow the dictates of Orthodoxy in its methods of interpretation and in particular in its
eschatology, one must come to the conclusion that any further operation of the Levitical priesthood and of
sacrifices that are to be carried out under its ceremonial laws would be out of order. This would be a very
logical conclusion to draw, yet no one can get away from certain facts that are stated in the Scriptures.
Paramount among these are what is stated in 2. Thess. 2:2-4; Daniel 8:11-14 and 26; 11:31; 12:11,
where, before the day of the Lord, the Temple is in being for some time and the daily sacrifices are an
accepted routine ceremony. The sacrifices are stopped and the Temple is desecrated. These statements are
accepted by the orthodox, and so Levitical priesthood and the ceremonial law MUST also be
acknowledged by them to take place. But, as it is believed also by them that the priesthood "after the
order of Melchizedek" has superseded the Levitical, then any such practice of the Levitical law must be
wrong by their creed!
Orthodox interpretation of prophecy allows either the last seven years of Daniel's seventy sevens for the
carrying out of all the prophecies relating to the 'sunteleia tou aiOnos,' the consummation of the age, or an
extra 35 years in preparation for the coming of the Lord to the mount of Olives and the rescue of Israel.
This is all to follow on as a sequel to present day events, which, they aver, are the fulfilment of Biblical
prophecy.
In the two articles 'The Restoration of Israel' and 'The seventy sevens of Daniel 9:24-27' the fallacy of this
interpretation is exposed and that it will require a very much longer period when God will be
administering Israel than is allowed.
The affirmation from all the champions of Advent Testimony is that Israel must first return to the Land in
unbelief. This, scripturally, is false and gives rise and sanction to the short period idea. This
misconception, as a premise, requires a lot of accommodation that is not satisfactorily given by its
supporters, and their expositions bristle with inconsistencies and avoiding issues. If these are fairly faced
one cannot help observing that, although certain of their facts are beyond doubt correct, others are made
to 'fit in' to suit their purpose.
As has already been said, The Temple is going to be re-erected and the daily sacrifices are going to be
carried out BEFORE the day of the Lord and the Levitical Priesthood is to be in control. Therefore Israel
must be in complete possession of the land. The question now arises, is the Levitical ceremonial right or
wrong?
If Israel must first return to the Land in unbelief it is wrong, but as this supposition on the part of many
has been shown to be an error, then one must search to find out whether what Israel is going to practice is,
after all, right.
The two basic prophecies that deal, in detail, with the Restoration of Israel to the land are Deut. 30:1-5
and Ezekiel 20:33-38. These two passages must be absorbed into the understanding in order to hold a firm
and secure position in giving all other passages fair consideration. If the understanding of any other
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passage does not conform to these Scriptures, then the student must reject that interpretation and
endeavour to find in what way that passage can agree.
Israel return to the Land in FULL BELIEF IN JEHOVAH THEIR GOD, to Whom they have turned and
Who has responded. They have been separated from the Nationals amongst whom they have been living
and they have been brought out from the Countries where they were dispersed. They have been gathered
together in one place outside the Land, where they have been numbered and placed in bond to the
covenant (the law of Sinai) and all rebels have been purged out BEFORE they make their entry into the
Land. As the spirit of God is upon them they give willing obedience to the Law,
"For in My holy mountain, in the mountain of the height of
Israel, saith the Lord God, there shall all the house of Israel,
all of them in the land, serve me: there I will accept them, and
there I will require your offerings, and the first-fruits of your
oblations, with all your holy things." (Ezek. 20:40).
They will rebuild their destroyed cities, replant their wasted vineyards and crops. They will rebuild the
Temple and the morning and evening sacrifices are to be started up. Who but the Levitical priesthood are
in any position to carry this out? Israel will be under Jehovah their God. Him they are to serve and
worship, being placed by Him in bond to the Law, then, according to the Law they will have to worship,
at Jerusalem, in the Temple. Ezekiel 40 to 46 deal with his vision of the Temple and the sacrifices to be
carried out therein and even Schofield, in his Bible, page 885, heads up the section, Part 7 "General
theme: Israel in the land during the kingdom age."
If Schofield meant the same as I do by the kingdom age, there would be little to argue about, but by that
he intends the Millennium, whereas I believe that the kingdom age starts with the Restoration of Israel to
the Land as above described, which will terminate with the "sunteleia tou aiOnos" and the day of the
Lord. This kingdom will last about 500 years. I am aware that this upsets the thousand year day (so
called) principle that so many adhere to, but I cannot help that.
The epistle to the Hebrews is written to a people who are carrying out the terms of the ceremonial law,
given to them at Sinai. This they were doing up till A.D. 70, when the Temple was destroyed. This they
will do again when they have been brought "into the bond of the covenant" (Ez. 20:37). These
observances will commence immediately and continue on arrival in the Land; and eventually, when the
Temple is rebuilt on its original site, all sacrifices will be carried out on the altar of burnt offering, apart
from those that are performed outside the City.
One must not forget that Israel then is back again under the administration of JEHOVAH. Christians,
members of the body of Christ as we are today, are not carried forward with their knowledge and beliefs
into this new age. Formal "churchianity", will have degenerated into indifference, agnosticism, atheism
and all sorts of other "isms" that deny the Lord Jesus Christ and will not be in a position to contribute
anything towards the proclamation of the truth. However, truth as it is in Jesus will be proclaimed by men
of Israel whom God will raise up to carry out this special work. The epistle to the Hebrews will be the text
book of their ministry. No doubt many will believe, but many more will not believe and will carry on with
their Levitical ceremonial sacrifices.
The epistle to the Hebrews is not only a gospel to Hebrews, but it is also eschatalogical in character and
contains a crescendo of prophetic warnings to those who refuse to believe that Jesus Christ is the
fulfilment to all those sacrifices and greater than all those in whom they have placed so much confidence.
As the result of refusing Him who came they will drift and apostasize and openly rebel against
JEHOVAH Himself, though maintaining official ceremonial offices and sacrifices, until they are stopped.
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Those who do believe will be persecuted by their Brethren according to the flesh and probably driven out,
as they were previously. They will settle in other countries and there they will form assemblies to worship
the Lord through Christ, their Saviour. The result of Israel estranging itself again from God will be that
the Nations, who have been brought by God to be subject to Israel, will become insubordinate and, not
only will they refuse to worship JEHOVAH as they have been taught, but they will become definitely
antagonistic and anti-semitic. This will extend against the assemblies of Christians as well, for we read an
account in Revelation of their declension from their original zeal for the Lord.
Israel, on entry into the Land, are in the closest relationship, with JEHOVAH that they have ever been
and their readiness to obey Him is evinced by their recovery and restoration of the Land to an habitable
state under God's power, and their attention to acceptable worship. God, therefore, will make a covenant
with them, setting aside the covenant of bondage, under which they were mobilised in the wilderness of
the peoples, a covenant that no longer is "a yoke. . . which neither our fathers nor we were able to bear,"
but a covenant of peace (Ez. 34:25; 37:26).
For many decades and perhaps centuries they will keep the the terms of this covenant, but eventually, it
will be from this covenant that they will 'fall away' and the Hebrew Christian Assemblies will, in many
cases, 'leave their first love,' imbibe 'isms' and become complacent in prosperity and, as a result, 'fail to
overcome' and endure.
This will be the stage setting for the unveiling of the man of sin and all the tragic events that follow that
the orthodox eschatologist tries to squeeze in to the last seven years of Daniel's seventy sevens, or, in
some cases they extend it to the last six sevens, or forty-two years, together with all the years necessary to
the establishment of the situation. J.G.H. Steedman
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THE DEAD SEA
THE GEOLOGICAL FORMATION OF THE DEAD SEA: ITS HISTORY,
ITS SIGNIFICANCE, AND ITS PLACE IN PROPHECY
Part 1
The Dead Sea has been an enigma to mankind throughout the ages, a source of superstition and of
incredible legends. It is strange that until a little over a century ago only a few traditional tales had come
out of the country concerning it. No Westerner had made any attempt to search it out and explore it. To
have done so would have led such a traveler through most dangerous territory. It was not until 1848 that a
properly equipped expedition set out to do so. These scientists from the United States transported two
metal boats from Akko (Acre), launching them three weeks later in the waters of Lake Gennesaret, after
overcoming stupendous difficulties. Here, when they started their survey, they were amazed to discover
that this lake was some 680 feet below the level of the Mediterranean Sea. They carried out their
exploration of the Jordan from its sources on the slopes of Mount Hermon down to the basin of the Dead
Sea. Here they verified some of the tales, disproved others and made a number of remarkable discoveries.
They found that the level of this large sheet of water lay 1,280 feet below the surface of the
Mediterranean. Its shores were the deepest known exposed surface of the earth's crust. Bathing in its
waters confirmed that it was impossible for the human body to sink, owing to its have a 25% of common
and other salts in solution, whereas the normal sea content is slightly under 5%. There is no outlet, so that
the supply of fresh water from the Jordan and its tributaries and sundry other smaller streams, totaling
about 300 million cubic feet per day was evaporated from its surface, maintaining its constant level. The
maximum depth of water was found to be about 1,300 feet. Thus, its bottom-most part is only a few feet
short of 2,600 feet below the Mediterranean Sea level. This is over 5,000 feet below Golgotha, the highest
point of Mount Moriah, less than 25 miles away. The length is approximately 46 miles and it averages
seven miles in width. Three-quarters of the way down its length a considerable promontory (called HaLashon—the tongue) projects from the Eastern coast, leaving a passage 2½ miles in width; whence it
opens out again forming a basin 12½ miles long. It is recorded that at this point two Roman legionaries,
deserters from their unit, had waded across to the Moabite coast and effected their escape. Indeed, fording
these narrows was possible up to mid-19th century. A survey of depth today shows that near this narrow
passage the bottom rises steeply and that thereafter Southward, a depth of from 60 to 80 feet is maintained
until the sea merges with the marshes. Of these shallows more will be said later.
A short way back from the water's edge, on the Western side of the South end of the Dead Sea, stretches a
five-mile long. escarpment, averaging 150 feet high of solid rock salt, weathered, but where portions great
and small, have lately broken off, glittering in the fierce sunlight as one moves along. This is called by the
Arabs Jebel 'Usdum, a name handed down through centuries from father to son, but preserving the ancient
name of Sodom. In view of all this one wonders if there is not some connection between Sodom and
common salt (Sodium chloride), where thousands of tons of this rock salt formed a rampart over against
the city.
The Western side of the Sea is indented with numerous bays and headlands and, in places, there are wide
stretches of plain leading back to the higher ground forming the mountains of Judaea. The nearest heights
of over 2,000 feet on this Western side, that is of over 3,300 feet above the Dead Sea surface are, on the
average nearly ten miles back from its shores. On the Eastern side, however, apart from the tongue, the
gradient is much steeper and averages the same height three miles back, while the peaks of the mountains
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of Moab and Edom are, similarly, nine miles from the shore and have a height of 3,000 feet to 4,000 feet.
The nearest, only five and a half miles East of the South end of the Sea, is over 4,000 feet high, that is
5,300 feet above this Sea's surface.
Hebron and Jerusalem, with their surrounding heights, mark the ridge of the Judaean mountains with
heights from 3,350 feet to 2,700 feet and distances from 13 miles to 18 miles respectively from the
shores. To these heights 1,300 feet must be added to give the rise from the surface of the Dead Sea, so
that the maximum height referred to already is 4,650 feet ascent in a distance of thirteen miles, or about
360 feet per mile, one in fifteen gradient.
At each end of the Sea is a wide plain spanning the valley, the Northern one known as the Plains of
Jericho and the Southern one the Valley of Salt. Both of these areas are called in the Hebrew, Kikkar,
from their flat circular appearance. In modern days the Arabs refer to the whole valley of the Jordan from
South of the Sea of Galilee to well South of the Dead Sea as El-Ghor. From the Dead Sea to the Gulf of
Akaba is 108 miles and is known as Ha-Araba. The Gulf of Akaba, which washes against the Eastern side
of the Sinai Peninsula, is but a continuation of this same unusual formation that extends to run down the
length of the Red Sea to its entrance from the Indian Ocean. Here it is joined by a short arm from that
ocean and then continues in a South Westerly direction for a few hundred miles and then South through
Kenya and Tanganyika and Lake Nyasa to near the mouth of the Zambezi. This geological fault on the
earth's surface is called 'The Great Rift.' It has its Northern end at the foot of the Taurus Mountains, in
Asia Minor, near the upper regions of 'the Great River,' the river Euphrates. Its length has been accurately
traced, and in its path, are Mount Hebron, the Sea of Galilee, the Jordan, the Dead Sea, the Ghor, the
Arabah and the Red Sea. Except where it passes across the Red Sea and a few other places, this Rift is
flanked on both sides by high mountains or raised table-lands, but the focal point of this Northern section
is the Dead Sea, with all its peculiarities, and it is from this point that the examination of the formation
will start.
The surface of the earth, in ages gone by, was subject to periods of considerable change, volcanic
eruptions, times of quiescence, big upheavals and again other epochs of comparative tranquil state. In
these more restful periods sands of different kinds were deposited to considerable depths, and in these
sands died living creatures of that particular era. In times of upheaval many of these layers were shifted or
broken, but sometimes they lay as they were to receive later deposits on top of them of a different kind,
with other forms of life buried in them. The earliest of these layers of the earth's crust is known as
Cambrian, the earliest of the 'primary' eras. Over this was deposited, as shown by a cross-section of the
Judaean and Moabite ranges at the Dead Sea, the Lower Cretaceous or Nubian Sandstone, the Upper
Cretaceous, Cainozoic and Senonian. From the position, slopes and heights of these and their distance
apart, one can to a degree imagine what might have happened in far-off days to account for the present
state of affairs and to anticipate what may happen at some future date, when Biblical prophecy is fulfilled.
This may indicate how these things could come to pass.
If a start is made with the above data, in broad outline, one can imagine, as it were, a four-layer cake
composed of four geologic deposits, viewed from the South. As every chain has its weakest link, so every
obstacle to superior force, when applied, has its line of weakness. Here, the line of weakness ran
vertically through all four strata, so that when the tremendous pressure from the center of the earth built
up till it could be resisted no more, the surface of this line of weakness began to open out and the strata to
tilt East and West. From the sides of this crack came a general 'fall-out,' tumbling to the bottom. This
movement continued until there was a very considerable tilt equal on both sides. The Western side then
slipped back towards its original position and the Eastern side, being released, was heaved up higher by
the pressure underneath. As the Western side returned, a wedge of the upper three strata detached itself
and fell into the large fissure, sealing it and forcing the lower part of the Western side away from the
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Eastern. The pressure from below shifted its effective application Westward and again tilted the strata,
jambing the dropped 'plug' in the position it was to occupy more or less permanently. As it tilted, another
section fell away and formed a revetment on the West side of the gorge now formed. A similar 'fall-out'
took place on the East side. Further South the plug was arrested before it fell so far and thus any flow of
water into the ravine was stopped and the Dead Sea began to form as a large lake. As the water continued
to flow the basin filled up and the surface of what now became an inland sea, enlarged its area until a
balance was struck between the evaporating power of the sun and the inflow from the converging streams.
One hundred and fifty miles South of this a similar seismic rupture was taking place on a much larger
scale in the formation of the Gulf of Aqaba, in which the deepest part on the Admiralty chart is 1,000
fathoms (6,000 feet), more than double the depth of the bottom of the Dead Sea below sea level. Five
miles South West of Aqaba the depth is 365 fathoms (2,200 feet). At the narrowest part of the entrance to
the gulf, where it is 4 miles across, the depth is 760 fathoms (4,560 feet). In the middle of the North end
of the Red Sea proper, nearby where the axis of the gulfs of Aqaba and Suez cross one another, the depth
is 696 fathoms (4,176 feet), and 360 fathoms (2,160 feet) is recorded as the depth at 2 miles from the
African coast, 2 miles North of Ras-Abu-Somer. If this line is continued across Western Egypt to the Nile
valley it meets the River Nile exactly at Aswan, where one of the biggest projects that man has ever
attempted is in progress, the harnessing of the River Nile, by the building of the Higher Dam. It may be
pointed out in passing that the deepest place in the 150-mile length of the Gulf of Suez is 45 fathoms (270
feet), which is in extreme contrast to the depth of the Gulf of Aqaba.
Part 2
The Dead Sea, as it is called today, is NEVER so named in the Bible. It is most frequently called the Salt
Sea. In Joshua 3:16 and 12:3 it is referred to as "the 'Sea of the plain,' the Salt Sea." It is also known as the
'East Sea' in Joel 2:20 and Ezekiel 47:18, and the 'former' Sea in Zechariah 14:8. According to context it
is, or may be referred to as 'the Sea,' or the second 'sea' in the expression 'from Sea to Sea,' though, in
places, this is thought to be the Persian Gulf. It is known as the Dead Sea for nothing lives, or can live, in
its waters because of their salinity. Tales have been told that no bird could fly over it and live, but this
may be discounted. However, its shoreline supports no living creatures and of vegetation there is none.
Dead branches litter the foreshore, having been washed down by the Jordan and other streams in times of
flood. But certain areas of plains round its shores that are well watered are lush with tropical vegetation
and abound with life.
The first mention of this stretch of water is in Genesis 14:3, when the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah and
their allies of the neighboring Cities, joined in battle against the confederate forces of Chedorlaomer, king
of Elam, to resist him, having served him for twelve years, when he came to suppress their revolt in the
thirteenth year. This takes one back to the previous chapter, where there was strife between the herdsmen
of Abram's cattle and the herdsmen of Lot's cattle. This brought about a decision that they must separate.
Abram, therefore, gave Lot the choice of where he would go, saying that he would proceed in the
opposite direction, be it one way or the other.
" And Lot lifted up his eyes, and beheld all the plain of
Jordan, that it was well watered everywhere, before the
Lord destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, even as the garden
of the Lord, like the land of Egypt, as thou comest to
Zoar. And Lot chose him all the plain of Jordan, and
Lot journeyed East: . . . and Lot dwelled in the cities
of the plain, and pitched his tent toward Sodom."
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It used to be thought that the site of these cities was at the North end of the Salt Sea because of what is
written in verse three, but later research discounts this notion and has placed them at the South end,
connecting the name Sodom with the ancient Arab name for the ridge of Jebel Usdum.
When, subsequently, these cities were destroyed in chapter 19, Lot was told,
"Escape for thy life, . . . neither stay thou in all the 'plain,'
. . . And the Lord. . . overthrew those cities and all the
'plain '." (see also vv. 28 and 29),
the Hebrew word used for 'plain' is KIKKAR, translated twelve times thus, but 48 times 'talent' and 4
times 'loaf,' which conveys the meaning of a definite circular, flat surface, as of a coin or a loaf (pancake), such as was baked by the Eastern women on their primitive ovens. Thus, the term came into use as
any circular, flat land at the mouth of a river, or even of a large flat area, such as the basin of a lake,
embracing all the land surrounding it. In this way it appears to have been used in Deuteronomy 34:3,
which reads,
"unto the utmost Sea (Mediterranean), and the South
(NEGEV), and the 'plain’ of the valley of Jericho, the
city of palm trees, unto Zoar."
As Zoar is one of the cities to the South of the Salt Sea, over which Moses must have looked to view the
South land or NEGEV, this expression necessarily includes the Salt Sea. Zoar was the city to which Lot
fled on the destruction of Sodom.
Earlier reference has been made to the peculiar contour of the bottom of the Dead Sea along its NorthSouth axis and mention was made of the record that two Roman Soldiers, who were deserters from their
Unit, having been found to have waded across the Salt Sea at its narrowest point. Soundings taken of this
part today, and that to the Southward, show it to be much deeper, but such a change is not out of the way.
It is now held that this shallow part is the original site of Sodom and Gomorrah, Admah and Zeboiim and
that Zoar was some little way away on ground that was slightly more elevated, but not in the mountains,
for Lot, later went there with his two daughters. In those days the vale, or basin, was well watered or
irrigated by substantial rivers, now 'wadis,' which under certain circumstances becoming raging torrents,
bringing down the mineral salts from the mountains. Through the centuries, from time to time, this water
has come down and lodged in large lakes on the higher ground South of the present Sea. These lakes
have, time and again, evaporated so that as one looks across the plain, it has the appearance of a series of
snow drifts. But conditions were different then, before Sodom was destroyed, and "it was well watered
everywhere, . . . even as the garden of the Lord, like the land of Egypt, as thou comest to Zoar." This
seems to indicate a complex system of irrigation and possibly of reservoirs.
Before the destruction of these cities the Dead Sea extended only as far South as Ha-Lashon, the tongue
that juts out from the Moabite shore to the Westward. In fact, the Southern gulf of the Sea was an
elevation, may be 50 to 100 feet above the surface of the Sea, on which Sodom and its sister cities were
built. It is conjectured that the destruction that came upon these cities was brought about by a repetition,
on a small scale, of the process of formation. The fault, or rift, opened out a few feet at that particular
place and the 'plug' dropped, producing a tremendous pressure on the gases enclosed below it, which had
accumulated there in the course of millenniums. These gases forced their way up through the cracks at the
sides of the valley, bringing with them rocks and lumps of minerals and throwing them high in the air.
Amongst these minerals was rock sulphur (brimstone) which together with the gases became ignited and
rained down in burning masses upon the doomed cities, completely destroying them.
"And Abram gat up early in the morning to the place where
he stood before the Lord: and he looked toward Sodom
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and Gomorrah, and toward all the land of the plain, and
behold, and, lo, the smoke of the country went up as the
smoke of a furnace."
As the cities were destroyed the ground continued to settle so that presently the waters of the Salt Sea
flowed over the ruins, extinguishing the flames and obliterating the very remembrance of where they had
been built.
From the awe with which the Arabs looked upon the Dead Sea even up to very recent years and from all
the tales of superstition that have been woven about the place, it would appear that the memory of the
inferno that must have raged in that pit of iniquity on the surface of the earth, struck the beholders with
such terror that generation after generation would have given the neighborhood a wide berth. Few would
have ventured near it and those who were bold enough to do so would have been sure to have returned
with bombastic tales of their intrepid expeditions into the valley of evil spirits, poisonous vapors,
overpowering heat, and death.
It is little wonder that the Roman Military (Police) who were searching for the deserters sighted them too
late to effect their arrest, for driven to desperation the much exhausted fugitives must have entered the
unknown area, knowing that their fate could not have been worse than that awaiting them if they were
caught: They hoped to have been able to swim the two and a half miles to the other side and so to safety;
but imagine their surprise when they found that they were able to wade most, if not all of the way across.
Their pursuers would have had little incentive to follow them.
With the Northern end of the Sea many were familiar, it being close by the ancient city of Jericho and the
caravan route across the Southern end of the Jordan valley, None who have ever experienced the delight
of a bathe in the waters at this end, for half an hour on Christmas day, are likely to forget the
extraordinary buoyancy, and delightful refreshment it gave in the sub-tropical heat then prevailing, nor
would he soon lose the memory of being inadvertently plunged into the Sea off the shore at S'dom, when
the boat he was in sank on account of the heavy buffetings from the waves, when a storm whipped them
up, as once happened to a friend. Sticky and acrid as the water is in the North, it is doubly so at the South
end, where it is pungent and offensive, necessitating subsequent lengthy and careful ablution under a
fresh water shower, if considerable discomfort is not to persist. Its taste is astringent and nauseous in the
extreme and if it gets into the eyes it is very painful indeed. Plunging the head beneath the surface should
be avoided and no attempt should be made to dive into the waters and learn the hard way.
Part 3
Today, the only continuous source of supply of fresh water to the Dead Sea is the Jordan. This river pours
in an average of about 300 million cubic feet of fresh, though muddy looking water daily. The strange
thing about this cloudy water of the Jordan is, that if it is boiled it becomes clear.
The Jordan, out there, is never referred to as the 'River' Jordan, and never has been, although it may
appear in Western print, or be used by someone who is ignorant of the fact. Jordan means 'descender' and
it certainly lives up to its name. It rises on the Western and Southern slopes of Mt. Hermon 1,700 feet
above the sea level of the Mediterranean, and in its descent, covers l18 miles as the crow flies, dropping
almost 3,000 feet. In its course it passes through the waters of Merom (modern name Huleh, a few feet
above the Mediterranean Sea level, lately a malarial swamp, but now drained and as a lake no longer in
existence) and flows on to the Sea of Galilee. From this Sea, known also as the Sea of Chinneroth, the
Lake of Tiberias and the Lake of Gennezaret) it flows South a further 66 miles to the Dead Sea, dropping
a further 600 feet. In making this descent the Jordan winds to such an extent that it covers almost 200
miles in its course. In Asia Minor, near the ancient city of Ephesus, is a river which has given its name to
the world for its winding and wandering peculiarity, the Meander. The Jordan, however, has put this river
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in the shade in regard to the intricacy of its course. Not only does it wander about from side to side, but at
times it doubles back on its course and flows Northwards, as if attempting to get back again to the
pleasant lake, whence it flowed, and to avoid the descent, inevitable in its nature, to the Dead Sea.
Four miles South of the Sea of Galilee the Jordan's first tributary flows in from the North East,
the YARMOUK or HEIROMAX, which descends from the great table-land and highlands of Bashan. 34
miles further South the YABBOQ, orJABBOCK joins up, again from the North East. These are the only
two tributaries of the Jordan of any considerable size, though many smaller 'wadis' or watercourses add to
its volume in the rainy seasons, which are otherwise dried up. Another feature peculiar to this valley of
the Jordan is the number of hot springs which pour forth from the earth at various places. Two are on each
side of the Dead Sea itself; one on the West side of the Jordan V alley, half way between the Sea of
Galilee and the Dead Sea and another where the Yarmouk emerges from the hills, five miles from its
junction with the Jordan, and one on each side of the Sea of Galilee. South of the Dead Sea for 106 miles
stretches EL-ARABAH, the plain, as far as the Gulf of Aqaba. The Northern part of this is also
called EL-GHOR, a large, plain, covered with salt flats and from this the ground gradually rises until it
reaches sea level after 39 miles. Continuing to rise it reaches the watershed, 600 feet above sea level, after
another 21 miles; thence it descends the remaining 46 miles when it reaches the Red Sea port of
Solomon's day, Elath, later known as EZION-GEBER and now ElLAT. This Arabah was the scene of
the wanderings of the children of Israel for forty years.
In the days of Abram, the cities of the plain, Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, Zeboiim and Zoar flourished in
fertile surroundings and all but Zoar perished in their exceeding sinfulness. In the North, about six miles
from the Dead Sea, is the ancient city of Jericho, first mentioned in the Bible in Numbers 20:1; but
excavations have shown that it is one of the oldest, if not the oldest city yet discovered. This city was
destroyed by Joshua, when he led the children of Israel against it as the key to the conquering of the land
of the Canaanites. All are familiar with the story of its destruction, but not so acquainted with the later
history of its rebuilding in the days of Ahab by Hiel (1. Kings 16:34), thus fulfilling the curse of Joshua
(Josh. 6:26).
Amongst the cities of the inheritance of the tribe of Judah, the last mentioned is EN-GEDI—meaning,
spring of goats, which was situated half way down the Western side of the Salt Sea, high above its
surface, the waters of the spring cascading over the cliffs into the sea. In view of what shall be considered
later this position is significant. En-gedi is mentioned earlier in Genesis 14:7 under its more ancient
name HAZAZON-TAMAR—meaning row of palms, as being an Amorite city, smitten by
Chedorlaomer after he had defeated the federated kings of the vale of Siddim. The identity of these two
names is stated in 2. Chron. 20:2,
"There cometh a multitude against thee from beyond the Sea
on this side Syria: and behold, they be in Hazazon-Tamar,
which is En-gedi."
It was a place of caves, of strongholds or fortresses, for it was there that David resorted when he fled from
Saul. It was a place of vineyards (Song of Solomon 1:14). It most certainly was an oasis in the wilderness
of Judah.
But, whoever, in his right senses would call it a 'fishing village'? Yet, this is the very thing prophesied of
it in the only other reference to the place in the Bible. Ezekiel 47:10, says,
"And it shall come to pass, that the fishers shall stand upon
it (the Sea shore) from En-gedi even unto En-eglaim; they
shall be a place to spread forth nets; their fish shall be accord96

ing to their kinds, as the fish of the Great Sea (Mediterranean),
exceeding many."
This is a most extraordinary statement, which must not be taken out of its context of the river issuing
from the Sanctuary and flowing Eastward and Westward, healing the waters of the Salt Sea into which it
is to flow and bringing fertility to the land on either side of it. Of En-eglaim nothing is known today, but
Dean Stanley in his Sinai and Palestine (1887) identifies it with a site near the hot springs on the NorthEast end of the Sea, better known by the name of Callirhoe, to which place Herod the Great resorted in his
last illness for the healing virtues of the hot springs, which lie just one mile from the ancient site marked
on the map as El-kharsha. Two separate hot springs are marked in this vicinity and two at En-gedi, one
lying two miles North and the other two miles South of En-gedi ruins. It must be stated that others have
supposed that the site of En-eglaim to have been somewhere near Kir-Moab, the modern Karak.
I have recently received a letter (from Rev. Leonard T. Pearson), which I quote: "In our car we went to
Sodom on the new road. . .. and after passing the salt cracking plant we went to Masada. After spending a
night at the foot, we climbed the 'Snake Path' mentioned by Josephus. It was only uncovered a few years
ago. This path zig-zags for 1,850 feet.
"We were glad we set out for this climb at 0430 a.m., for a Hamseen blew up and it was very, VERY hot.
. .. We then went on to En-gedi. After being waste for hundreds of years the waters of the 'ein' (spring)
which cascades down, are being used again. Beautiful houses have been built. Tropical trees and plants
are a specialty. The tomatoes are six feet in height. Palm trees are growing in hundreds, and every kind of
vegetable. The road from Sodom to En-gedi is scarcely more than a very rough track."
When the children of Israel were near the end of their forty years wandering in the wilderness and the
new generation of 'under twenties' had grown up, so that the oldest of them was nearly sixty, they came
up from the South from Ezion-geber on the Gulf of Akaba, and after compassing the land of Edom, they
took to the King's Highway to pass through Moab on their way to the plains over against Jericho, at KirMoab, thus passing the length of the Salt Sea within a dozen miles, parallel to its shores, and would have
looked down upon its forbidding depths from four to five thousand feet above and view the promised land
rising from the opposite shore twenty-five miles away. From Mt. Nebo, before "he died there in the land
of Moab, according to the Word of the Lord," Moses had his view of the whole of the land of promise
from Mt. Hermon in the North, the Utter most or Mediterranean Sea in the West, to the Negev, or South
country, whence they had come. Dean Stanley wrote a century ago, "This was precisely the description of
Elijah, whose last appearance has been in this very wilderness, before he finally vanished from the eyes of
his disciple. . . This, too, was the aspect of his great representative, when he came, in the same place. . .
"in raiment of camel's hair." . . . To the same wilder ness, probably that on the Eastern side (of Jordan),
Jesus is described as 'led up' by the Spirit—up into the desert-hills whence Moses had seen the view of all
the 'kingdoms' of Palestine, . . . where John was baptizing beyond Jordan," where Moses left off and was
buried, and whence Elijah was 'taken up,' there the Lord of heaven, the Son of Man was 'led up' by the
Spirit to be tempted of the Devil. Thence "Jesus returned in the power of the Spirit into Galilee." Thus far
had the Spirit of God taken Moses; thus far had the same Spirit taken Elijah the prophet; and from this
very place the Lord Jesus Christ started out on His great ministry. If Dean Stanley is right and there is no
authority for the traditional Mt. of Temptation, then there is something of great importance to learn.
"And Moses was a hundred and twenty years old when he
died: his eye was not dim, nor his natural force abated.
. . .. And Joshua the son of Nun was full of the spirit of
wisdom; for Moses had laid his hands upon him: . . . Now
after the death of Moses the servant of the Lord it came to
pass, that the Lord spake unto Joshua the son of Nun, Moses'
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minister, saying, Moses My servant is dead; now therefore
arise, go over this Jordan, thou, and all this people, unto the
land which I do give them." (Deut. 34:7, 9 and Josh. 1:1,2).
Joshua was but a type of Christ who led the children of Israel into the land to possess it, while the law still
stood; but Jesus (the Greek equivalent to the Hebrew Joshua-meaning Jehovah will save) having fulfilled
the law in every point, and the prophets in all they foretold of Him, takes up His mission from the point
where Moses left off (being unable to enter the promised land) and goes forward to accomplish that for
which He was sent.
Early in His ministry the Lord Jesus said,
"Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets:
I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil. For verily I say unto
you, till heaven and earth pass away, one jot or one tittle
shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled. (Matt.
5:17, 18)."
It is very significant that this almost unique, but certainly singular formation should be situated at the
door of the locality, chosen by God for the carrying out of His great plan for the redemption of mankind,
the birth, life, death and resurrection of His Son, our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. If, in type, rivers and
rocks, trees and shrubs, mountains and seas can, by figure of speech, illustrate or point out Scripture
truths, why not then, this peculiar topographical formation? From the snows of Mount Hermon to the
depths of the abyss of the Salt Sea, in whose waters all is death, runs the Jordan, the 'Descender.' Is not
this an apt picture of mankind?
The snows that crown Mount Hermon (the most probable scene of the Transfiguration of the Lord Jesus
Christ), deposited there in the Winter months indicate the heavenly origin of the human race. These snows
melt and run down through fissures on the mountain top, and by devious channels and unknown
reservoirs beneath the surface, deep in the mountain's heart, to issue into the light of day some seven
thousand feet below.
There are three main sources—"the first at the bottom of a wild ravine called HASBEIYA, where is a
basin that the water comes bubbling up from under projecting rocks. It is of a transparent dark color and
appears to be of immense depth." (Van de Velde). "The second is at BANIAS, the ancient city of
Caesarea Philippi, from a pool at the foot of a high cliff, fed by numerous gushing streamlets, which rise
by the entrance of a deep cavern." (Stanley). Here Herod erected a temple to the honor of Augustus.
This was the Northernmost limit of our Lord's ministerial journeys and near by the scene of Peter's
confession, "Thou art the Christ, the Son of the Living God." (Matt. 16:16).
The third source is at Dan, or TEL-EL-KADI, described thus: "It is at the foot of a green eminence
overgrown with shrubs. From its North-West corner, a magnificent spring, the exemplar, so to speak, of
all those tributaries that we have seen along its banks from En-gedi upwards-bursts forth into a wide
crystal river through the valley." (Stanley).
The three streams unite near TEL-DAPHNEH, and flow in a sluggish course through a marshy plain to
Lake Merom, now the Huleh and no longer a lake. This lake is six feet above the level of the
Mediterranean Sea, and it is shortly after issuing from the location of the lake, at place 12 miles South,
called JSIR BENAT YACOBE—the bridge of the daughters of Jacob, that the river commences its
headlong descent of close on 600 feet in six miles, when it enters the sea of Galilee. "It is a continued
repetition of roaring rapids and leaping cataracts over basaltic rocks," wrote Dr. Thomson a century ago.
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The Sea of Galilee or Lake Tiberias, thirteen miles long and seven miles at the widest part, from the plain
of Gennezeret at Magdala to the city of the Gergesenes, is 682 feet below the level of the Mediterranean
Sea, and it is here that the Jordan comes to a long rest, except when its surface is whipped up by the wild
storms that come down upon it, such as has been so vividly and eloquently described in the gospels. It
was round this basin that man had chosen to build so many towns and villages, with a satisfactory feeling
of security, the embodiment of self-satisfaction. It was from its depths that he has obtained so plenteous a
supply of food, of fish caught by line and net. It was from its shores that he produced his crops for daily
bread, his fruit and vegetables. It was on the slopes of its hills that his flocks of sheep, his herds of goats
were led out to pasture. It was on the top of the escarpment on the Eastern side that the swine were
feeding, into which the demons were permitted to enter, whereon they ran down the steep place into the
sea, where the waters covered them, and they perished; the demons returned to the abyss, whence they
came.
Here man passes his life in serenity, only occasionally disturbed on the surface, surrounded by pleasure
and religion, in self-satisfaction and complacency. He may deny the outlet and essay to remain here, but
inexorably he is drawn to the Southern end, and in slow motion, hardly perceptible, he passes into the
channel and glides slowly past the banks. The pace quickens and the fall of another 600 feet begins, to
cover the 66 miles to the Dead Sea. It seems, however, that the River is now aware of its eventual destiny;
which is drawing nearer, and is afraid. It begins to twist and turn, to double back and sometimes to slow
down, so that its actual track covers 200 miles, or three times the direct distance from one sea to the other.
In the end it pours forth as a turbid stream into the Dead Sea, where nothing can live—300,000,000 cubic
feet of water a day. 300,000,000 cubic feet of water a day is evaporated, leaving behind the salts and:
solids that have been picked up and absorbed in its passage South—118 miles of distance 3,000 feet of
descent.
It was not by chance that the Son of God was born of the Virgin Mary at Bethlehem (Micah 5:2 and Matt.
2:6). This town is situated only 15 miles from the Salt Sea and about 3,600 feet above its surface and
about 900 feet higher than the sources of Jordan. When the time was come for Jesus to commence his
ministry, He is introduced in all four gospels AT THE LOWEST SPOT ON THE SURFACE OF THE
EARTH, where mankind is at closest proximity to the emblem of death. It was there that John the Baptist
was calling upon the People to repent of their sins and turn to God. Then those who were obedient to his
call submitted to be plunged below the Surface of the Jordan, as it were below the level of the surface of
the Salt Sea, yet, in fact in fresh water, thereby symbolizing their passage through death and rising again
in newness of life.
It was there, as it were, at man's extremity, that John looked up and saw Jesus, and by the Spirit
recognized Him and when Jesus sought baptism "he forbade Him, saying, I have need to be baptized of
Thee, and comest Thou unto me?" "And Jesus answering him said unto him, Suffer it to be so now; for
thus it becometh us to fulfil all righteousness. Then He suffered him."
Thus, Jesus identified Himself with degenerate mankind at his lowest place. It was then that "the heaven
was opened, and the Holy Spirit descended in a bodily shape like a dove upon Him, and a voice from
heaven, which said, 'This is My Beloved Son; In Thee I am well pleased.'" It was at the summit of Mt.
Hermon in the presence of Moses and Elias and the three disciples, at the end of His ministry, that Jesus
was transfigured "and a voice out of the cloud, which said, this is My Beloved Son, in whom I am well
pleased; hear ye Him." The locality of these two great events can be no more a matter of accident than the
birth at Bethlehem—one at each end of Jordan—the descender; but with Him they took place in reverse,
for He is the 'Ascender.'
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Jesus, thus having identified Himself with John's ministry, as Son of Man was then led of the Spirit into
the wilderness to be tempted of the Devil. This took place on the heights above and to the East of the Salt
Sea, again at the height of about 2,600 feet. This locality, Bethlehem and Golgotha are almost the same
elevation. From the forty days temptation in the wilderness He proceeded back North, to Nazareth, where
he had been taken as an infant, after His presentation in the temple. Now, the height of Nazareth is 1,7001,800 feet, the same as the source of Jordan. There He abode still until He received news of John the
Baptist having been cast into prison by Herod. Then He began His ministry by proclaiming in the
synagogue in Nazareth: "This day is the Scripture fulfilled in your ears." Thereafter the bulk of His
ministry was round about the Sea of Galilee, working from Capernaum. His frequent visits to Jerusalem
for the Feasts indicate His conformity to the requirements of the law, but before His final arrival for the
last Passover, He was to be found "away again beyond Jordan, where John at first baptized; and there He
abode." He must, therefore, have crossed again near that very spot before entering Jericho and leaving it
to make the ascent to Bethany and later into Jerusalem, there to be apprehended, tried and crucified on
Golgotha.
Having crossed the Jordan in its lower reaches He brings with Him His disciples and others who believed
in Him, steadfastly setting His face to go up to Jerusalem, there to die, disposing of sin and sins, the
power of the flesh and the Devil, there to give light and liberty through faith in His finished work. The
seal to this is the historical fact of His resurrection, testified to by so many that it cannot be denied.
From the Mount of Olives, forty days later, He was received up from their sight into the heavens, where
He must remain until the appointed time in God's purposes, as described in the Scriptures, when He will
as surely return to that same place.
As Christ has dealt with death as represented symbolically by the Jordan and the Salt Sea, so it will be
found that eventually that symbol of death will be abolished, according to prophecy. It is to the
examination of this and other kindred prophecies we now set ourselves in order to find out what the
Scriptures say in the matter. As the formation of the Salt Sea was caused by upheavals and earthquakes,
so also it will be found that in the time of the end and "the restitution of all things spoken by the mouth of
the prophets," similar seismic convulsions, which will so alter the land's surface in these countries that the
Salt Sea will disappear and those countries roundabout will become fertile and "the desert will blossom as
the rose."
Part 4
Few believers in the Lord Jesus Christ will deny that the Scriptures prophesy that He is to return to this
earth in power and glory.
When the Lord ascended from the Mount of Olives, forty days after His resurrection,
"Two men stood by the disciples in white apparel; which said,
' Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye gazing up into heaven?
This same Jesus, which is taken up from you into heaven, shall
so come in like manner as ye have seen Him go into heaven.'"
(Acts 1:11).
This takes us back to Matthew 24:30:
"And they shall see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of
heaven with power and great glory."
Before this great event takes place, many things must happen as told these same disciples by the Lord as
He sat upon the Mount of Olives. These were given to them as signs which will betoken the end of the
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age-wars and rumors of wars; Nation rising against Nation; famines and pestilences and earthquake, in
diverse places (widespread).
Now, all these things have been commonplace throughout the Christian Era and there is nothing
significant about their occurrence to-day; but if, after a period of quiescence, of peace and plenty, these
things should suddenly break out: then they would surely betoken prophesied events to follow.
These are the forerunners of the great climax that is to take place "at the coming of the Son of Man."
"Wars and rumors of wars" will be succeeded by the greatest of all wars. "Nation shall rise against
Nation" will foreshadow the Nations divided for or against God's People, the Nation of Israel. "Famines
and pestilences" will reach their zenith and "Earthquakes in diverse places" will lead up to the earthquake
of Zechariah 14:1-10.
"Behold, the day of the Lord cometh. . . then shall the Lord go
forth and fight against those Nations. and His feet shall
stand upon the mount of Olives, which is before Jerusalem on
the East, and the mount of Olives shall cleave in the midst
thereof toward the East and toward the West and there shall
be a very great valley; and half of the mountain shall remove
toward the North and half of it toward the South. And ye
shall flee toward the valley of the mountains, for the valley
of the mountains shall reach unto Azal."
This place, Azal, is identified by some as Askelon and by others as Ajalon. Although 30 miles apart,
either could be the place prophetically referred to, or neither. The rift across the mount of Olives could
well cut into the existing valley 5 miles West of Jerusalem and the waters from the temple of Ezekiel flow
down the Wadi Surar through the Valley of Sorek. The Eastern flow might pass through the 'very great
valley' and then down the Wadi Mukelik to the Salt Sea. There is nothing whatsoever to indicate that the
'very great valley' cleft through the mount of Olives will be a gorge of nearly 3,000 feet depth, extending
from the shores of the Mediterranean Sea, through the mountains of Judaea, to the Jordan valley. Such a
gorge would not permit of a flow both ways, when the water issuing from the Sanctuary fell into it,
cascading almost vertically 2,400 feet.
" And it shall be in that day that living waters (fresh running
water in abundance) shall go out from Jerusalem; half of them
toward the former (Eastern or Salt) Sea and half of them
toward the hinder (Western or Mediterranean) Sea. . . and the
land shall be turned (as on a hinge) as a plain (ARABAH) from
Geba to Rimmon South of Jerusalem, and it shall be lifted up
and inhabited ( or remain in place or position ) . . . and men
shall dwell in it, and there shall be no more destruction (curse),
but Jerusalem shall be safely inhabited."
These passages indicate considerable seismic upheavals that are prophesied to take place on the Western
side of the Dead Sea, and it would appear from the words used that with the cleaving of the mount of
Olives the whole area of the mountains of Judaea will become a vast plain or Arabah by the elevation of
the Eastern regions, amounting to a thousand or so feet, thus making it similar to the table-lands of Moab.
This great movement, hinged on the Jerusalem, Hebron, Rimmon and Beer-Sheba line, would permit of a
flow of water both ways from the City.
Now, let us review what is to take place immediately before this great event. Israel, having returned to the
Land as a Nation (Deut. 30:1-10), leaving no Jews among the Nations of the earth (Ezek. 20:33-38) and
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the land having been restored to fruitfulness, and their cities having been rebuilt, are worshipping their
God Jehovah according to the Law.
The Temple has been rebuilt and they are carrying out the offering of the prescribed sacrifices in the
Temple under the Levitical Priesthood. Jehovah has placed them under the Covenant of Peace (Ezek.
34:25; 37:26) some little time after their return to the land and they have been enjoying the fruits of their
righteousness in obedience to the Law until they have apostatized from the purity of their faith. They have
fallen under the influence of false prophets and have been seeking false messiahs (christs). They have
raised to themselves a ruler of their own choice, whom they have anointed king, after the manner of their
fathers when they called for Saul to be made their king. This one has negotiated a Covenant with the man
of Sin, who has appeared after the apostasy has set in (2 Thess. 2:2-4) and before what is called the day of
the Lord (correct text). This man of Sin, who has become the ruler of the Nations, or some of them at
least, is a World Dictator and is opposed to God. He is also known as Antichrist.
After 3½ years he breaks the Covenant, enters and takes over the Temple at Jerusalem. Here he sets up
the center of world religion, with the image of the beast in the most holy place, and decrees that it shall be
the object of worship by mankind. He causes the daily sacrifice to cease and sets about enforcing decrees
which immediately lead to the great tribulation. This, in turn, lasts 3½ years.
Although he has a garrison at Jerusalem to enforce his edicts, the main army supporting him is encamped
on the plains of Esdraelon or Jezreel by Har-Megiddo (the mount of Megiddo, from which we get the
word Armageddon), preparing for the battle, according to Rev. 16:16,
" And He gathered them together into a place called in the
Hebrew tongue HARMAGEDDON (verse 14) to the battle of
that great day of God Almighty."
It was then that,
"The seventh angel poured out his vial into the air, . . . and there
were voices and thunders and lightnings; and there was a
great earthquake, and so great. And the great city was divided
into three parts. . . "
Surely all this bears on the matter that we are considering. Such great earthquakes and upheavals of the
land near the Great Rift are bound to have effects widespread along its Northern length. One possibility
that may be envisaged that the 'plug,' forming the watershed of the Arabah, 100 miles South of Jerusalem,
will fall, by the opening again of the Rift, a matter of about 1,000 feet, 400 feet below the level of the
Gulf of Aqaba, thereby admitting by way of this gulf, suddenly, the waters of the Red Sea by a 5-milewide and 400 feet deep channel. This would cause the Red Sea to decant into the Dead Sea, plunging
Northward in an enormous cataract. It would sweep up the Jordan Valley in an immense tidal wave,
carried forward by the momentum it had gained in its rush up the Gulf of Aqaba, sweeping all before it
and penetrating far up the intersecting wadis and rivers on either side. It would turn Westwards up the
valley of Jezreel to the Northward of Mount Gilboa and Southward to Mount Tabor, washing by the
foothills at Nazareth it would converge on the plain of Megiddo and wash out the valley of the Brook
Kishon, carrying with it the debris of its destruction across the bay of Haifa far out into the
Mediterranean. Its force would gouge out and destroy the low watershed between Mula and Jenin, under
300 feet, and eventually leave behind it a channel that, when the waters settled, would form a waterway
out to the Mediterranean Sea.
In its surge Northward the Sea of Galilee would soon be covered to a depth of nearly 800 feet or more and
this immense cataclysm breaking down and tearing up everything in its path would sweep over the Huleh
until it came up against another watershed, which might itself already have divided on account of the
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great earthquake, that between the Jordan and the Leontes, so that it might be that the Leontes will no
longer flow out into the Mediterranean Sea, but continue its flow Southward, joining up with the upper
reaches of the Jordan and, eventually, flowing into the new formed Gulf just South of Dan. And what of
the great army that had gathered together at Har-Megiddo? There will be no battles as we mortals
understand it. Truly it will be "the battle (is to the Lord) of that great day of God Almighty."
Concurrent with this cataclysm, as we have already seen, the land from Geba, North of Jerusalem, to
Rimmon, far to the South is raised, and En-gedi, high on the steep cliffs on the Western side of the Dead
Sea, will be raised and will maintain its position above the floods and finally fulfil the prophecy relating
to it, that nets will be spread out in front of their dwellings after returning from the fishing.
The Dead Sea will thus be filled with ordinary Sea water in which there will be an abundance of fish, and
its level will be raised 1,300 feet to that of the Mediterranean and Red Seas. Into it will flow the living
waters from the Eastern stream that issues from the Sanctuary of the Temple at Jerusalem and will enter
the new born Gulf near the present site of Nebi Musa.
The Scripture states:
"those that flee from Jerusalem to the valley of the mountains;
for the valley of the mountains shall reach unto Azal."
Of this Dean Stanley says, in reference to the comparison of the behavior of the people when they fled
before the earthquake in the days of Uzziah King of Judah, "they fled before the earthquake to the ravine
of the mountains, to the rocky fissures safer, even though they themselves rent by like convulsions, than
the habitations of men. It may even be that they flee to the rift through the Mount of Olives, just made, as
they passed through the Red Sea to safety." This idea may be strengthened by reading Isaiah 2:10, 12 and
19: —
"Enter into the rock and hide thee in the dust, for the fear of
the Lord and for the glory of His Majesty . . . for the day
of the Lord of Hosts shall be upon everyone that is proud and
lofty. . . and they shall go into the holes of the rocks and into
the caves of the Earth for the fear of the Lord and for the
glory of His Majesty, when He ariseth to shake the Earth
(Land) terribly."
With the occurrence of such seismic convulsions anything might happen to the contour of the Land and in
that these are taking place at this Northern end of the Great Rift, there are many other possibilities that
might arise. As has already been mentioned, the watershed by Dan is part of the Great Rift itself and what
has happened further South might well take place here. Nothing of this, however is indicated in Scripture,
but it will not be beyond the bounds of possibility in those days.
There is, however, an indication of similar diversions along the North/South line of the Northern end of
the Great Rift. Although one is told specifically of the very considerable upheaval of the land of Judah,
this upheaval is not necessarily confined to this area. On the contrary, there are two events that are
prophesied that necessitate the upheaval of the whole of the land for about 500 miles to the South of
Jerusalem.
The first of these is in Isaiah 11:15, where it states,
"And the Lord shall utterly destroy the tongue of the Egyptian
Sea."
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This would be accomplished by the raising of the land between Suez and the entrance to the Gulf of Suez
300 feet. The deepest part of the whole 200 miles length of the gulf is only 45 fathoms (270 feet).
The second is the passage in Ezekiel 29:10,
"And I will make the land of Egypt utterly waste and desolate
from Migdol to Syene (A.V. margin) even unto the border of
Ethiopia."
Is. 19:5-10 goes into considerable detail concerning this,
" And the waters shall fail from the Sea and the River shall
be wasted and dried up. And they shall turn the rivers far
away; and the brooks of defense shall be emptied and dried
up; the reeds and the flags shall wither. The paper reeds by
the brooks by the mouth of the brooks, and everything sown
by the brooks, shall wither, be driven away, and be no more.
The fishers also shall mourn, and all that cast angle into the
brooks shall lament, and they that spread nets upon the waters
shall languish. Moreover they that work in fine flax, and
they that weave networks, shall be confounded. And they
shall be broken in the purposes thereof, all that make sluices
and, ponds for fish."
From these very comprehensive passages one can safely imply that the River Nile will be dried up from
Syene (modern Aswan) Northwards to Migdol, supposed to be on the Mediterranean Sea on the Delta of
the Nile. If the various tributaries of the Nile to the South from the highlands continue to pour their waters
into the main stream, then, perforce, the main stream must run somewhere other than it has hitherto done.
The raising of the land of Egypt with that of Juda and Sinai would bring about the preventing of the flow
of the River Northward. If a map of the Middle East were examined it would be found that a line drawn
through the Jordan valley, the 'Dead Sea' the Arabah and the Gulf of Aqaba and across the Red Sea and
Eastern Egyptian desert, would cut the Nile very close to Aswan. Is not this significant? Man, today, is
busy erecting an immense structure, for irrigation purposes, damming the Nile so that unlimited water
may be provided for irrigation purposes and thus causing an enormous lake to form, covering hundreds of
square miles of the valley and running well into the Sudan. Will this dam being so built contribute toward
the alteration of the course of the Nile so that it turns Eastwards there and carves out for itself, under
seismic disturbance a new channel into the Red Sea?
Ezekiel 29:11 says, of the Land of Egypt,
"No foot of man shall pass through it, nor foot of beast shall
pass through it, neither shall it be inhabited forty years. And
I will make the land desolate in the midst of the countries that
are desolate, and her cities among the cities that are laid waste
shall be desolate forty years."
There is no rainfall in Egypt. Egypt is entirely dependent on the Nile to water its soil. The failure of these
waters to flow down the valley would mean absolute destruction of the Nation and produce the result that
follows:
"And I will scatter the Egyptians among the Nations, and will
disperse them through the countries."
Verse nine of this chapter begins,
"And the land of Egypt shall be desolate and waste (CHORBAH
= a place of drought)."
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Mention has already been made of the utter destruction of the tongue of the Egyptian Sea. It must not for
a moment be assumed that this 'tongue,' or Gulf of Suez as it is now known. has remained static over the
centuries gone by, for there are extant two maps of Ptolemy's days (2nd cent. B.C.), in both of which
there is an island drawn where to-day is marked Tor Bank on the Admiralty charts, and the shape of this
island approximates the shape of the line at 20 fathoms (120 feet). This is proof positive that that portion
of the Red Sea was approximately 120 feet shallower 2,000 years ago, when the maximum depth in that
vicinity would have been 150 feet. What it was 1,000 years earlier, about the time of the Exodus it is
impossible to say. It is my belief that the crossing of the Red Sea (YAM SUPH = Sea of Reeds, or, as
some believe, the 'terminal' sea) took place here. The seismic disturbance that is to take place will
undoubtedly affect this gulf and would account for its draining.
It would appear from these and other prophecies that when the Lord returns in glory, accompanied by His
holy angels, finally to set up the Nation of Israel under His own personal rule in Jerusalem (Zion) and the
Nations are subjugated to Him through Israel, judgements are carried out. Some Nations will be rewarded,
others will be punished. In Isaiah and Ezekiel, we have read of one judgment against Egypt, which will
last for forty years, singularly reminiscent of the wanderings in the wilderness after the Exodus from
Egypt (and a probationary period). Limited judgments appear to be passed upon both Moab and Ammon
(Jer. 48 and 49.) and Elam (49:39). Other Nations, apparently, will suffer punishment of longer duration,
even to the ceasing to be a Nation for evermore.
Israel, on the other hand, having "looked upon Him whom they have pierced," will recognize and
acknowledge Jesus as their Messiah, their Redeemer and their King. They will go out among the Nations
and proclaim Him as King of kings and God of the whole earth. The Nations so instructed and converted
will send their embassies up to Jerusalem. Their kings will come up and worship Him to whom all
homage is due, and peace will reign over the whole world.
This is the so-called Millennium, the day when the great promise made to Abram will be fulfilled, the day
in which God's Covenant with Him will be performed, when the land from the Great River, the River
Euphrates, unto the River of Egypt will be Israel's possession and when the desert will blossom as the
rose. J.G.H. Steedman
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THE TABERNACLE OF DAVID
This expression enters into the summing up address of James the Chairman of the Council at Jerusalem
when Paul and Barnabas and others from Antioch appeared before the apostles and elders to declare their
case for the Gentiles being exempted from the practice of the rite of circumcision (Acts 15.).
"After this I will return, and will build again the tabernacle
of David, which is fallen down; and I will build again the
ruins thereof, and I will set it up: that the residue of men
might seek after the Lord, and all the Gentiles, upon whom My
name is called, saith the Lord, Who doeth all these things
The Companion Bible devotes half a column of notes to the words used in these two verses. They are
quoted by James after he had said, "And to this agree the words of the prophets." Note that he does not
say that 'Thus are the words of the prophets fulfilled.' The C.B., under verse 15 says, 'Only one prophet is
quoted (Amos 9:11, 12), but there are many similar predictions in Isaiah and others.' Let us turn to this
one before examining any that may be similar in other places.
"In that day I will raise up the tabernacle of David that is
fallen, and close up the breaches thereof: and I will raise up
his ruins, and I will build it as in the days of old: that they may
possess the remnant of Edom, and of all the heathen, which are
called by My name, saith the Lord that doeth this."
This is virtually the same, except in the name of 'Edom,' but the LXX. agrees with Acts, thus indicating to
us that the A.V. and other translations from the Hebrew (or the modem Hebrew text) are wrong. As the
letters of the two words Adam and Edom are the same in Hebrew, the pointing only being different and of
comparatively modem use, James, speaking in the record of the Holy Spirit is giving us the correct
word, anthrOpos.
As Peter, at Pentecost, altered the words of Joel, at the opening of his quotation from that prophet, so
James has altered his quotation from 'In that day' (en tE hEmera ekeinE) to 'after this' (meta tauta),
whereas Peter altered 'meta tauta' of the LXX. to 'en tais eskatais hemerais.' Peter gives a new revelation
by the Holy Spirit, but James is making use of a passage to show that it had been prophesied that the
Gentiles would be brought in to fellowship in the belief in and worship of God, the God of Israel, through
Christ. Although Amos was drawing attention to the day of the Lord, James had no intention of doing so.
Other passages from the prophets to which attention is drawn in the margin in Acts are Isaiah 54:1-5,
which mentions the 'tent' (OHEL—or tabernacle) of Israel and inheriting the Gentiles, and Hosea 3:5,
which says:
"Afterward (meta tauta in the LXX.) shall the children of
Israel return, and seek the Lord their God, and David their
king; and shall fear the Lord and His goodness in the 'latter
days' (ACHARITH YAMIM)."
This passage, although referring to David, speaks of the beginning of the restoration to the land and their
desires for a David to be their king, but makes no mention of the Gentiles. James may or may not have
had these passages in mind. One cannot be dogmatic on the issue.
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Jeremiah 30:3-9 throws light on the subject by directing our attention to the time of the restoration and the
time of Jacob's trouble, which is NOT the same as the great tribulation in the day of the Lord.*
From all this it must be seen that one has to differentiate a great deal when one is examining the O.T.
prophecies, or one gets things hopelessly mixed up, as the subject has been in the past. It is always better
to keep things apart than to snatch at small likenesses in order to amalgamate two or more passages.
Before the consideration of the 'tabernacle of David' there is one other word that might legitimately, in the
writer's opinion, be altered, which is the little conjunctive 'and' before 'all the Gentiles,' where it might be
an explicative copula, 'to wit' or, simply, 'even,' otherwise 'the residue of men' are different from 'all the
Gentiles.'
The Tabernacle of David—tEn skEnEn Daueid. The word 'skEnE' is a tent. This word is used by the
LXX. to translate the three Hebrew words, OHEL, meaning a tent or referring to the tabernacle, which, in
fact, was a tent. It also translates the words MISHKAM, a dwelling place, SUKKAH, a covering or
booth and SIKKUTH, translated 'tabernacle' (of Moloch) in Amos 5:26. The general use of the word
'tabernacle' for, all these Hebrew words, in the A.V. is misleading and another cause of misunderstanding
the Scriptures. skEnE, from which we have, our English word 'scene' comes from the use, in Grecian
times, of a tent to cover the stage of an open air theatre, in order to protect the actors from the weather.
When the play opened, the side of the large tent towards the auditorium was drawn aside exposing the
spectacle inside the skEnE, the scene, in which the actors played their parts.
What, one may ask, is the meaning of the expression? The tabernacle in the wilderness was the tabernacle
of the Lord, of God or My tabernacle, the tabernacle of witness in the wilderness, and the tabernacle of
the congregation, but never do we hear of it being referred to as the tabernacle of Moses, who, if anyone
could claim the reference, he was in the position to do so. In the reign of Saul the tabernacle was set up at
Nob, a short way outside Jerusalem, whence David received the shewbread from the priest Ahimelech for
himself and his young men. Before this it had been at Gilgal and Shiloh, but the tent prepared: by David
to receive the ark of the Lord or of the testimony, when. it was brought back from the house of Obed
Edom was not the tabernacle proper, but a specially prepared tent. If the tabernacle of David is a literal
expression, this tent is the only tabernacle he could have laid claim to. But this is reducing it to an
absurdity and so the idea must be abandoned that the words are literal. They must therefore be figurative
and descriptive of something that is real. There are two possibilities here, one is the idea of a scene or
stage setting, in other words the state of affairs that had been established in the days of king David's reign,
as he turned it over to his son and heir Solomon, that is, all the surrounding Nations being subject to him
and paying tribute. The other is a reference to the Davidic covenant. The Greek and English Lexicon of
the N.T. by Edward Robinson, D.D., says in connexion with these very passages in Acts and Amos—
"metaphorically for the family or royal line of David" fallen into weekness and decay. As the prophets are
of one mind in proclaiming to a greater or lesser degree the restoration of Israel under their Royal King it
could be a combination of both these latter conditions. The Scriptures do prophesy their being some time
governed by the risen David. (Jeremiah 30:9). As we have abandoned the thought that the tabernacle of
David was either the tabernacle of the wilderness or the tent set up to hold the ark after its recovery from
the Philistines, so too one cannot give support to what some say, that it refers to the temple built by
Solomon, the reception of the revelation of the details of which and the collection of everything in
preparation for its erection were the great part that David played. No, neither the tabernacle of the
testimony nor the temple on Mount Moria were in view and, unless some more convincing solution can
be forthcoming, we are left with the resuscitation of the kingship of David's line, which culminated in the
Lord Jesus (Luke 1:31-33), by the actual resurrection of David himself to take over the reins of
government of Israel, once again reunited (Jer. 30:9). Coinciding with this is the restoration of the power
of the king of Israel in having the surrounding Nations in complete subjection to his rule; the jurisdiction
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over them being his, invested in him by his God, Jehovah Elohim, Whom we presently identify as the
Lord Jesus Christ.
Those who are acquainted with the principle of 'right-division' of the Scriptures will be familiar with that
principle put into operation by the Lord Himself in the Synagogue at 'Nazareth, when He closed the book
and resumed His seat after reading as far as "the acceptable year of the Lord," stopping in the middle of
the sentence. In the O.T. prophecy two eras, millenniums apart, were brought into juxtaposition. Jer. 30:3
undoubtedly refers to the restoration to the land of Deut. 30:1-6 and Ezek. 20:33-38. Jacob's trouble of
verse 7, as has been shown corresponds to the cry that came out of Egypt by reason of their bondage,
fulfilled in the wave of anti-semitism and overrunning of the land by Gog that anticipate that restoration,
but the rule of "David their king, whom I will raise up unto them," will not take place until AFTER the
coming of the Lord to the Mount of Olives. Then the Lord will be proclaimed King of kings and Lord of
lords, when David will be the acknowledged king of Israel, in regency under the authority of, and on
behalf of the Lord Jesus Christ, ruling in Zion, "for out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the Word of the
Lord from Jerusalem."
Whereas, after the restoration and the return of Israel to the land, Israel will be in the closest relationship
that they have ever been to Jehovah Elohim and will worship the Lord, offering sacrifices and oblations
under the Levitical priesthood, they will not as a Nation receive the proclamation of the gospel which is
then made, the gospel of the circumcision. Some will receive it and form assemblies in various parts. But
the Nation does not acknowledge Jesus as their Messiah and King until they look on Him whom they
pierced. Then they will acknowledge Jesus is Jehovah and they will go forth to spread that knowledge to
all the Nations of the world. Thus, and thus only will the tabernacle of David be restored and the Lord
will be glorified therein.
*See the article on this subject in Vol. 27, New Series, No. 1, "Jacob's Trouble", in which article the
word ACHARITH should be followed by the word YAMIM (days), except in Ezek. 38:8, where it
is ACHARITH SHANAH (years). J.G.H. Steedman
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ALL ISRAEL SHALL BE SAVED
Under this heading the whole Nation of Israel (Northern and Southern kingdoms, Judah with Benjamin
and all the ten tribes are comprehended) is scattered amongst the Nations of earth, as prophesied through
Moses in Leviticus 26:27-33
"And if ye will not for all this hearken unto Me, but walk
contrary unto Me; . . . I will scatter you among the heathen
(Nations), and will draw out a sword after you: and your
land shall be desolate, and your cities waste."
Is amplified in Deuteronomy 4:23-31.
"Take heed to yourselves, lest ye forget the covenant of
the Lord Our God, . . and shall do evil in the sight of the
Lord thy God, to provoke Him to anger: . . ye shall
utterly perish from off the land. . . . ye shall not prolong
your days upon it, but shall utterly be destroyed. And the
Lord shall scatter you among the Nations, and ye shall be
left few in number. . . .whither the Lord shall lead you. . . .
But if from thence thou shalt seek the Lord thy God, thou
shalt find Him, if thou seek Him with all thine heart and
all thy soul. When thou art in tribulation and all these
things are come upon thee, even in the latter days (Hebrew—
ACHARITH YAMIM), if thou shalt turn to the Lord thy
God and shalt be obedient unto His voice."
But there is more to it than that. It is revealed to us in Deut. 30:1-6
"And it must occur that when all these words will come
upon you, the blessing and the malediction, which I have
put before you, and you have brought them back to your
heart among all the Nations where Jehovah your God has
dispersed you, and you have returned to Jehovah your God
and listened to His voice according to all that I am commanding you today, you and your sons, with all your heart
and all your soul, Jehovah your God must also bring back
your captives and show you mercy and collect you again
from all the peoples where Jehovah your God has scattered
you. If your dispersed people should be at the end of the
heavens, from there Jehovah your God will collect you and
from there He will take you. Jehovah your God will indeed
bring you into the land of which your fathers took possession,
and you will certainly take possession of it; and He will
indeed do you good and multiply you more than your
fathers. And Jehovah your God will have to circumcise
your heart and the heart of your offspring that you may
love Jehovah your God with all your heart and all your
soul for the sake of your life." (N.W.V.)
Now, there can be no misunderstanding that God, speaking through Moses was addressing the children of
Israel that had been redeemed out of Egypt in all three of these passages and in so doing he was
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addressing them as a Nation separated from all other Nations, and so separated for the carrying out of His
purposes. They were of the direct line from the twelve patriarchs, sons of Jacob, grand sons of Isaac, the
son of promise of Abraham, with whom God made His covenant of promise. It is in this connection that
we return to Lev. 26:40-42, remembering that we left off at verse 33,
"If they shall confess their iniquity and the iniquity of their
fathers, with their trespass which they trespassed against
Me, and that also they have walked contrary unto Me; and
that I also have walked contrary unto them, and have
brought them into the land of their enemies; if then their
uncircumcised hearts be humbled, and they then accept the
punishment of their iniquity: then will I remember my
covenant with Jacob, and also my covenant with Isaac, and
also my covenant with Abraham will I remember; and I
will remember the land."
There can be absolutely no doubt whatsoever that Jehovah the God of Israel, who foresaw the scattering
of the Nation, intended to restore them to the land that their fathers possessed and that it was to take place
"in the latter days" (ACHARITH YAMIM). It was also to take place after the Nation, in humility, had
prostrated themselves before Jehovah their God, confessing their sins and the sins of their fathers in the
face of some tribulation (Heb.—TSAR).
In Jeremiah 30:7 it is stated,
"Alas! for that day is great, so that none is like it: it is
even the time of Jacob's trouble (Heb.—TSARAH)."
This passage goes on to say,
"For it shall come to pass that in that day, saith the Lord
of hosts, that I will break his yoke from off thy neck, and
will burst thy bonds, and strangers shall no more serve
themselves of him; but they shall serve the Lord their
God."
Then, in verses 22 and 24, we read
"And ye shall be My people, and I will be your God. The
fierce anger of the Lord shall not return, until He have done
it, and until He hath performed the intents of His heart: in
the latter days (ACHARITH YAMIM) ye shall consider it."
Continuing, in chapter thirty-one:
"At the same time, saith the Lord, I will be the God of all
the families of Israel, and they shall be My people. . .The
Lord appeared unto me, saying, I have loved thee with an
everlasting (Heb. OLAM, eonian) love: therefore with
lovingkindness have I drawn thee. Again I will build
thee, . . Thou shalt yet plant vines upon the mountains of
Samaria:. . Behold , I will bring them from the North
country, and gather them from the coasts of the earth . . .
Hear the word of the Lord, O ye Nations, and declare
it . . He that scattereth Israel will gather him . . for the
Lord hath redeemed Jacob. . .(verses 27 and 28) Behold, the
days come, saith the Lord, that I will sow the house of
Israel and the house of Judah with the seed of man and the
seed of beast. And it shall come to pass that like as I have
watched over them to pluck up, and to break down, and to
throw down, and to destroy, and to afflict; so will I watch
over them to build, and to plant, saith the Lord."
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Jeremiah 16:14 and 15 and 23:7 and 8 express in slightly differing words much the same thought,
declaring:
"Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that they shall no
more say, the Lord liveth that brought up the children of
Israel out of the land of Egypt; but, the Lord liveth, that
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fathers.”
It may be seen from these two passages that the exodus from Egypt is a type of the greater exodus that is
to come at the commencement of the 'latter days' (ACHARITH YAMIM) and just as the disunited tribes
in bondage in Egypt were, by the Spirit of God united and in a night became a Nation, the Nation
redeemed by the Lord, even so in the exodus to come the divided and scattered Nation will once more be
united in their removal from all the countries of the earth to the rallying point before entry into the land of
their fathers. It is here that we turn to Ezekiel 20:33-38 for a very detailed account of what is to happen.
(In order to vary the English, the N.W.V. is given, which can well be compared with any other).
"As I am alive, is the utterance of the Lord Jehovah, it
will be with a strong hand and with a stretched out arm and
with outpoured rage that I will rule as king over you people.
And I will bring you forth from the peoples, and I will
collect you together out of the lands to which you have been
scattered with a strong hand and a stretched out arm and
with outpoured rage. And I will bring you into the wilderness
of the peoples and put Myself on judgment with you there
face to face. Just as I put Myself on judgment with your
fathers in the wilderness of the land of Egypt, so will I
put Myself on judgment with you, is the utterance of the
Lord Jehovah. And I will make you to pass under the rod
and bring you into the bond of the covenant. And I will
clean out from you the revolters and the transgressors, for
out of the land of their alien residence I shall bring them
forth, but onto the soil of Israel they will not come; and
you people will have to know that I am Jehovah."
There are numerous other passages that are parallel to these, declaring the intention of the Lord Jehovah
the God of Israel, many of them repetition, other explaining or expanding the theme, but all strengthening
what has already been quoted. No excuse is offered for these lengthy quotations from the Scriptures
themselves. It is "the Word of God that is alive and powerful and sharper than any two-edged sword," not
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our opinions, nor our interpretations of that Word. The Holy Spirit alone can enlighten us through the
Word. We can bur hold it forth and indicate its sequence, that others may be led to grasp what we have
been shown therein, praying in earnest that they may see and understand.
Before closing, attention should be drawn to one other passage, that described. at great length the deep
feelings of a man of God on this subject, when he was given visions of "what shall be in the 'latter days'"
(ACHARITH YAMIM), the prophet Daniel. He was considering at the time the prophecies of Jeremiah
and he was brought to his knees in prayer and supplication, and sackcloth and ashes:
"And I prayed unto the Lord my God, and made my
confession, and said, O Lord, the great and dreadful God,
keeping the covenant and mercy to them that love Him, and
to them that keep His commandments; we have sinned, and
have committed iniquity, and have done wickedly, and have
rebelled, even by departing from Thy precepts and Thy
judgments: neither have we hearkened unto Thy servants
the prophets, which spake in the name of our kings, our
princes and our fathers, and to all the people of the land. O
Lord, righteousness belongeth unto Thee, but unto us
confusion of faces, as at this day; to the men of Judah, and
to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and unto all Israel, near and
far off, through all the countries whither Thou has driven
them, because of their trespass and they have trespassed
against Thee. . . O Lord hear; O Lord forgive; O Lord
hearken and do: defer not for Thine own sake, O my
God: for Thy city and Thy people are called by Thy name."
By some catastrophe, bringing further distress, affliction and persecution, God's people Israel, known and
unknown to us are by the words of the prophets heading for the time of Jacob's. trouble (which is not the
great tribulation of the sunteleia tou aiOnios, the prelude to the restoration, the world-wide exodus. The
words of Daniel 9:3-19 are the words that the Lord their God desires to hear from every home and
synagogue the world over. It will come, be it soon or later, but the longer it is withheld the deeper into
trouble they will go. Israel has today no sacrifice to offer for sin or trespass and Godward they are
helpless; but in so far as they are Nationally concerned, there are yet two words of real comfort; The first
is in Ezekiel 11:16.
"Thus saith the Lord God; although I have cast them
far off among the heathens (Nations), and although I have
scattered them among the countries, yet will I be to them
as a little sanctuary in the countries where they shall come."
The other is from Psalm 51:17-19.
"The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit: a broken and a
contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not despise. Do good in
Thy good pleasure unto Zion: build Thou the walls of
Jerusalem. Then shalt Thou be pleased with the sacrifices
of righteousness, with burnt offering and whole burnt
offering: then shall they offer bullocks upon thine altar."
J.G.H. Steedman
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TWO DAYS DISTINGUISHED
The purpose of this paper is to distinguish the "day of Christ" (Phil.1: 10) from the "day of the Lord"
(1Thess.5: 2). I hope to show that the former involves the union of Christ with the ecclesia also known as
His body and complement (Eph.1: 23). We are anticipating this day with excitement and are rejoicing as
we consider its glorious ramifications. The latter, as I also hope to show, occurs after our union with
Christ and is primarily concerned with the events leading up to and including the union of Christ with the
faithful of Israel on the earth. It sets the stage and incorporates our Lord's reign on David's throne for a
thousand years.
These are important matters for us to consider. Paul writes, we are "anticipating that happy expectation,
even the advent of the glory of the great God and our Savior, Jesus Christ, Who gives Himself for us, that
He should be redeeming us from all lawlessness and be cleansing for Himself a people to be about Him,
zealous for ideal acts. Speak of these things and entreat and expose with every injunction. Let no one
slight you" (Titus 2:13-15).
In order for us to anticipate our "happy" expectation we must know something about it. This can only be
done by examining the scriptures as the holy spirit guides us. We endeavor to correctly cut the word of
truth lest we apply something to us that is meant for another people at another period of time (2Tim.2:
15).
As we grow in realization concerning this glorious advent of our God and Savior, we are to be speaking
concerning it, always entreating and exposing because it is easy for us to be slighted. This is what
Hymeneus and Philetus were doing. They were swerving as to the truth concerning resurrection, thus
subverting the faith of some (2Tim.2: 17,18). The Thessalonians also had their faith shaken by hearing
false teaching on this subject. And if this could happen to such a mature ecclesia as the Thessalonian
which was a model to all others, one that super-abounded in love and was pleasing to God in their walk,
then surely, we too, can be deceived. This then, is a matter worthy of our continual study.
"The day we anticipate with rejoicing."
The following scriptures record the day that we as members of the body of Christ are anticipating. Like
Paul, we are yearning to be with Christ for it is much better than either this life or death. Whether we are
living or dying, Christ is to be magnified, but in our hearts, we long for that day when we shall be
together with our Lord and Savior (Phil. 1:23).
1) Phil.1: 6 "having this same confidence, that He Who undertakes a good work among you, will be
performing it until the day of Jesus Christ." God is operating in us to will as well as to work for the sake
of His delight (Phil.2: 13). He is training us to be disowning irreverence and worldly desires, that we
should be living sanely and devoutly in the current eon (Titus 2: 12). This work will continue until we
enter into His presence.
2) Phil.1: 10 "for you to be testing what things are of consequence, that you may be sincere and no
stumbling block for the day of Christ filled with the fruit of righteousness that is through Jesus Christ for
the glory and laud of God." An important part of our walk now is to be "testing what things are of
consequence." In order to please God, we should not be configured to this eon, but be transformed by the
renewing of our mind, for us to be testing His will (Rom.12: 2). We do this by His spirit operating in us to
be growing in maturity, examining and correctly cutting the word of truth. The testing continues until we
will be united with Him.
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3) Phil.2: 16 "All be doing without murmurings and reasonings, that you may become blameless and
artless, children of God, flawless, in the midst of a generation crooked and perverse among whom you are
appearing as luminaries in the world, having on the word of life, for my glorying (boasting) for the day
of Christ, that I did not run for naught, neither that I toil for naught." As we live from day to day we
should be luminaries in the world. After all, "the God Who says that, out of darkness light shall be
shining, is He Who shines in our hearts" (2Cor.4: 6). But then again, how can we not be luminaries when
we consider this wonderful treasure that is within these earthen vessels. In one way or another the life of
Jesus will be manifested in our mortal flesh (2Cor.4: 7-12).
4) Eph.4: 30 "And do not be causing sorrow to the holy spirit of God by which you are sealed for the day
of deliverance." Even if we walk in a way that does not please God, we still have the consolation
knowing that we are sealed for the day of deliverance. As Rom.8: 23 states, "we ourselves also, who have
the first-fruit of the spirit, we ourselves also, are groaning in ourselves, awaiting the sonship, the
deliverance of our body." This occurs when we meet our Lord. He will transfigure the body of our
humiliation, to conform it to the body of His glory" (Phil.3: 21).
5) Rom.13: 11,12 "This, also, do, being aware of the era, that it is already the hour for us to be roused out
of sleep, for now is our salvation nearer than when we believe. The night progresses, yet the day is near."
The salvation here is the deliverance of our bodies. There is a sense in which we have been saved, are
being saved, and will be saved. Our salvation will be complete when our Lord Jesus Christ extricates us
out of the present wicked eon (Gal.1: 4).
"The event that brings us into His presence."
Gal.1: 4 is a good segue into the description of the "outlifting" or extricating event of that future day. I'd
like to list four passages that give us further details concerning this event. As you read these in
chronological order as they are found in the canon, notice the progression of details supplied by the
apostle Paul.
1) 1Cor. 15: 51 "Lo! A secret to you am I telling! We all, indeed, shall not be put to repose, yet we all
shall be changed, in an instant, in the twinkle (tossing) of an eye, at the last trump. For He will be
trumpeting, and the dead will be roused incorruptible, and we shall be changed. For this corruptible must
put on incorruption, and this mortal put on immortality."
2) 2Cor.5: 1,2,8 "For we are aware that, if our terrestrial tabernacle house should be demolished, we have
a building of God, a house not made by hands, eonian, in the heavens. For in this also we are groaning,
longing to be dressed in our habitation, which is out of heaven.... We are encouraged, and are delighting
rather to be away from home out of the body and to be at home with the Lord."
3) Phil.3: 20,21 "For our realm is inherent in the heavens, out of which we are awaiting a Saviour also,
the Lord, Jesus Christ, Who will transfigure the body of our humiliation, to conform it to the body of His
glory..."
4) 1Thess.4: 13-18 "Now we do not want you to be ignorant, brethren, concerning those who are
reposing, lest you may sorrow according as the rest, also, who have no expectation. For if we are
believing that Jesus died and rose, thus also, those who are put to repose, will God, through Jesus, lead
forth together with Him. For this we are saying to you by the word of the Lord, that we, the living, who
are surviving to the presence of the Lord, should by no means outstrip those who are put to repose, for the
Lord Himself will be descending from heaven with a shout of command, with the voice of the Chief
Messenger, and with the trumpet of God, and the dead in Christ shall be rising first. Thereupon we, the
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living who are surviving, shall at the same time be snatched away together with them in clouds, to meet
the Lord in the air. And thus, shall we always be together with the Lord. So that, console one another with
these words."
Notice in 1 Corinthians 15, Paul refers to our change as being a secret. (This is the first time in Scripture
that Paul mentions our change and that not all will be put to repose.) He mentions four details in relation
to this change:
a) The speed of it will be in an instant.
b) It will occur at the tossing of an eye.
c) It will occur at the last trump.
d) We will become incorruptible and immortal.
In this text Paul also mentions that some believers will not experience death.
In 2Corinthians 5, Paul adds that our new body of God is one "not made by hands" and that we long to be
at home in the new body with the Lord.
In Philippians 3 Paul gives deeper and more precious details of our change. Not only do we put on
incorruption and immortality, but also our new body that is "not made by hands" is actually going to
conform to the body of His glory. This was hinted at in 1 Cor.15: 35-53 but is clearly stated by the apostle
in this text. The change from humiliation to glory fits us for our "city state" which has all along existed in
the heavens and is the place which Christ leaves in order to meet us in the air.
In 1Thess.4: 13-18 Paul continues to add more details and confirms what he has written in previous
letters. For example, from the 1 Corinthian passage we may not know for sure if the dead are to be raised
first. It simply says, "the dead will be roused incorruptible, and we shall be changed" (vs52). It's not until
1Thess.4: 16 that we learn for sure that "the dead in Christ shall be rising first. Thereupon we, the
living..."
In 1 Corinthians Paul simply uses the pronoun "He" when referring to our Lord trumpeting. Later, in
1Thess.4, Paul refers to Him as "Jesus", "the Lord Himself", and the “Chief Messenger."
In 1Cor.15 we are told that the change in body occurs at the last trump. In 1Thess.4 the trumpet is referred
to as the "trumpet of God."
1Cor.15, 2Cor.5, and Phil.3 all tell us important details about the change into our new body while 1
Thess.4 gives the details of that event. First, we, the living, do not outstrip those who are put to repose,
for the Lord Himself descends from heaven with a shout of command, with the voice of the Chief
Messenger, and with the trumpet of God. The result is the dead in Christ will rise, thereupon we, the
living, shall at the same time be snatched away together with them in clouds to meet the Lord in the air.
All of us chosen to be in the body shall be snatched away at the same time and together, to meet the Lord
in the air. What a tremendous expectation! More will be said on these specific points later, but for now I
wanted us to see the progression and unification of thoughts by the apostle Paul concerning this particular
day of our Lord Jesus Christ—how we anticipate it and are consoled as it becomes more embedded in our
hearts.
"Another day"
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All the preceding passages deal with the expectation for people of the current era who are being called
into the body of Christ. Yet, there is another day which we must distinguish from this one, as it arrives
much later and primarily concerns God's chosen nation and the promises given to her dating all the way
back to Abraham. This day is referred to as the "day of the Lord."
The apostle Paul mentions this day at least twice in his Thessalonian letters.
1) 1Thess.5: 1,2 "Now concerning the times and the eras, brethren, you have no need to be written to, for
you yourselves are accurately aware that the day of the Lord is as a thief - thus is it coming!
2) 2Thess.2; 1-3 "Now we are asking you, brethren, for the sake of the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ
and our assembling to Him, that you be not quickly shaken from your mind, nor yet be alarmed, either
through spirit, or through word, or through an epistle as through us, as that the day of the Lord is
present."
Concerning the former passage of 1Thess.5: 1,2, notice that it follows a lengthy description of the
"snatching away" event of chapter 4:13-18. It seems to me that the apostle Paul is addressing two aspects
of our Lord's presence because he didn't want the Thessalonian believers to be confused concerning their
own expectation. I tend to think that Paul shared much more on this subject when he was with them in
person, for later when their faith was indeed shaken, he reminds them: "Do you not remember that, still
being with you, I told you these things" (2Thess.2: 5)?
Concerning the latter passage in 2Thessalonians, it seems obvious to me that Paul informed them that
they would be snatched away before the arrival of the day of the Lord. More will also be said about this
point later, but for now I think we can agree from the text that they were surprised, yet not only surprised,
but alarmed that they might have been in that day.
It is true that Paul never says clearly in any of his letters that the body of Christ will be snatched away at a
certain date before the arrival of the day of the Lord. However, there is much circumstantial evidence
which points to this fact as well as showing that the two events are to be kept apart. The day in which we
meet our Savior is not synonymous with the day of the Lord. And, as I've said earlier, to realize this for
certain, we all need to examine the scriptures for ourselves and to test what things are of consequence.
This is not an easy task. It takes work. Therefore, Paul says we need to "endeavor" as we attempt to
correctly cut the word of truth.
"Why I believe the snatching away occurs before the day of the Lord."
Perhaps a look at the beginning of Paul's ministry will help explain the time line of these two days.
After our Lord's resurrection from among the dead, He appeared to His disciples and instructed them that
they will be baptized in holy spirit after not many of these days. They then asked Him saying, "Lord, art
Thou at this time restoring the kingdom to Israel?" Yet the Lord said to them, "not yours is it to know
times or eras which the Father placed in His own jurisdiction" (Acts 1: 5-8).
It seems that they associated the baptism of holy spirit with the restoration of the kingdom. This would
agree with much of the Hebrew prophecy (Isa.32: 14,15; Ez.20: 41; Jer.23: 3-8; Joel 2: 28-31) and Peter's
quote at Pentecost (Acts 2: 16,20). Peter later encouraged the people to repent and turnabout for the
erasure of their sins; so that seasons of refreshing should be coming from the face of the Lord (Acts 3:
19).
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Therefore, in the early years after our Lord's resurrection, the Israelites were expecting the outpouring of
God's spirit and the imminent restoration of their terrestrial kingdom. Yet as we continue to read
throughout the record of Acts, we notice a decline spiritually among the Jews while at the same time there
appears to have been a spiritual awakening among the nations through the ministry of the apostle Paul.
This is what the writer of Hebrews was indicating when he wrote, "By faith we are apprehending the eons
to adjust to a declaration of God, so that what is being observed has not come out of what is appearing"
(Heb.11: 3). God was manifesting an adjustment within the eons. Instead of events pointing to the
restoration of Israel's kingdom, something else was being observed. Israel, in part, was being calloused
and cast aside, while people of the nations were receiving salvation and a celestial expectation. These
Hebrews though, were given faith to believe this fact and what great faith it would have been, for the
ministry that they were observing certainly did not logically flow from what had been appearing.
Luke also gives us a picture of this eonian adjustment in Acts chapter 13.
From Paul's conversion in chapter 9, nothing is really recorded which would indicate that he had received
an evangel and ministry unknown to the twelve and outside the scope of Judaism. However, in chapter 13,
Luke accurately records information that pictures Paul's entire ministry and gives us the key to who is
snatched away and to some extent, when it occurs.
First, we learn Barnabas and Saul (soon to be referred to as Paul), are severed by the holy spirit for the
work to which they were called (13: 2). Rom.1: 1 explains this work as the evangel of God while Gal.1:
15 explains that it was Judaism itself that they were severed from. So, simply stated, the two men were
severed by holy spirit from Judaism for the evangel of God.
Next, we read that they came upon a Jew that was withstanding them and seeking to pervert a Gentile
from the faith (vs6-8).
Next Luke subtly records Saul is also Paul (vs9). This is interesting for we read in the keyword
concordance of the CLNT, pg. 219, the name Paul "is probably derived from the root cease, and indicates
the present interval, marking the cessation of divine dealing with Israel until God restores them to
Himself." So just the change in name hints at a present parenthetical operation of God unseen by previous
prophets and apostles, not to mention many within orthodox religion today.
Next, we read that the hand of the Lord is on the Jew causing him to be blind, not observing the sun until
the appointed time (vs11).
And finally, while the Jew is stumbling around in darkness, the Gentile perceiving what has occurred,
believes the teaching of the Lord (vs11,12).
This is such a beautiful and concise picture of what God is doing in this current era. Israel as a nation has
been set aside, not permanently, but until God finishes His work among all the nations. Currently, Israel is
not God's favored nation. Likewise, since they have been set aside (Rom.11: 15), so has their covenant
relationship that was instituted at mount Sinai through the messengers and Moses (Gal.3: 19). God is now
conciliated to the world and is not reckoning our offenses to us (2Cor.5: 18,19). Today's administration is
not one of law but is described as the administration of God's grace and was first entrusted to the apostle
Paul (1Cor.9: 17; Eph.3: 2). Recipients of the evangel based on this administration primarily include
Gentiles. As the picture in Acts indicates, while Israel is set aside, Gentiles are hearing the word for
themselves and are believing. This is the force of Paul's words near the conclusion of the book of Acts
when he says, "Let it be known to you (Jews), then, that to the nations was dispatched this salvation of
God, and they will hear" (Acts 28: 28). From Acts 13 until the present time, Gentiles have been hearing
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the evangel concerning their salvation of God for themselves, without having to hear it from the Jews. In
fact, it's probably safe to say that not only have the nations been hearing the evangel of God apart from
the Jews, but in spite of them. I say this because just as the Jew in Acts 13 was perverting the Gentile
from the faith, so were the Jews constantly hindering Paul in his endeavors among the nations.
Rom.11: 25 confirms these thoughts. Paul states, "For I am not willing for you to be ignorant of this
secret, brethren, lest you may be passing for prudent among yourselves, that callousness, in part, on Israel
has come, until the complement of the nations may be entering." Because the word "secret" is used here,
indicates that this is the first time Paul announces the callousness of Israel. Just as Acts 13 stated that the
Jew, Bar Jesus, would be blind until the appointed time, so will Israel be calloused, in part, until an
appointed time when the complement of the nations may be entering.
Until then, just as the picture illustrates, Paul's ministry among the nations is in full operation. It's a
ministry that involves people of all nations. Collectively these called out ones make up the ecclesia which
is Christ's body, a term only found in Paul's letters. We are also called the complement of the One
completing the all in all (Eph.1: 23). I repeat, it is a ministry in operation now. While Israel is in a "cast
away" condition, God's temple is in each one of us who are being called into this body (1Cor.3: 16).
Let's think for a moment now concerning those of us that are being called out today who are said to have
the homing of God's spirit and are said to be a "temple of God." We are primarily of the nations and are
living in a period of time completely unknown by all prophets and apostles and writers previous to the
apostle Paul. We are believing the evangel of our salvation while Israel and her mount Sinai covenant
concerning law are cast aside. This is an age marked by God's conciliation and grace. We are His
ambassadors proclaiming a well message in a foreign land, as our realm has all along existed in the
heavens (Phil.3: 20). However, no person knew of our "real home" before Christ revealed it to Paul for it
was part of God's larger secret that He kept concealed from the eons and from the generations. Yet
beginning with Paul, He has been in the process of manifesting the glorious riches of this secret to His
saints among the nations (Col.1: 24-27). Paul explains this secret as being "Christ among you, the
expectation of glory."
Christ among us gives us an expectation of glory. If prophets of old did not know of the ecclesia, the body
of Christ, then neither could they have known of its future purpose and calling. As the spirit leads, belief
in Christ is given to people from all nations and when the time is right in God's scheme of things, we will
be extricated or snatched away to meet the Lord in the air. All of this occurs during the unseen interval of
time pictured in Acts 13 and confirmed in Rom.11: 25. The body of Christ is now the temple of God. It is
a temple built on grace during a time that law and the previously favored nation is cast aside. It only
makes sense that this temple be "lifted out" before God removes the callousness of Israel, thus
reestablishing them as His chosen people bringing them back under the old covenant and the construction
of their future glorious temple.
However, what if we weren't removed? How would we fit in Israel's expectation? The circumcision
evangel given to Peter (Gal.2: 7-9) involves a spiritual and fleshly standing before God. In that evangel
Israel is clearly the favored nation and justification occurs with the presence of law. If we were still here
when Israel again is brought under the rod of the covenant (Ez.20: 34-44), we would have to change our
message. For example, we now teach that God is conciliated to the world, not reckoning offenses to us
(2Cor.5: 18,19). This statement is true in this era, but would be a false teaching in future eras. This is why
Paul proclaims that "Now is a most acceptable era! Lo! Now is a day of salvation" (2Cor.6: 2).
We proclaim, based on Paul's writings and Heb.11: 3 that Israel is cast away and is blinded and calloused
in part. This again only refers to this period of time in which God is operating among the nations, calling
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out Christ's body. This would be a ludicrous teaching once God has poured His spirit upon His people and
they become a nation of priests.
We realize from Paul's letters that we don't need to keep the feasts and all the rituals that were a vital part
of Judaism. We realize that our salvation is secure, that we are sealed with the holy spirit of promise for
the day of deliverance (Eph.1: 14; 4:30) and that we are complete in Christ (Col.2: 10). However, in that
future day when Israel is brought under the rod of the covenant, their traditional rituals and ceremonies
will once again be very important. In fact, someday they will be keeping all of these rituals perfectly for
God will make it so by placing His spirit in them. It is then that our Lord's sermon on the mount will be
fulfilled (Matt.5).
We now proclaim a righteousness apart from law (Rom.3: 21-24). Could you picture us saying this when
the law is once again established? I don't think so.
These examples should be enough for us to realize the wide variety of problems that would exist if the
members of Christ's body who are being called out today were still here when Israel once more becomes
God's people and are brought under their former covenant.
There are however, no contradictions, no difficulties once we realize Paul was severed from that "system"
for a work involving a people with a "celestial calling" (Heb.3: 1) that will indeed be snatched away
before God reestablishes His relationship and fulfills His terrestrial promises to Israel. This is the easy
solution and is indeed the purpose of God. All of this was a secret, concealed from the eons in God.
Herein lies the difficulty because God is not manifesting the glorious riches of this secret to everyone. He
only manifests it to those whom He is willing (Col-1: 26). This is the motivation behind Paul's prayer in
Eph.1: 17. He asks our Father that He "may be giving us a spirit of wisdom and revelation in the
realization of Him, the eyes of our heart having been enlightened, for us to perceive what is the
expectation of His calling, and what the riches of the glory of the enjoyment of His allotment among the
saints, and what the transcendent greatness of His power for us who are believing..."

"Details from scripture verifying that the day in which we enter into our Lord's presence is not the
same day in which Israel enters into His presence."
1) Rejoicing as opposed to fear.
The day of Christ (Phil.1: 6,10; 2: 16), for which we are anticipating, is a day of rejoicing. It's the day of
our graduation, the day of deliverance from these bodies of corruption and humiliation into our new
glorious, celestial bodies like that of our Lord's (Eph.4: 30 PhiL3: 20).
However, the day of the Lord, at least at its inception, is a horrifying time, marked with fear and darkness.
We know this in part from the following language of 2Thess.2: 1-5. "Now we are asking you, brethren,
for the sake of the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our assembling to Him, that you be not
quickly shaken from your mind, nor yet be alarmed, either through spirit, or through word, or through an
epistle as through us, as that the day of the Lord is present. No one should be deluding you by any
method, for, should not the apostasy be coming first, and the man of lawlessness be unveiled, the son of
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destruction, who is opposing and lifting himself up over everyone termed a god or an object of
veneration, so that he is seated in the temple of God, demonstrating that he himself is God? Do you not
remember that, still being with you, I told you these things?"
Unlike us with the day of Christ, these Thessalonian believers were not looking forward to being in the
day of the Lord. Just the thought that this was so, caused them to be shaken from their mind and alarmed.
They were being deluded by a counterfeit letter written by someone other than Paul, apparently
suggesting that they had been in that day.
It is no wonder these believers were afraid. If this were true, then one of two things had happened. Either
Paul was wrong when he told them they would be snatched away before the inauguration of the day of the
Lord, or Christ had already come and taken those who really were part of His body. The Thessalonians
would have thought they had been left behind. Either view would have been disturbing to say the least
and would have brought despair and fear upon them.
By the way, notice this passage is further evidence that our snatching away into Christ's presence, or, as
Paul says: "our assembling to Him" (2Th.2: 1) must occur before the events that usher in the day of the
Lord. I suppose this is another reason why we are looking forward to that day, for not only do we finally
see our own Savior face to face, but we do so before the great affliction that's closely associated with the
day of the Lord.
2) Signs, or no signs?
In Matt.24: 3 the disciples ask Jesus, "What is the sign of Thy presence and of the conclusion of the eon?"
In Israel's case, they look for signs concerning His presence (Matt.24: 30). For them to believe, they must
see signs (Jn.2: 11, 23; 6: 2; Mk. 16: 20;
Lu.2.12; 1Cor.1: 22). In fact, earlier in His ministry Jesus told the people "if they should not be perceiving
signs and miracles, they should under no circumstances be believing" (Jn.4: 48).
Knowing this, then, also explains how Satan will be able to deceive so many during the great affliction.
He too, will use signs and false miracles with every seduction during the dark inception of the day of the
Lord (2Thess. 2: 9-11). The very presence of the son of destruction, also known as the lawless one, is in
accord with this operation (2Thess.2: 8-11).
We, however, do not look for signs. There is absolutely nothing that we can look for here on the earth that
gives us a clue that our snatching away is near. The only thing we know for sure is that day, the
completion of our salvation, is nearer than when we first believed (Rom.13: 12). Until then, we need to be
"observing how we are walking, not as unwise, but as wise, reclaiming the era, for the days are wicked"
(Eph.5: 15).
3) Who are taken along and who are left behind?
Notice the language in Matt.24: 37-42; "For even as the days of Noah, thus shall be the presence of the
Son of Mankind. For as they were in those days before the deluge, masticating and drinking and marrying
and taking in marriage until the day on which Noah entered into the ark, and did not know till the deluge
came and takes them all away, thus shall be the presence of the Son of Mankind. Then two shall be in the
field;
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one is taken along, and one is left: two grinding at the millstone; one is taken along and one left. Be
watching, then, for you are not aware on what day your Lord is coming."
In this passage, who are taken along and who are left behind? I think we would all agree that the ones
taken along are the unbelievers and the ones left behind are the believers. This was the case in Noah's day
during the flood and it will also be the case in the future day of the Lord. In Noah's day the ones taken
along were killed. Many will also be killed in the events leading up to the presence of the Son of
Mankind. As Matt.24: 28 states, "Wheresoever the corpse may be, there will the vultures be gathered"
(see also Lu.17: 26-37). Yet other verses seem to indicate that many of the Jews will be cast out of the
kingdom, perhaps joining those of the nations in the eonian fire of chastening (Matt.8: 11,12; 13: 24-30;
36-43; 47-51; Lu.13: 28-30).
If I'm understanding these verses correctly, they are suggesting that there will be a severing of the ideal
seed from the darnel, or the just from the wicked at the harvest which is said to be at the conclusion of
this eon, just before the Lord returns and rules on David's throne. It is then, immediately before and
during Christ's reign, that the unfaithful and wicked find their lot cast outside in the outer darkness and
furnace of fire where there will be lamentation and gnashing of teeth. They will be "cut asunder" and
appointed a portion with the hypocrites. I think these are descriptions of the Jews cast out of the kingdom.
They wait for generation after generation for the kingdom to come, and when it finally arrives, most of
them miss it. They are either killed as some verses suggest or they will join the nations in the eonian fire
of chastening (Matt.25: 31-46). In either case, they miss out on the blessings of the kingdom. They will be
taken along. The ones that are left (contrary to what I was taught as a child) will enjoy the blessings of
eonian life with the Son of Mankind, their Deliverer and their King.
Some may be asking at this point, "What does this have to do with our snatching away of 1 Thess.4?" I
wanted to show in detail that in reference to the presence of the Son of Mankind (which is associated with
the day of the Lord), the ones taken along refer to unbelievers, which will either be killed or cast out of
the kingdom. The ones left behind will be the faithful and will enter into the long-awaited kingdom of
their Father. However, in our deliverance mentioned in 1 Thess.4 who are the ones taken along and who
are left behind? Once again, I think you will agree that the believers in this case are taken along and the
unbelievers are the ones left behind. This is the direct opposite of what transpires in the presence of the
Son of Mankind described in Matthew's account. This may not be a major point, yet it is more
circumstantial evidence supporting the view that our presence with our Lord and Savior is not going to be
at the same time as when Israel enters into His presence.
4) The Lord Himself
In many of the parables, messengers are sent just before the Son of Mankind returns. It seems their
mission is to sever the wicked from the midst of the just (Matt. 13:49). We also know from Zech.14: 3
that when the Lord returns to the mount of Olives, all the holy ones are with Him.
However, when Paul speaks of Christ returning for us, the "Lord Himself is emphasized. I used to think
that others could be with our Lord but after reading an article by Don Hayter (UR, vol.65, pg.164) I am
now convinced that the phrase "the Lord Himself' truly is expressing that He is alone. Mr. Hayter's
comments are so good on this matter, I've decided to include them in their entirety.
"1Thess.4: 16 might have read, "The Lord will be descending," and still convey the fact that the Lord will
be coming down from heaven. The addition of "Himself adds something to the sense as well as giving
emphasis. It is a form of phrase that occurs a number of times in the Scriptures. In 1Cor.15: 28, in the
great passage on the consummation of the eons and subjection of all to God we read that "Then the Son
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Himself also shall be subjected to Him." The emphatic "Himself also" adds the sense that even the Son
will be subject to His Father.
The construction is used five times in the Thessalonian epistles. In 3: 11, for example, we read, "Now
may our God and Father Himself and our Lord Jesus Christ be directing our way to you!" It seems that
when others are involved in what is said they are particularly mentioned. The phrase "our God and Father
Himself" without any addition would indicate He alone.
When the two disciples were walking on the Emmaus road discussing the events of the previous few days
in Jerusalem, "Jesus Himself drew near." He was alone as He approached. This is indicated in the words
"Jesus Himself." Thus, we may be confident that when the Lord comes for us, descending from heaven.
He will be alone. No other will distract our attention. We shall have eyes only for the Lord. For this will
be our first sight of Him."
5) Do we meet the Lord at the same time together or do the living at the day of His return
"outstrip" those saints that have been put to repose?
According to Adlai Loudy's chart, "Things to Come" (which is based on Dan. 12), the saints that survive
the great affliction of Daniel's 70th-7 shall see the Lord first upon His return to the Mount of Olives.
Seventy-five days later, the reposing saints of that calling will be raised to see Him.
However, in 1Thess.4, Paul stresses the point that "we, the living, who are surviving to the presence of the
Lord, should by no means outstrip those who are put to repose" (4: 15). "The living who are surviving,
shall at the same time be snatched away together with them in clouds to meet the Lord in the air" (4: 17).
"Outstrip is a word used in running or competition of one who goes ahead of his competitors and passes
them in the race. It has in it the thought of leaving behind, going beyond and overtaking, Paul asserts that,
in our entry into the presence of the Lord, we the living shall simultaneously together be snatched up in
clouds to meet the Lord in the air" (UR, vol.65, pg.163).
One last comment I'd like to make concerning this point is that the words "at the same time" and
"together" are not synonymous. One refers to the time of the snatching, the other to the proximity in space
of the two parties. The snatching upward will occur at the same moment for all members in the body of
Christ. "Wherever they may have died, in whatever region of the world, their swift transfer from earth to
the air will happen at precisely the same moment. Also, the movement upwards will be together. We shall
not be spread over the expanse of the skies singly or in scattered groups according to where we were
located in life or in death. We shall be assembled and rise as one company to meet the Lord" (UR, vol.65,
pg.285).
6) Do we meet our Lord in the air or on land?
Israel will meet the Lord when He descends and actually stands on the mount of Olives (Zech.14: 3). A
picture of this event is suggested in Acts 1:11. As Christ was ascending, two men in white attire standing
beside the disciples, asked, "Men! Galileans! Why do you stand looking into heaven? This Jesus Who is
being taken up from you into heaven shall come thus, in the manner in which you gaze at Him going into
heaven. Then they return into Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet."
We, however, as members of the body of Christ, will meet the Lord in "the air" (Thess.4: 17) which is
that part of the atmosphere that contains the mixture of gases essential to life on earth and is within sight
of our current terrestrial home.
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"One most important feature of this meeting place is that it is the territory of the Adversary, Satan, for he
is the chief of the jurisdiction of the air. It is from the air that he controls earth's affairs. To him have been
given all the kingdoms of the earth, and the affairs of mankind are under his sway, political and religious.
He is a spirit making his headquarters in the air above us and it is here that we shall meet the Lord in the
heart of the enemy's kingdom" (UR, vol.65, pg.287).
7) Which trumpet will we hear?
When the Lord comes for us, He sounds the "trumpet of God". Nowhere else do we read of the trumpet of
God. Its use is an indication of the greatness of the occasion and its importance in relation to the rest of
creation. It is indeed a great event, for it inaugurates the kingdom of Christ, especially that part of it
termed the celestial Kingdom. It is the first great event since the cross that will lead up to the salvation
and reconciliation of all at the consummation. It is the occasion when Christ is united with the members
of His body. Thus, is it a time of great importance and calls for the use of the trumpet of God. It will be
the signal of our final salvation and entry into the presence of our Lord. The effect of this trumpet along
with the voice is the rousing and change into our new glorified bodies, incorruptible and immortal.
This trumpet though, is not to be confused with the trumpet in Rev.11: 15. Our Lord does not sound that
trumpet described as the seventh. Another messenger blows its blast (Rev.8: 2). It is accompanied by
vastly different results from the one blown in 1Thess.4. No dead are roused by the seventh trumpet. The
resurrection doesn't occur until the era that follows (vs18). The seventh trumpet is followed by judgment
with dire calamities on those who are blighting the earth. The nations are angered. None ascend into the
air. Living and dead are not united. The trumpet of God in Thessalonians seems to have nothing in
common with this seventh trumpet in Revelation. In one we see salvation, in the other judgment.
(New information on this point: The Trumpet in Revelation, by its contexts, is blown at the end of the
great affliction, for it is then that Christ returns to the earth and this world becomes the Kingdom of our
Lord. His reign begins at this moment. This contrasts with the trumpet in 1Cor.15 and 1Thes.4.)
8) The contrast concerning clouds.
This next point may seem trivial, yet the accuracy of Scripture enables us to see another distinction. When
we meet the Lord in the air, we will go up in "clouds" (1Thess.4: 17). There has been much discussion on
what is meant by "clouds" here, whether they are literal or figurative referring to the clouds of people. I
tend to think these will be clouds of glory. We must remember this is going to be a glorious event. I used
to think it was going to be a secret, unobservable to the masses left behind. I no longer feel it must be that
way. Who knows? This event could even be a factor in the removal of Israel's callousness. To the eye, it
may seem as clouds. Even the clouds in Israel's history were literal, but not natural. They were clouds of
glory and power. I'm more and more inclined to think these clouds at the snatching away will be glorious
literal clouds but not natural.
However, we see a distinct contrast in the case of our Lord's return for Israel. In Matt.24: 30 we read that
"they shall see the Son of Mankind coming on the clouds of heaven with power and much glory." Also,
Rev.1: 7 states that "He is coming with clouds, and every eye shall be seeing Him." Regardless of our
interpretation of clouds, in Israel's case, Christ returns on or with clouds, whereas we go up to meet Him
in clouds.
(I'm going to add Paul's Damascus Road experience, here, to picture the snatching away. Only Paul
perceived what was happening. Others saw the light and heard the sound, but they were dumbfounded as
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to what was really happening. Only the 'Body' will hear Christ's voice and see Him and understand. The
rest of the world will hear and see but not be able to perceive.)
9) To what extent do we expect the change in our bodies?
Our meeting with our Lord involves a secret. It has to do with our change. Paul hints at this in 1Cor. 15:
40 where we read, "There are bodies celestial as well as bodies terrestrial. But a different glory, indeed, is
that of the celestial, yet a different that of the terrestrial..." and then in verse 49 he adds, "and according as
we wear the image of the soilish, we should be wearing the image also of the Celestial." Then, in Phil.3:
20, the apostle gives us further light by saying our bodies of humiliation are going to be transfigured to
conform them to the body of His glory. This change is vital for it fits us for our realm, which is located in
the heavens. Yes, we have a place, a city in the heavens where Christ is seated at the present time. It is
described as "light inaccessible, Whom not one of mankind perceived nor can be perceiving" (1 Tim.6:
16). Someday He will leave this place in order to meet us in the air. He is then going to lead us back to
this same city for it has all along been our true homeland. Until then, we are ambassadors in a foreign
country.
No such change is described in Israel's expectation. It is true that in resurrection they will be equal to
messengers in that they will no longer be dying (Lu.20: 36), but their glory will be in line with their
terrestrial calling. They will be incorruptible and immortal at best but will not experience the same change
in glory as we do, being of the celestials. Remember, back in 1Cor. 15: 40 when Paul is announcing that
the celestial glory is different from the terrestrial glory, the context is concerning our resurrected bodies
(1Cor. 15: 35-53). Therefore, just as the Circumcision's new bodies will fit them for their terrestrial (on
earth) calling, so our new glorified bodies will fit us for our celestial (on heavens) calling.
"The glory of our Lord's presence will differ on each occasion. For Israel He will appear as He was on the
mount of transformation. His face shining as the sun. The brilliance of His glory will not be greater than
His terrestrial saints can endure. For us He will come as the Celestial One with a different glory, one
exceeding in brilliance of the noonday sun. But we shall be able to look and live, for we too shall be
celestials, changed into beings with a glory similar to the Lord's" (UR, vol.65.pg.286).
10) Does He come to us by the title "lord" or as the "Son of Mankind?"
To the earth, Christ comes as "Son of Mankind." For us He returns as Lord and Chief Messenger.
11) Does our Lord come for us as a "thief in the night"? If we are drowsing, will we miss Him?
Concerning the day of our Lord, Paul says it will occur "as a thief in the night - thus is it coming"
(1Thess.5: 2). The Jews, then, need to be watching and enduring. Mark writes, "he who endures to the
consummation, he shall be saved" (13: 13). They must Beware! Be vigilant and pray, for no one is aware
when the era is. They must be watching, lest the Lord comes suddenly and finds them drowsing (Mk. 13:
33-37; Lu.12: 37; Rev.3: 3; 16: 15; Matt.24: 13,42-44; 7: 21). Such language makes it seem like their
eonian life with their Lord is a reward (in a relative sense), based on what they do beforehand.
In our case Paul says we are not in darkness, that the day may be overtaking us as a thief, for we are all
sons of the light and sons of the day (1Thess.5: 4). Yet, even if we are drowsing (which means we have
not been reclaiming the era and growing toward maturity), we still have the assurance of meeting our
Lord when He comes for us. Paul says "whether we may be watching or drowsing, we should be living at
the same time together with Him. Wherefore, console one another and edify one the other"" (1Thess.5:
10,11). "The death of Christ, not our conduct, our watchfulness or the lack of it, is the foundation on
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which our future salvation rests just as the salvation which we already enjoy" (cc, pg.312). Our eonian life
is clearly seen to be a "gracious gift of God in Christ Jesus, our Lord" (Rom.6: 23). Nothing can remove
us from our future deliverance for we are "sealed with the holy spirit of promise" (Eph.1: 13). A minor in
the faith may think that this type of attitude would cause us to be lax in our walk, but instead, it only
motivates us to try to please our gracious Father even more. Yet, even this motivation is sourced in God
operating in us to will as well as to work for the sake of His delight.
Eutychus and Dorcas
God provides us with an example of each calling. First, in Acts 9: 36-43 we are introduced to a disciple
named Dorcas who was said to be "full of good acts and alms." Being infirm, she dies, yet Peter being
summoned to her, miraculously brings her back to life. Dorcas is a type of faithful Israel which will either
be ready when the Lord returns, or will be raised from the dead shortly afterwards.
The account of Dorcas though, is quite different from that concerning a young man named Eutychus in
Acts 20: 9-12. The only thing we know about him is that he fell asleep while Paul was arguing and
dropped to his death from the third story. Nothing is recorded of his works, yet Paul, just as Peter did with
Dorcas, miraculously brings him back to life.
In the former miracle, much stress is laid on the good works and alms-deeds that Dorcas did. Nothing of
the kind is recorded of Eutychus, Indeed, he was not sufficiently watchful to keep awake when the apostle
was preaching. I repeat, Dorcas is a type of those in the former resurrection (Rev.20: 4,5) that have
worked as well as believed, and that resurrection is, in measure, deserved. But the saints of the present era
of grace are like Eutychus. Paul's preaching fails to keep them awake. They are drowsing and
undeserving. Nevertheless, such is the superabundance of grace, that in the snatching away, merit has no
place, for we shall live together with Him whether we are watchful or drowsy (cc, pg.211).
"Final Thoughts"
Twice Paul wrote in 1Thessalonians that we are to console one another with the words he penned
concerning that glorious day when we meet our Lord. Hopefully this paper has not only brought some
consolation but has also edified. May each of us never be slighted concerning our expectation.
"Now may our Lord Jesus Christ Himself, and God, our Father, Who loves us, and is giving us an eonian
consolation and a good expectation in grace, be consoling your hearts and establish you in every good
work and word" (2Thess.2: 16,17). Amen! Ted McDivitt
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AFTERWARDS
When Commander Steedman published his findings about the "Seventy Sevens" (The Differentiator, Vo.
27, Nos. 3 and 4, 1965) I expected a storm of controversy to break out. In these days, that seldom
happens, even in the most revolutionary matters; but here, at any rate, was a subject of the utmost
importance to every student who is in any way at all interested in Scripture Prophecy. So, I thought. Yet
nothing happened, so far as I am aware, till Mr. Melvin E. Johnson sent to Commander Steedman and to
me a copy of a paper on the subject which he had prepared. This is of such excellence that I hope it may
soon be published and widely circulated.
Meanwhile I have been trying to ascertain the reason for this apparent apathy. There has been so little
help from others that I have had to search all available books and even into my own experience, but
without much to show for it. Some points have cropped up, and I propose to consider them here.
(1) Israel's partial return to their Land "in unbelief"
This doctrine seems to be well established among most students of Prophecy. What is not established is
any sort of proof of it. I have searched through many books, but in vain. Before me as I write lies a
generally quite sound book, "The Israel Promises and their Fulfilment" by Samuel Hinds Wilkinson, in
which the following pronouncements are made:
"But the final and full restoration of Israel to the land is not
until after the Lord’s return (Jer. 31:10; Matt. 24:31),
therefore after the conclusion of the tribulation period and of
the reign of Antichrist. The first stage therefore of Israel’s
repatriation must be before and during the time of Antichrist:
the second stage must with equal certainty be after it." (p. 122)
If now we will read the passages named in those two references, we will observe that they do not say
what Mr. Wilkinson seems to think they say, and we will perceive that in them not one word is said about
any return to the land, or of such a return being "in unbelief."
Long and bitter experience has shown me that if a writer, when dealing with some notion of fundamental
importance to his case, simply cites Scripture references without examining them or even quoting them in
his thesis, there is always some deception in progress. I do not for one moment suggest that here the
deception is deliberate, for his writings show that Wilkinson was a deep student of Scripture and an
honest and generally clear-thinking man. It was a case of wholly unconscious self-deception, of a kind
that we are all liable to indulge in unawares. The mind is so constituted that, once an idea is accepted
without challenge, with the passage of time its dislodgement becomes more and more difficult. If it had
occurred to Wilkinson to suggest to himself that this supposed future return "in unbelief" was a tradition
that ought to be proved, he would have applied himself to the task and discovered that it was an error.
For the word apistia, unbelief, occurs only eleven or twelve times in the whole of the Greek Scriptures,
and the corresponding verb apisteO, disbelieve, seven times; so, it is not a very difficult task to discover
what they mean and how they are used. We speedily find that the Greek Scriptures do not refer even once
to Israel returning to their land in unbelief. Furthermore, though it is not explicitly stated, God would not
do anything of that sort for Israel while they were in that state of unbelief.
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For instance, the first occurrence of the word speaks of the Lord Jesus coming into His own country, but
"He does not many powers there because of their unbelief." (Matt. 13:54-58) Significantly, this event
closes the account of the crisis related in Matthew 12 and 13. Mark 6:1-6 repeats the incident.
From our present point of view the most significant of all the occurrences are the two last. Heb. 3:12
reads: "Beware, brethren, lest at some time there shall be in any of you a wicked heart of unbelief in the
withdrawing from God living." Just before this warning there is a quotation from Psalm 95 with its
reference to Numbers 14; and after it there is the ominous comment, "And we are observing that they
were not able to be entering in because of unbelief." (Heb. 3:19). Now these words were written by a
Hebrew to those Hebrews "who have become partakers of the Christ" (Heb. 3:14) and are a warning to
them against any reversion to unbelief. So special notice is directed towards the unbelief of Israel in past
days. Their unbelief is a standing warning against unbelief among those to whom Hebrews was written.
However, the important point for our present study is that the idea of Israel entering into any of God's
blessings in unbelief is absolutely prohibited. The very notion of God directing the return of Israel to their
land in unbelief is simply out of the question. In fact, it is sheer unbelief to talk in this way as do so many
students of Prophecy.
Not the least reprehensible feature of this sort of talk is its vagueness. This appears with startling clarity
when we ask the simple question: "Unbelief in what?"
The return of Israel to Palestine in recent years is marked by one feature: general indifference to
everything in the Hebrew Scriptures that defines what the Jewish people's attitude should be towards their
Land and, most important of all, towards Yahweh (Jehovah) Whose it is, and towards His expressed will
stated so plainly in the Law not to mention His plans disclosed in the writings of the Prophets. For all the
attention to any of these displayed by the present rulers and people of Israel, the Hebrew Scriptures might
as well not exist at all. Undoubtedly, the Jews who have returned to Palestine have done so, to a large
extent, in complete unbelief of their own Scriptures.
Such unbelief should be distinguished most clearly from unbelief in their Messiah, Jesus the Christ. For
that, collectively, they cannot at present fairly be blamed. This is the point of Rom. 10:14-17. In Romans
9 to 11 Paul is justifying God's ways with His people. Being utterly righteous, God's ways are not only
righteous but also merciful as well as just; so in fairness Paul has to justify them, as he does in those four
verses. Paul's purpose here is not so much to explain why it is easier for Gentiles. to believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ than for the Jew, but the special nature of the Jew's difficulties.
These are summed-up in the parable of the Rich man and Lazarus in the words put into the mouth of
Abraham: "If concerning Moses and the Prophets they are not hearing, neither will they be persuaded if
someone should be rising out of dead ones" (Luke 16:31). That is one of the most distressing, though
seldom realized, facts of human experience. The inevitable result of turning away from the true and the
good in relatively minor matters is that presently they become out of reach in greater and eventually the
greatest matters.
As an evangelist said to me, many years ago, in his experience people are becoming what he described as
"Gospel-hardened"; they have heard something of the Gospel so frequently that it has ceased to have any
impact on them. Nearly always, what they have heard is utterly inadequate as well; and that by itself
enhances their resistance until it becomes virtually impossible to make them hear. In that way Israel had
become deaf to their own Law.
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If even the Lord Jesus Himself could not overcome the stubbornness of those who cannot or will not
believe, what chance is there for ordinary men or women, unless God makes some special way for them?
As Paul asks (Rom. 10:15), "Yet how should someone be heralding if so be that no one should be
commissioned?" It is not God's plan now to force a belief which is simply acquiescence, even if it should
eventually grow into a belief from the heart. If it were His purpose to win over all Israel here and now, He
could do it; but the fact remains that it is not and that He does not make the attempt.
The Ingathering of Israel before the start of the Seventy Sevens will be just that: an ingathering of
covenant people who had previously abandoned their covenants, but are then to be called by God to
repent and to renew covenant relationship. Therefore, it will not be a call to Christianity as we understand
it, but a call to Judaism, to the real Judaism—that is to say, in their Temple, within their Land, in accord
with their Law. It will be their opportunity under fresh conditions to show—if they can—that man can
under covenant, but apart from vital union with Christ, nevertheless keep the covenants and obey the Law
and be God's People in the fullest sense. It will be their last opportunity, in the most favorable conditions.
The utter and complete apostasy in the Seventieth-Seven will demonstrate once and for all the
impossibility of this aim; but it will not be, as many seem to think, a failure of Christianity, but of
Judaism. That failure of Christianity is in progress before our eyes now, and will eventuate in God
snatching away His saints and leaving Christendom to go its own ways.
(2) Is there time for the Seventy Sevens now?
The close of the previous section brings us abruptly to another question: What is to happen after we are
snatched away?
To this there is only a partial answer: the return of the saving-work of God to Israel. Yet even this is not
explicitly disclosed to us, but is a deduction from Scripture. Yet it must not be condemned on that
account, but simply treated with caution. We know that the saving-work of God was sent to the Gentiles,
and that when Paul announced this he added that they were to hear it on their own account (Acts 28:28).
Their fulfilment of 1. Thess. 4:13-17 will meant the end of all that, and therefore will necessitate the
return of the saving-work of God to Israel. That is entirely plain from the Secret of Rom. 11:25-32.
This, after all, was a secret revealed to and through Paul, and therefore something very special indeed. No
wonder Paul cries out: "0, depth of riches and wisdom and knowledge of God!" There, in those few
verses, lies the solution of all our present problems, if we would only take it, and believe it, and apply it to
them.
Our snatching-away means, must mean, as well the start of the fulfilment of this Secret. Verses 29 to 32
are perfectly plain: Israel are then to be shown mercy as we have been. So how can we dare to think it a
strange thing that, when our time is fulfilled, Israel's turn will come?
We must, however, remember that Israel's circumstances will be very different. For them, figuratively, the
torch will have to be picked up where they dropped it. As a nation, as a whole entity, they would not
receive their Messiah; so those glories of His will be for them at that time no longer on offer. They will
virtually be back where they were before He came. For them within their horizon, He will be, and will
continue to be, yet to come. So those covenants once open to them will again be open to them. They will
once more have the opportunity to keep the covenants, if they can, and to break them in due course in the
Apostasy which is to end the period of the Seventy Sevens. It will be their most favorable, though their
last, opportunity to show how far they can meet God's requirements; that is, as soulish men, in flesh; and
by its disastrous breakdown, the most disastrous in all history, to demonstrate once and for all the
inability of the flesh by itself to meet God's requirements.
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The history of Christendom does not properly fulfil this requirement, for though it shows with horrible
completeness the same failure of soulish man, it does not show it in like conditions or in circumstances so
favorable, and for the people definitely called by God to be His special earthly People. The pagans who
flocked into the nominal church in the early centuries came into a system which had already largely
failed. In fact, they would not have joined it otherwise. The Apostle Paul's Epistles are full of warnings
against failure and backsliding; but there is one thing which is wholly absent from them, any sort of
intimation that any one of these warnings had been received and thoroughly acted on. True, the
exhortations of the Prison Epistles move on to deal with fresh evils, but this does not mean that earlier
evils had disappeared, but simply that corruption was spreading. There is a broad hint to that effect in
Philippians 3. If all had been well, even at that very early date, there would have been no need for such a
summary of foundation doctrine.
So, the answer to our question is that, so far as Scripture is concerned, there is no reason whatever why
the Seventy Sevens should not begin and run their course after we have been snatched away, but not
before.
As the late Commander Steedman recently pointed out to me, the apostasy of Israel will primarily
be apostasy from Yahweh, Jehovah. There is no indication whatever in Scripture that before the Apostasy
they will be as Nation believers in the Lord Jesus Christ as their Christ, their Messiah. They will have
returned as one Nation, putting their trust in Yahweh, Who will have given them the repentance in this
respect that they did not achieve in past times. Nevertheless, not till the Rescuer arrives out of Zion will
He be turning irreverence from Jacob. and eliminating their sins.
(3) The Jewish Church
Nothing that has been said in the previous paragraph nullifies the fact that some Jews will yet, as at
Pentecost, be called to receive the Lord Jesus as the Messiah, the Christ. The Nation as a whole will
repent and remain under Judaism; but some will do as some of the Roman Jews did: believe on the Lord
Jesus as the Christ. They will be as were the Jerusalem Jews in Acts 21:20 under the leadership of James:
"You are beholding, brother, how many tens of thousands there are, among the Jews, of those who have
believed; and all are zealous of the Law." They were distinctively Jewish Christians.
Now, Paul does not utter one word of reproof for this remark able assertion. Instead, he meets James and
the Elders more than halfway: he puts into practice his words in 1. Cor. 9:20: "To the Jews I became a
Jew, that Jews I should be gaining; to those under law as under law (not being myself under law) …”
What can we possibly say to this except that (at that time) it was entirely in order for Jewish believers in
Jerusalem to be zealous of the Law?
This does not mean that such a state of affairs was to continue for long. Soon there were to be no Jewish
believers left in Jerusalem! But it does mean that after we have been snatched away conditions will be
able to return to something like what they were then—if not in Jerusalem itself, certainly among Jewish
believers elsewhere. Among them will be the dispersion of Israel for whom the epistles of James, Peter
and Jude are primarily intended. How can this be? Simply because there is no evidence that the conditions
envisaged in those epistles have ever yet existed, except perhaps on a very small scale. We do not know
how long it will take for the future Ingathering of Israel to be accomplished. Those epistles were in the
first instance for specified Jewish people, but they will apply to other dispersed ones in the future; just as
Galatians, and Ephesians, apply universally among us now, though there can be few if any believers there
nowadays. As we have already shown elsewhere, there is much yet to be unveiled to these dispersed
believers, and perhaps they will be dispersed because they will have believed the Evangel of the
circumcision while the bulk of Israel has returned to the Land. It is quite possible to visualize the whole
Nation ingathered in Judaism and then reacting against what they regard as apostasy: faith in the Lord
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Jesus as Messiah. The point is that Judaism remains, for the present, in essence zeal of the Law. There is
no evidence that the Lord Jesus will count for anything among the bulk of the ingathered Jews.
All this must be largely speculative; for only glimpses of it have been unveiled to us, as it is none of our
business. We have been told all that we need to know, and most of us have not troubled to study even that
much! So what cause have we to presume to complain?
Yet we can perceive, like mountain peaks appearing through a sea of cloud, that much will happen to, and
among, the Jewish people and Jewish Church of the future. That much will take time to accomplish; just
as the fulfilment of other things that are to happen in the Seventy Sevens will take time. We ought to
rejoice at this extension of the frontiers of our thought.
(4) The speed of world-events
One friend to whom I put the foregoing general ideas could not entertain them at all. His objection was
that world-events had moved so far and were moving so fast that there simply was no room to fit in about
half a thousand years before the end time could begin.
This is, I am persuaded, a wholly mistaken way of approaching this matter and in reality a disguised form
of the particular unbelief against which the Lord Jesus Himself expressly warned. His Apostles (Acts 1:68). It is, definitely, not our business to watch world-events, but to listen for that trumpet sound which is to
mark the end of our earthly pilgrimage and remove us from the world to which we do not really belong.
Not until we are out of the way can world-events which are of significance in God's purposes for the
world itself be resumed. To watch for something to occur which cannot come into existence in the world
so long as we are in the way of its development is merely foolishness.
Nevertheless, it was pointed out to me quite firmly that the world is moving too fast towards the events of
the end-time for the ideas I expressed to be possible.
The confidence of such an assertion is utterly astonishing. Who can forecast today what is likely to
happen ten years ahead? Or even one? The very existence of swift and drastic changes puts all human
prophesying out of court. One can only argue from apparent trends, and then only on the assumption that
they are real trends and that they will persist—and there is no time in all history to date when these
assumptions are less likely to be true.
People assume that scientific discovery will continue at an ever-increasing rate; yet the forces of
anarchism and nihilism are beginning to show themselves in the seats of learning, accompanied by an
ominous deterioration in mental caliber, if the reported sayings and doings of many students are an
indication. Then there is an assumption that the population of the world will continue to grow as it is now
doing. Yet this cannot be accepted as certain or, perhaps, even probable. We are told of the infertility of
the eggs of Antarctic penguins owing to the presence of DDT in the ocean waters far from its source. If
that be so, how can we be sure that such disasters may not be pending for other forms of life, including
man? And other alarming possibilities of a similar nature exist too.
I mention such points, not in an attempt to prophesy myself or to alarm, but simply to indicate the futility
of all human attempts to prophesy and consequently the futility of all attempts to argue about what may or
may not happen during the coming centuries. If the Seventy Sevens still lie ahead, and after them the
thousand years, according to Scripture Prophecy; then if we are true Christians we should decisively
refuse to reason about them on such grounds.
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I well remember the excitement during 1928 in some circles because one of the 2520-year periods (on the
year-day system) was said to be due to run out then. Nothing special happened; and there is no reason at
all why anything special should have happened, because the whole idea is a fallacy. It is a most harmful
fallacy, too, for it not only discredits those who indulge in it—which does not matter much—it also tends,
among those who know no better, to discredit God's Word; and that is a thing for which there is no excuse
at all. I earnestly urge all my readers to have nothing to do with any attempts to fit Prophecy into recent
history or current affairs, as so many have impiously attempted to do. All Prophecy is in abeyance now
and will continue to be so long as we are here.
Another thing is worth pointing out. There is little possibility in the foreseeable future of Israel being able
to rebuild the Temple on its proper site; for this would entail the removal of the Mosque of Omar and
probably an even more bitter war with the whole of the Moslem world. Such an attempt would bring in
other countries and even destroy the present State of Israel. Perhaps that is the way it will come to an end,
and thus enable God Himself to gather in the rest of Israel as prophesied.
As Mr. Melvin E. Johnson has written: "The time for the meeting in the air is something no one can precalculate but it is something we should constantly anticipate. If we are preoccupied instead, like
many now are, thinking mistakenly that present developments in the Middle East or
elsewhere are now the fulfilment of Hebrew prophecy and signs indicating a near end of this eon, we
shall have our attentions misdirected. We shall be placing a false emphasis on present
'world events, for even though these may simulate other events
of a future day, they are not a fulfilment of those prophecies
which remain in abeyance until Jehovah Himself intervenes
to change the hearts of Israel world-wide. It is only then
that God will 'give repentance to Israel.' Acts 5:31."
This testimony is particularly welcome; for the full meaning of the Apostle Peter's words:
"to give repentance to Israel" had previously eluded me. This is something God is actually waiting
to GIVE His Earthly People, something which they cannot have till the time is ripe; and one aspect of the
matter is that it depends in a measure on how we conduct ourselves. As soon as our task down here is
finished, the Lord can snatch us away; and then all will be clear for Him
to give repentance to Israel. R. B. Withers
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WHICH TRUMPET?
Many of our readers are well aware that certain future events of prophesy will be announced by trumpets;
one or more trumpets sounded by one or more messengers. The purpose here is to distinguish between
some of the main events to be announced by different trumpets.
"The trumpet of God" will announce that climactic moment when "the Lord Himself" shall be descending
from heaven as the dead in Christ then are about to be roused so that they, together with surviving saints,
can be suddenly snatched away to meet the Lord in the air (I Thess. 4:15-17).
Other trumpets—a series of these—will precede and announce the approach of a more remote occasion
when our Lord is about to be revealed on earth as He then descends to Mount Olivet, the point of His
previous departure (Acts 1:11).
The first of those events which relates to saints who will have been called from the Gentiles is
appropriately called the presence of "THE LORD", the title by which He is best known to present-day
saints. When He shall be revealed to other saints of a forthcoming era who by that time have been called
from a future renascent Israel, that event will become the presence of "THE SON OF MANKIND"—a
different title which was never used by Paul in such letters as he wrote to the Thessalonians and
Corinthians, for those letters were addressed to Gentiles and not to Israel as a nation. It is well to note that
the saints who are to meet our Lord "in air" will be alerted by the (singular) "trumpet of God" while other
trumpets to be sounded by numerous messengers will be alerting those future saints from Israel who then
will be anticipating His ultimate descent to Mount Olivet. Unless we are aware that the sounding of each
trumpet has its own distinct purpose, the effect to us could be a dubious or uncertain sound.
In ancient Israel Jehovah told Moses to make two trumpets of silver; no doubt the only trumpets man ever
made strictly to divine specifications; and there were varied uses for those silver trumpets. If only one
trumpet was sounded, no others than the princes of Israel were to assemble; but if both trumpets were
sounded, all Israel was alerted to respond. The trumpets were to be used as Jehovah told Moses, "in the
day of your gladness, and in your solemn days, and in the beginning of your months." Also in case of
alarm, as when the nation might be called to war; if only one alarm was sounded, only those camps lying
to the east were alerted, but if that was followed by a second alarm, the camps lying to the south were
likewise called to battle. Consequently, it was most important for all Israel to understand what the uses of
either or both trumpets meant, even at such times when the trumpet call was only for some of them (Num.
10:10). It is no less important that we too should be conversant with the various trumpets of Scripture, lest
we might otherwise mistake the significance of one trumpet for that of others.
The next sound now from any trumpet of divine origin will announce the personal presence of our Lord
Jesus Christ long before He is revealed to earthly perception. Scripture calls that "the trumpet of God" and
it will sound just as our Lord is descending from heaven, not down to earth but "into air." There we
observe only one trumpet—no others—though we learn from a parallel text that there will be a succession
of trumpet peals from that single trumpet, for we are told that "He will be trumpeting" and one effect of
this will be that "the dead in Christ shall be rising first" but only "at the last trump" from that
commanding repetition of trumpet sounds (I Cor. 15:51-53). Meanwhile this will also alert those saints
who will live and remain until that "presence of the Lord" when they too shall be "changed in the twinkle
of an eye" so that all together, as incorruptible spiritual bodies, can be snatched away to meet the Lord in
air.
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We should not mistake that event as if we were told that our Lord on the same occasion would then
continue on to earth, for this is something the Scripture definitely does NOT say; it does say rather that
the saints then are to meet Him "in air." Neither should we mistake "the last trump" as if it were said to be
"the last trumpet," for the text there indicates only the last in a series of trumpet peals from the same
trumpet. Nor should we confuse "the trumpet of God" in Thessalonians and Corinthians with any of the
trumpets in Matthew or Revelation, for those in Revelation are identified only by their ordinal numbers;
from the first to the seventh. No one of those is said to be "the last trumpet" as the one sounded by the
seventh messenger in Revelation is sometimes improperly called (Matt. 24:30,31; Rev. 8, 9 & 11:15).
At the risk of exhausting the reader's patience, these distinctions need to be repeated and emphasized,
because some have inferred, mistakenly, that there is no distinction between "the trumpet of God" at "the
presence of the Lord" in Thessalonians as compared with "the seventh trumpet" in Revelation when our
Lord is about to be revealed to Israel as "the Son of Mankind." This has been compounded into a further
error, that Paul's letters to the Thessalonians and Corinthians are concerned with Israel as a nation rather
than with saints of the present calling from among the Gentiles. One unfortunate reason for this is based
on the misused coincidence that in Thessalonians the saints are said to be "snatched" away and in
Revelation 12, relating especially to Israel, the same word "snatched" is used with reference to the male
child there said to be "snatched away to God and to His throne." It should be obvious that the word
"snatched" does not pertain to the same event in every passage where it may appear, for it is used in one
instance concerning Paul where he is said to have been "snatched away into paradise" (II Cor. 12:4) and it
is used also on a different occasion concerning Philip after he had ministered to the Ethiopian eunuch and
was then "snatched away" before he was afterward found at Azotus (Acts 8:39,40). The coincidence of
finding the same word in both passages definitely does not identify the saints "snatched away" in
Thessalonians with anything concerning Israel in Revelation 12, for in other respects the context of each
passage differs greatly from that of the other.
We may reasonably assume that all our readers will recognize "the trumpet of God" in I Thess. 4:16 as
being identical with some implied trumpet in I Cor. 15:52 which there produces a sustained "trumpeting"
until the dead in Christ are roused "at the last trump." The identity of those two passages, each with the
other, is unmistakable, because they both concern a "change" of bodies for saints of the present calling
who will have survived until that moment—a change from present mortal bodies to bodies immortal. In I
Corinthians 15 these are included where Paul says first "we all shall be changed" (verse 51) and they are
separately mentioned in contrast to those who will have died where he afterward says, "we shall be
changed" (verse 53). The same "change" of bodies is implicit in I Thess. 4:15-17 where he mentions the
surviving saints as being "snatched (away) together" with those who until then are "the dead in Christ,"
because this essentially requires a prior change of bodies.
That "change" of bodies is not mentioned at all in connection with any trumpets of Matthew or
Revelation—an entirely different context concerning future saints out of Israel and relating not to the
presence of THE LORD as such but to the presence of THE SON OF MANKIND. On the other hand, the
"change" of bodies in Corinthians and Thessalonians is clearly identified as a like change which appears
also in Philippians 3:20-21; a letter written by Paul from the Roman prison and addressed to saints called
mainly from the Gentiles, like others called from Gentiles of Ephesus, Colosse and Laodicea, though it
matters not at all it some may have been called from the Jews. It is true that some of the saints at Corinth
were of Israelitish descent, even as was the former Saul of Tarsus, but all who are "changed" according to
Corinthians are of the same calling and have the same destiny as those who are said to be "transfigured"
according to the passage quoted from Philippians. The saints at Corinth, whether former Jews or former
Gentiles, were then all alike "a new creation" in Christ Jesus (II Cor. 5:17). A "change" of bodies from
mortal to immortal according to Corinthians so that such can be "snatched away" according to
Thessalonians is equivalent to a transfiguration of bodies in Philippians 3:20-21.
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Another reason why "the trumpet of God" in Thessalonians is sometimes confused with the various
trumpets in Matthew and Revelation, which latter relate to Israel, is because Paul in Thessalonians has
much to say about "the day of the Lord," though in one passage of the King James Version (II Thess. 2:2)
this is misrendered as "the day of Christ" but properly rendered as "the day of the Lord" in RSV, CLNT,
Rotherham and other modern versions. "The day of the Lord" accords with what is literally "the day of
Jehovah" which appears some twenty times in Hebrew prophecy beginning with Isa. 2:12. Thus when
Peter spoke of "the day of the Lord" in Acts 2:20 he was quoting a Hebrew prophecy in Joel 2:31. Paul's
reference to "the day of the Lord" in Thessalonians has been mistaken by some in either of two ways.
There are those who infer that the Thessalonian letters are for Israel rather than for us while others do
acknowledge that they are for us but then strangely contend that the surviving saints of the present calling
will remain here on earth until Israel's last great affliction in the "day of the Lord." Both those inferences
are emphatically wrong but to clarify the matter will require much digression here. For this we need the
reader's close attention and we ask your kind forbearance.
Though it is very true that Paul in Thessalonians did have much to say about "the day of the Lord," the
reason for his doing so is much different from inferences sometimes drawn from his words. In First
Thessalonians Paul had said that the surviving saints, together with those who will have died, shall be
delivered at the presence of the Lord when all of them together will meet Him in the air, and the
Thessalonians were entreated to "console one another with these words." We are informed, however, that
while Paul was personally among them he had taught them things of prophetic truth about Israel which
are in full accord with the book of Daniel. This was for the saints' enlightenment then, the same as it is for
our enlightenment now, although Paul's letters nowhere say that either the Thessalonians or we would
ever share the experience of Israel's last great affliction here on the earth coincident with "the day of the
Lord." Obviously, that would contradict the revelation of a prior meeting "in air," long before "the day of
the Lord" descends on Israel and their last great affliction.
Yet at some time after Paul had spoken to the Thessalonians in person, as we learn from II Thessalonians
chapter two, someone else had taught them FALSELY that the day of the Lord had already arrived and
that Paul himself had either written or said so; something he firmly denied. This had greatly disturbed the
saints, for if it had been true, that would necessarily mean the meeting "in air" at a presence of the Lord
had already occurred and they had been left behind! Thus, Paul reminded them most reassuringly that the
day of the Lord had not arrived. For this he refreshed their memories that while he was yet among them in
person he had explained how a future apostasy in Israel must come first and "the man of lawlessness"
must be revealed which is all in accord with prophecy in the book of Daniel (II These. 2:3-4). The fact
that those two stated preconditions had not appeared was cited as definite proof that the day of the Lord
had not arrived. If Paul really had told the Thessalonians that their own deliverance must await the day of
the Lord, as some contend, then when others told them that day had already arrived it should have
reassured them that their own deliverance was very near which would have been most encouraging.
Instead as Paul indicates, they had been "quickly shaken" in mind and "alarmed." This clearly indicates
Paul had never said they must await the day of the Lord for the realization of their expectation; he had
said much rather that they would be "snatched away" for a prior meeting "in air."
In First Thessalonians the saints there were told they need not be in darkness about any of this, for Paul
said they were sons of "the day." There he referred NOT to the day of the Lord as such but to quite a
different day called "the day of Christ" and mentioned only by Paul (Philippians 1:6,10, 2:16). The day of
Christ begins with the moment when saints of the present calling are transfigured from soulical to
spiritual bodies and snatched away to meet the Lord "in air." We must not mistake "the day of Christ" for
"the day of the Lord" or vice versa. "The day of Christ" is characterized by light, even as Paul says, "You
are all sons of the light and sons of the day" (I Thess. 5:5), but "the day of the Lord" is called "darkness
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and not light... even very dark and no brightness in it" (Amos 5:18-20). The day of Christ and the day of
the Lord (the day of Jehovah) concern entirely different people and begin at widely separated times.
Paul said also that even though a future day of the Lord would intrude like a thief in the night on a then
unbelieving world, the times and eras relating to that was of no special concern to the Thessalonian saints
(I Thess. 5:1-3), for he had said just previously that the saints of the present calling are to be snatched
away at a "presence of the Lord." For them that is where the "day of Christ" begins which is long before
the day of the Lord begins for Israel. The prior deliverance for saints of the present calling agrees also
with II Thess. 1:7 where we are told that when the Lord shall be revealed from heaven, inflicting
vengeance then on those "not obeying the evangel of our Lord Jesus Christ," the Thessalonian saints will
be at "ease" or at rest. For all saints of the present calling such "ease" or rest together with the Lord will
necessarily result from the prior meeting "in air," even as Paul had said in his former letter, "Thus shall
we always be together with the Lord."
Neither should it seem strange to us that Paul had not plainly told the Thessalonians the day of the Lord
was well over two thousand years away which apparently he had not. No doubt he understood Hebrew
prophecy as well or better than anyone does today but not necessarily the LENGTH OF TIME required
for its then distant fulfilment. Even the length of time which God had predetermined for the present
stewardship of His grace in favor of Gentiles apart from and independent of Israel was not necessarily any
part of those secrets which had been revealed first only to Paul. Though he did write in some instances as
if the time remaining here on earth for saints of that day was relatively short, he also said quite plainly
that they had no need of knowing about the times and eras known only to the Lord. We may understand
Paul did know that the day of the Lord would arrive very soon before the Lord himself will descend on
Mount Olivet and then take direct control of the earth's affairs to reign over the house of Jacob for the
eons; a hope so very luminous and transporting that it very reasonably might have appeared then to be
even less distant than we know it is now. The towering summit of a high mountain can appear even nearer
from afar than the actual remaining distance is realized to be at closer range when it can be viewed
realistically in relation to smaller and familiar objects at some lesser but well-known distance. In like
manner, the length of time required for obtaining the present complement from the Gentiles plus the
further time required for the operation and fulfilment of Hebrew prophecy before the day of the Lord can
arrive was not necessarily revealed to Paul, nor was it needful for him to know. Perhaps it was rather
God's mercy that he should not know and thus not suffer a like distress as when Daniel faintly realized
that Gabriel's revelations spelled a long dark and dreadful night of lonely exile for his beloved people
Israel. Even among ourselves today there are those who become disheartened and offended when they are
told how much time is yet required for Israel's forthcoming renascence, their future apostasy also, and
meanwhile the emergence of a new "remnant" because of whom the nation at large will be delivered from
its last great affliction in the day of the Lord, although none of that delays our own expectation even for a
moment.
The fact that the singular trumpet of God in Thessalonians and Corinthians is restricted to saints of the
present calling while the many trumpets in Matthew and Revelation will be of direct concern to future
saints out of Israel is well known to many of our present readers, but the span of time which must
intervene between our Lord's descent from heaven to meet present-day saints "in air" and His subsequent
descent on Mount Olivet to meet different saints out of Israel is not so widely recognized. Until recent
years there has been a mistaken tendency to assume only a relatively short interval between those two
events. There is a broadly held misapprehension that they may be separated from each other by a time as
short as seven years, else only one generation or a century at the most. Any such estimate of the time
involved tends to blur one event into the other end to obscure the distinction between "the trumpet of
God" in Thessalonians as contrasted with those trumpets in Matthew and Revelation which belong to the
latter days of a future independent premillennial era. This was covered at much length in late issues of the
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former Differentiator, also Instalment two and three of Treasures of Truth; much too long for restatement
in present available space. Yet Paul most clearly states, in accord with the prophecy of Daniel, that the
future day of the Lord for Israel must be preceded by a further apostasy of theirs. Therefore, it becomes
self-evident that this requires first the divine reestablishment and operation of a new Mosaic economy
with a restored Levitical priesthood which is so very clearly affirmed in Ezekiel 20:33-42. Obviously,
there could be no apostasy—no "falling away" as the authorized version says—unless there were first a
well re-established and operative order to FALL AWAY FROM. There could be no apostasy in Israel
from anything existing today.
Without repeating the substance of many former papers to the same effect, one further proof of this is
conveniently verified if the reader will first turn to Ezekiel 43:18; then from there onward note how future
sons of Levi from the lineage of Zadok will yet offer bullocks and goats in a future sanctuary as the
Levites did in ancient times. This essentially precedes the millennial reign of our Lord when those who
then will live, and reign with Him are to be BOTH kings and priests in accord with the future
Melchisedec priesthood which necessarily supersedes all prior Levitical services characterized by the
offering of bulls and goats. It is scarcely conceivable that there will be any further sacrifice of animals
after our Lord returns to Israel at His descent on Mount Olivet.
After "the trumpet of God" at the presence of the Lord has then alerted the saints of the present calling, no
further trumpet of divine approval will begin to sound until a future era will be drawing to a close. Then
the SON OF MANKIND at His presence will send forth His messengers with a loud sounding trumpet—
presumably one such trumpet for each messenger—and they will assemble the chosen ones of a future
renascent Israel "from the four winds." from all the extremities of the heavens, as indicated by a
comparison of Matt. 24:30 with verse 3 of the same chapter. Although those trumpets are not for us, we
need to observe their relative time and purpose so that we may better distinguish that unique trumpet to
which our own hearing should be sensitized and attuned.
From a present dim and distant view of the trumpets in Matthew, they appear to shortly precede and
nearly coincide with seven major and dominant trumpets in Revelation, each sounded by one of seven
successive messengers (Rev. 8, 9 and 11:15). Of those seven messengers none is said to be Chief like "the
Chief Messenger" in Thessalonians. As they in order sound their trumpets at closely timed intervals, each
trumpet followed by immediate and pre-announced world calamities, no doubt it will sharpen the
expectancy of faithful ones in Israel for the moment then impending when the Son of Mankind is to be
revealed following a previous forth shining of His presence.
After the sounding of the seven trumpets, we are told of seven further messengers, though not with
trumpets, each having one of seven golden bowls full of the wrath or fury of God. Those bowls are
poured out successively; the first one on the land, another on the sea, another on the rivers and springs of
water, another on the sun, another on the throne of the wild beast, another on the great river Euphrates,
and the last is poured out upon the air (Rev. 15 and 16). Meanwhile we read of still other messengers; one
flying in mid-heaven to announce that the hour of God's judgment has arrived, another proclaiming the
imminent fall of Babylon the great, and another forewarning all who then will be worshiping the wild
beast and his image! but just then a voice out of heaven will be comforting the martyrs of Israel, saying
"Happy are the dead who die in the Lord henceforth" (Rev. 14:13).
Here it seems that John in vision had arrived at that breathless moment when the Son of Mankind is about
to appear. "I perceived," he said, "and lo! a white Cloud, and on the cloud One sitting, like the Son of
Mankind, having a golden wreath on His head." By sharp contrast this recalls the first mention of the Son
of Mankind when He said of Himself that then there was no place here on earth for that weary head of His
to rest (Matt. 8:20) but now He returns to earth in a triumph of His glory, and the head that wore the
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crown of thorns is gloriously graced with a golden wreath; thousands of thousands ministering unto Him
and ten thousand times ten thousand standing before Him (Dan. 7:10).
WHICH TRUMPET? For us, there can be only one; "the trumpet of God" at the presence of THE LORD
when He descends from heaven with a shout of command with the voice of the Chief Messenger: when
He arrives not on earth but in the air; when in one instant of time "the dead in Christ" are roused
incorruptible while the living also are transformed to immortality, and all are snatched away for a
momentous meeting with the Lord in the air.
We must not mistake that day of Christ for what then will be even a further distant "day of the Lord."
Unlike some of the Thessalonians who had been misinformed and deceived by others, not by Paul, we
must not misinterpret present turbulent world events as if these were now a fulfilment of Hebrew
prophecy, much as they may resemble future fulfilments when they are due. As of now there can be no
fulfilment of Hebrew prophecy until after the present complement from the Gentiles is obtained; not until
God (as Jehovah) then later initiates a new exodus of Israel from all nations, to lead them once again in
like manner as when He led them out of Egypt at the time of Moses (Isa. 11:11; Jer. 23:7-8).
Meanwhile as Paul assured the Thessalonians of his day, saints of the present era will be at "ease" and
together with the Lord, operating as His administrative body of many members while also sharing the
peace and tranquility of His vast universal dominion. Melvin E. Johnson
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